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Question to:

G

Question:

General

GA1

Applicant

Please set out the rationale for the number and locations of the jointing bay compounds
that are being proposed.

GA1

Applicant's
response

As stated in Table 1, Chapter 5 Description of the Development:
The Applicant commissioned an engineering specialist to provide indicative jointing bay
locations, these are displayed in Figures 5.2a - j (Document reference 6.2.5) however,
final positions would be dictated post-consent by engineering design and installation
contractors.
For this work the engineering specialist undertook a study of the onshore cable route to
determine (using the specifications of currently available cable technology) how cables
would need to be installed. This entailed consideration of the path of the cable route,
topography and physical features (e.g. water bodies) and the physical characteristics of
the cables (e.g. maximum length of cable that can physically be transported to site,
ability to bend or stretch). This determined the minimum lengths of cable needed in
each section. In addition, it was assumed that there would be a cable joint required at
each end wherever there is an obstacle for which East Anglia ONE has used HDD to
install the ducts.
This determined a worst case scenario (i.e. the shortest lengths of cable resulting in the
highest number of joints and therefore jointing bays required). The locations featured in
Figures 5.2a – j are indicative of this worst case.
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Question to:

Question:
When detailed design is undertaken prior to construction, the requirement for and
location of the jointing bays will be revisited. The fewest number of joints is considered
preferable both from a project design and environmental standpoint.

GA2

Applicant and
Local
Authorities

In the event that the haul roads, Construction Consolidation Sites (CCSs) and other
elements of the scheme were left in situ between East Anglia ONE and East Anglia
THREE Offshore Wind Farms, could the Applicant set out the proposed maximum
timescales that they would be left as such and the trigger mechanisms for their
reinstatement?
Could the Local Authorities also please provide comments on the above matter?

GA2

Applicant's
response

The Applicant currently anticipates that onshore construction of the East Anglia ONE
project will commence in 2017. In accordance with requirement 28 of the East Anglia
ONE Order, the temporary works (i.e. the haul road and CCSs) are required to be
reinstated as soon as reasonably practicable and, in any event, within 12 months of
completion of the relevant stage of the connection works. On timescales currently
anticipated, this would require reinstatement of the temporary works in 2020.
The Applicant considers that requirement 28 includes sufficient flexibility for the relevant
planning authority to approve retention of the temporary works for re-use by East
Anglia THREE as part of any reinstatement plan submitted by East Anglia ONE, if
considered appropriate to do so. In effect this would amount to a partial discharge of
Requirement 28, which would not be fully discharged until all of the temporary works,
including any temporary works re-used by East Anglia THREE, had also been reinstated.
If the draft Order for East Anglia THREE is made in 2017, it would need to be
implemented within 5 years (in accordance with requirement 1), and therefore during
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Question to:

Question:
2022. Accordingly, the temporary works may be left in-situ for 2 years between the
completion of construction works for East Anglia ONE and the commencement of
construction works for East Anglia THREE.
In the event that temporary works are not retained between projects, the East Anglia
ONE temporary works would be reinstated under requirement 28 of the East Anglia ONE
Order, and the further temporary works constructed for East Anglia THREE under the
draft Order would be reinstated under requirement 30 of the draft Order.
In the event that temporary works are retained between projects, the East Anglia ONE
temporary works are likely to be transferred to ScottishPower Renewables UK Limited
(SPRUK) or East Anglia THREE Limited. In that event, the requirement and obligations
to reinstate the temporary works (i.e. under requirement 28 of the East Anglia ONE
Order) would also be transferred. Therefore the trigger for reinstatement of the
temporary works would be governed by requirement 28 of the East Anglia ONE Order,
or any plan approved as part of the partial discharge of requirement 28. For example,
the plan may require reinstatement if the East Anglia THREE project does not come
forward within a certain timeframe following the plan's approval. If the East Anglia
THREE project was to come forward within a suitable period, submission of a further
plan would still be required to reinstate the re-used temporary works as soon as
reasonably practicable and, in any event, within 12 months of completion of the
relevant stage of the connection works in order to fully discharge requirement 28.
In addition, the Applicant has proposed a new requirement 36 to ensure that reuse of
the temporary works by East Anglia THREE can only commence once a plan, in
accordance with the East Anglia THREE haul road and CCS parameters, has been
approved which identifies which temporary works are to be reused and a timetable for
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Question to:

Question:
reinstatement of those elements of the temporary works which are not to be reused. It
also requires the Applicant to notify the relevant local authorities in the event of any
transfer of the temporary works under Article 5 of the East Anglia ONE Order, and this is
an ongoing obligation until the temporary works have been reinstated and requirement
28 of the East Anglia ONE Order fully discharged.

GA3

Little Bealings
Parish Council
and Applicant

Little Bealings Parish Council in its Relevant Representation (RR) [RR-007] has raised
concerns about the safety of local residents as a result of the use of High Voltage
Alternating Current (HVAC) instead of High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC). Could Little
Bealings Parish Council please expand on these concerns?
Does the Applicant have any comments to make on Little Bealings Parish Council’s RR
with regard to the safety of residents associated with HVAC vs HVDC?

GA3

Applicant's
response

The potential effects of EMF from either AC or DC are considered in Chapter 22 Land Use
(section 22.6.2.8.1.1 Human Health, paras 171 - 173). This concludes no or negligible
impact.
As stated in the Health Impact Review (Document reference 8.14, para 36):
The project will be constructed and operated in compliance with the International
Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) Guidelines on EMF. These
1998 guidelines, updated step-by-step in 2009 concern limiting exposure to timevarying EMFs (up to 300 GHz). The advice of the ICNIRP is requested by many national
and international organisations including the European Union and Governments,
including Ministries in the UK.
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Question to:

Question:
It should be noted that in determining consent for the non-material variation for East
Anglia ONE the SoS said (paragraph 19 of the decision letter):
“Given the statement from the Applicant confirming that it will comply with Government
policy and relevant UK guidelines, the Secretary of State considers that suitable
protection exists such that she is able to conclude that there will be no significant
impact on human health from the adoption of a HVAC transmission option.”
Given that Government policy and relevant UK Guidelines will be complied with for the
East Anglia THREE project, the Applicant considers that there is no reason for the SoS to
depart from this view.

GA4

Applicant

Please identify a relevant plan which shows the ‘points’ that reference the grid
coordinates listed in the draft Development Consent Order (DCO) in Schedule 1 Part 1,
paragraph 2.

GA4

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has submitted a plan showing the nodes (reference: Deadline
2/Plans/Node Plan for Grid Coordinates/GA4 & GA5).

GA5

Applicant

Given that the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm (Corrections and Amendments)
Order 2016 contains certain corrections to latitude and longitude coordinates, and as
referred to at the DCO Issue Specific Hearing, can the Applicant confirm the accuracy of
those coordinates listed within the draft DCO?
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Question to:

Question:

GA5

Applicant's
response

These coordinates have been checked and are accurate (see reference: Deadline
2/Plans/Node Plan for Grid Coordinates/GA4 & GA5) and these are consistent with the
draft Order.

PN

Principle and nature of the development

PN1

Applicant

Please provide an indicative layout for the proposed substation(s) during construction,
to include all land required for construction activities. Could the Applicant also
demonstrate how the substation(s) for East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm interacts
with the substation for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm?

PN1

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has provided an indicative substation layout for ExA Deadline 2
(reference: Deadline 2/First Written Questions/Landscape Masterplan/PN1,PN3,LH14).
East Anglia THREE would be constructed on the site that will be used for the lay down
area for East Anglia ONE. Other than a strategic approach to landscaping and drainage
as well as a shared access, the two would operate as separate substations.

PN2

Applicant

Please provide an indicative layout of a proposed Primary Construction Consolidation
Site (PCCS). Could the Applicant also clarify whether both of the proposed PCCSs would
have the same layout?

PN2

Applicant's
response

The layout of the East Anglia THREE PCCS will be progressed post consent through
detailed design. However, by way of illustration, the Applicant has submitted the East
Anglia ONE Paper Mill Lane indicative PCCS layout (reference: Deadline 2/EAONE Draft
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Question to:

Question:
PCCS Plan/PN2). The area of this PCCS is 15,000m2. The area of the East Anglia
THREE PCSS would be approximately 90m long by 40m wide covering a surface area of
3,600m2. Both of the East Anglia THREE PCCS would generally have the same
components as the indicative layout provided but, given the difference in area, would be
a 'scaled down' version.

PN3

Applicant

Please indicate whether a joint Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) solution in
conjunction with the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm substation has been
considered and, if not, please provide details of the proposed run-off attenuation
storage for the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm substation(s) in accordance with
SuDS principles.

PN3

Applicant's
response

As part of the East Anglia Landscape Masterplanning exercise for Bramford, a
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDs) has been considered. Based on current
information including site topography, the use of land to the north-east of the East
Anglia THREE substation is considered a feasible point where a SuDs attenuation pond
(designed to store surface water), could be located given it is relatively lower lying land.
Existing flow paths and discharge points will need to be confirmed once the project has
been consented and more detailed design work commences. A SuDs pond could
support emergent and submerged aquatic vegetation along its edges and in shallow,
marshy zones, which enhance treatment processes and is intended to have amenity and
biodiversity benefits. The drainage for the East Anglia THREE substation will be
designed to address surface water drainage in respect of relevant requirements of the
draft Order (see requirement 18). A copy of the relevant Masterplan document has been
included (reference: Deadline 2/First Written Questions/Landscape
Masterplan/PN1,PN3,LH14) This document will be used and updated to inform/reflect
the detailed design for any SuDs based drainage system.
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Question to:

Question:

PN4

Applicant

What are the factors that will determine whether the final decision (said to be made
post-consent) will be for High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) or Low Frequency
Alternating Current (LFAC) transmission given that the choice has implications for the
provision or not of offshore converter stations, or greater amounts of cabling and a
larger compound area for the onshore substation?

PN4

Applicant's
response

At the post-consent stage and during procurement of the project the Applicant will
consider supplier responses in relation to suitable technologies on the basis of technical
and cost considerations as well as any relevant environmental considerations. The
OFTO divestment process also requires the applicant to demonstrate that the project
has been procured and constructed efficiently from an economic point of view.

PN5

Applicant

Please explain the proposed cable types and scenarios, for both onshore and offshore,
and clarify the terminology used in the Environmental Statement (ES) in relation to the
proposed cabling? Could the Applicant also confirm the number and types of onshore
cables that it is anticipated would be used according to the different scenarios?

PN5

Applicant's
response

In order to provide an answer to this question the Applicant has sought to:
1. Provide clarity on the terminology used in the Environmental Statement (ES);
2. Provide an explanation of the cable types and scenarios (including numbers and
lengths), for both onshore and offshore; and
3. Explain the differences between the onshore cables.
1. Terminology used in the ES (reference: section 5.4), is as follows:
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Question to:

Question:
Subsea cables:
 Interarray cables: cables which interconnect the turbines and also the
turbines with the offshore electrical platforms.


Platform Link cables: cables used for connecting two or more offshore
electrical platforms within East Anglia THREE.



Export cables: cables used for jointing the last platform with the landfall
area in order to export electricity to the mainland.



Interconnector cables: cables which would connect East Anglia ONE with
the proposed East Anglia THREE project (see response to PN6).



Fibre Optic cables: Smaller cables which may be buried along with some
or all of the electrical cables (onshore and offshore) to carry essential
information to and from the wind farm.

Onshore electrical cables:
 Cables for the transmission of power from the landfall to the onshore
substation.
The Applicant is considering both High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) and Low
Frequency Alternating Current (LFAC) electrical solutions for East Anglia THREE.
The key differences between the HVDC and LFAC solutions are as follows:
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Question to:

Question:


The LFAC solution requires only collector stations and does not require offshore
converter stations, whereas the HVDC solution requires up to two offshore
converter stations to convert the AC current produced by the turbines to HVDC
for export to shore.



The HVDC solution requires a greater amount of electrical cable to be installed
offshore than the LFAC solution, whereas the LFAC solution requires a greater
amount of cable to be installed onshore. For both solutions all onshore cables
would be installed within a single trench.



The LFAC solution will require a slightly larger compound area for the onshore
substation.

The Applicant is also considering building the project using a Single Phase or a Two
Phased approach (1 x 1200MW) or (2 x 600MW). Export cable laying operations both
onshore and offshore will be carried out in a single phase. A decision on the final
electrical solution and approach for East Anglia THREE will be made post-consent during
the final design stage of the project.
2. Explanation of the cable types and scenarios
The proposed cable types (including maximum length and numbers) for these different
scenarios is set out in the table below which has been adapted from the Explanatory
Memorandum (Document reference 3.2 of the Application).
Two Phased
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Single Phase

Question to:

Question:
Component

Specifications

Parameters
(Phase 1 – Two
Phase)

Parameters
(Phase 2 – Two
Phase)

275km

275km

DCO reference

Offshore Cables
Inter-Array
Cables (Both
HVDC and
LFAC
solution)

Platform link
Cables HVDC
solution

Maximum length

550km

Requirement 4
DML (Generation Assets)
Condition 3

Cable Type

AC

AC

AC

Maximum length

75km

165km

195km

Requirement 4
DML (Transmission
Assets)
Condition 3
Note, different parameters
are included for different
phases (see Schedules 12
and Schedule 13 for the
different parameters)

Maximum
number

5

11

13

Cable type

HVAC offshore

HVAC offshore

HVAC
offshore three-
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Question to:

Question:

Platform link
Cables LFAC
solution

Interconnecti
on Cables
(HVDC and
LFAC
solution)

Export
Cables(HVD
C solution)

three-core cable

three-core cable

core cable

Maximum length

15km

30km

45km

Maximum
number

1

2

3

Cable type

HVAC offshore
three-core cable

HVAC offshore
three-core cable

HVAC offshore
three-core
cable

Maximum length

190km

190km

380km

Requirement 4
DML (Interconnection)
Condition 5

Cable type

HVAC 3-core or
HVDC

HVAC 3-core or
HVDC

HVAC 3-core or
HVDC

Maximum
number

2

2

4

Maximum length

N/A

Work No. 4
DML (Interconnection) Part
1, Paragraph 3(1)

N/A

664km

Requirement 4
DML (Transmission
Assets)
Condition 5
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Question to:

Question:

Export
Cables(LFA
C solution)

Cable type

N/A

N/A

Export HVDC
offshore single
core cable

Maximum
number

N/A

N/A

4

Maximum length

N/A

DML (Transmission
Assets) Part 1, Paragraph
3(3)
N/A

Maximum
number
Cable Type

664km
4

N/A

N/A

HVAC, 16.7
Hz
3 core cable

Onshore Cables
Export cable
(HVDC)

Export cable
(LFAC)

Work No. 5A

Maximum
number

N/A

N/A

All cables in
one duct

Type

N/A

N/A

HVDC

Maximum
number

N/A

N/A

All cables in
one duct
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Question to:

Question:
Type

N/A

N/A

HVAC, 16.7
Hz

3. Explanation of the two different onshore options:
HVDC cables are composed of single core cables. Each cable is a different pole for the
DC system. Onshore, the cable is very similar to offshore, but with less armour and
protections.
Typical offshore LFAC cables are constructed of three separate cores packed together
and presented as one single cable. Once onshore the three-core single cable would be
separated into individual cores that would be installed individually within the single
trench.
The Environmental Statement has assessed the worst case parameters, whether from
the HVDC or LFAC solution or from the single phase or two phases of construction. The
draft Order has been prepared to reflect this approach, particularly with regard to
maximum parameters and the structure of the requirements and DMLs. Implications of
phasing on the drafting of the Order are considered further below.
PN6

Applicant

Work No.4 – interconnection between East Anglia ONE and East Anglia THREE Offshore
Wind Farms– is included within the DCO as associated development. Paragraph 4.4 of
the Cable Statement indicates that the interconnection is required for the transmission
of electricity between either wind farm. Please explain why it is necessary for the
transmission of electricity between the two projects.
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Question to:
PN6

Applicant's
response

Question:
The exact use of interconnection between East Anglia THREE and East Anglia ONE will
be decided post consent in the context of technical options available, associated costs
and discussions with OFGEM. The applicant considers that the two options described
below cover any potential use of interconnection infrastructure:


In the event of a technical fault with an export cable within either wind farm,
interconnection could allow an alternative route for the export of electricity from
that wind farm which may have otherwise been shut down leading to significant
loss of generation to the national grid, possibly at short notice. This shortfall may
then have to be replaced by power from a non-renewable technology.



In the event of a loss of power within the wind farm, interconnection could
provide black start capability: A black start is the process of restoring an
electric power station or a part of an electric grid to operation without relying on
the external transmission network. Normally, the electric power used within the
plant is provided from the station's own generators. Therefore one wind farm
could supply power to the other to allow the wind farm to recommence operations
without the need to import power from the mainland.

PN7

Applicant

Please explain how jointing bays for the onshore cables would relate to those that will
be required for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm and does scope exist for the
rationalisation of such bays between the two projects?

PN7

Applicant's
response

The jointing bay locations for East Anglia ONE will be determined by the specifications of
the cables used for that project (see GA1) and by the requirement for joints at either
end of any HDD crossing. The location of joints in the East Anglia THREE cables will
likewise be determined by the specifications of the cables used, however the exact
specifications of those cables may well be different from those of the East Anglia ONE
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Question to:

Question:
cables as different technologies are proposed, hence it is not possible to predict where
joints would need to be for East Anglia THREE at this stage.
Once detailed design for East Anglia THREE is underway it may be possible to site
jointing bays in close proximity to those of East Anglia ONE (assuming other constraints
do not prevent this) if there is a sound technical or environmental reason for this.
However, given the number of technological and environmental constraints there is no
way to say at this stage if this is possible.
There is no provision in the East Anglia ONE Order for the construction of the jointing
bays for East Anglia THREE.

PN8

Applicant

Paragraph 163 of Chapter 5 of the ES states that a magnetic field in proximity to HVAC
sub-sea cables is null and its presence in the sea bottom is inert. What is the position if
HVDC is used?

PN8

Applicant's
response

This is stated in Appendix 9.2 Electromagnetic Field Environmental Appraisal (document
reference 6.3.9 (2)), Table 7.
B fields generated by all HVDC designs likely to be utilised for East Anglia THREE will
attenuate below the geomagnetic field at distances of approximately 1m (bundled) and
5m (separated) for 320kV cables, a few meters (bundled) and 10m (separated) for
500kV cables and slightly further still for 600kV cables (bundled and separated).

CL

Construction onshore
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Question to:

Question:

CL1

Applicant

Please provide a detailed Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) for one of the stages of
the construction works.

CL1

Applicant's
response

A detailed CoCP will be developed and agreed with the local authorities post consent and
as part of the detailed design stage. It will be based upon the principles contained within
the Outline CoCP as secured by requirement 22.

CL2

Applicant

Is draft DCO Requirement 25 intended to include all activities being undertaken at any
of the Construction Consolidation Sites (CCSs)?

CL2

Applicant's
response

Requirement 25 is inclusive of all elements of the onshore works with the exceptions
listed under requirement 25(2), therefore this includes operations at CCSs.

CL3

Applicant

Please set out the proposed methodology for the storage, management and
replacement of all topsoil and subsoil arising as a result of construction operations, and
clarify how this will be incorporated into the draft DCO.

CL3

Applicant's
response

In fulfilment of requirement 14 of the draft Order, prior to construction, a Landscape
Management Scheme for each stage of the works would be produced to include details
of all proposed hard and soft landscaping works including soil retention, handling and
protection.
A detailed methodology is not currently available, however the following standards and
guidance will be used for topsoil handling, stripping and storage:


BS ISO 15799:2003 Soil quality - guidance on eco-toxicological characterisation
of soils and soil materials;
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Question to:

Question:






BS 3882:1994 Specification for topsoil;
BS 6031:1981 Code of practice for earthworks;
BS 7562-4:1992 Planning, design and installation of irrigation schemes guide to
water resources;
BS 4428:1989 guide of practice for general landscape operations (excluding hard
surfaces) AMD 6784; and
BS 3882:1994 specification for topsoil and AMD 9938.

CL4

Applicant

Please provide details of the temporary ramp and haul road to the base of Bawdsey
Cliffs if the ‘short duct’ method is utilised?

CL4

Applicant's
response

Detailed design will not be available until such time as a decision is made (by East
Anglia ONE) regarding the long and short duct method at the landfall. If the short duct
method is selected, then a design will be produced which will be included within the
landfall method statement which will be approved by relevant planning authorities and
in consultation with Natural England under requirement 13 of the draft Order.

CL5

Applicant

The RR of Suffolk Coastal District Council (SCDC) and Waveney District Council (WDC)
[RR-023] sought additional details in regard to the maintenance, inspection routines and
access for vehicles in respect of buried cables on the foreshore, and on inspection and
maintenance actions in the event of cable exposure on the foreshore. Please can the
Applicant provide clarification on these matters?

CL5

Applicant's
response

Under requirement 11 of the East Anglia ONE Order, East Anglia ONE is required to
submit a landfall method statement to the relevant planning authorities in consultation
with Natural England. It is anticipated that this will include maintenance, inspection
routines and access for vehicles in respect of ducts on the foreshore, and on inspection
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Question to:

Question:
and maintenance actions in the event of duct exposure on the foreshore. A similar
requirement is included in the draft Order at requirement 13, which will be agreed with
the relevant planning authorities post consent and during detailed design.

CL6

Suffolk Coastal
District Council
and Waveney
District Council

Please provide an update on the refused residential planning application at Top Street,
Martlesham which the Councils state in their joint RR [APP-023] involves land affected
by the cable corridor.

CL6

Applicant's
response

The Applicant understands that an appeal against this decision has been lodged which is
expected to be considered at a Public Inquiry. Whilst no date has yet been set for an
Inquiry early indications are that it is likely to be held around March 2017.

CL7

Applicant,
Environment
Agency

Please provide an update on any discussions regarding dewatering that may be
necessary as part of the jointing bay process.

CL7

Applicant's
response

The Applicant requires the discharge power for de-watering within the Order Limits.
Water pumping and discharge may be required for the dewatering of excavations for
jointing bays. Until the detailed design of the East Anglia THREE project is progressed it
is not known where jointing bays will be located within the cable route, save that these
will be within the Order Limits.
Further discussions with regard to dewatering will take place following detailed design
and once the jointing bay locations have been identified.

CL8

Environment

Please expand on your disagreement with some of the criteria used for considering the
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Question to:

CL8

Question:

Agency

sensitivity of water-bodies in Chapter 21 of the ES [APP-129], as identified in your RR
[RR-038] and the consequences of this.

Applicant's
response

The Environment Agency has not elaborated on their concerns, however they do state
that they:
“broadly agree with the conclusions in respect of the likely impacts on Main Rivers and
aquatic ecology”
It should also be noted that the use of pre-installed ducts (installed by East Anglia ONE)
removes the pathways for most direct impacts (as there is no work being undertaken
within the water bodies). Impacts are covered in Chapter 21 Water Resource and Flood
Risk (section 21.6.1.4.2, paras 92 & 93) and would be restricted to:


new access routes which may require the upgrade of existing watercourse
crossing points (e.g. small bridges and culverts)

Method statements would be agreed with the statutory authority prior to any
watercourse crossings taking place. Any impact resulting from this activity would
therefore be negligible.


run off/ pollution from jointing bays

Jointing bays would be located at least 10m from watercourses and excavated to a
maximum depth of 2.5m. Therefore it is considered unlikely that there is a pathway
for impact to groundwater levels and quality, and surface water flows and quality
during construction. In addition pollution prevention measures will be implemented
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Question:
in accordance with Environment Agency Pollution Prevention Guidance.
Given the use of pre-installed ducts, that method statements would be agreed, and
other Environment Agency guidance adhered to, the Applicant considers that
appropriate mitigation is secured and that impacts would not be significant. This would
take into account the revised Flood Defence Consent (FDC) guidance stated in the
Environment Agency’s relevant representation, “A permit, or exemption, may now be
required for any works within 8m of a Main River, or 16m of a tidally influenced Main
River”.

CL9

Applicant

The Environment Agency notes that the onshore cable route passes through areas of
non-tidal flooding associated with the Rivers Gipping, Lark, Fynn and Somersham but
that the nature of the flood risk at these locations does not appear to be assessed.
Please comment.

CL9

Applicant's
response

The applicant responded to the Environment Agency’s relevant representation (dated 9th
June 2016) as follows:
Flood risk is covered by the FRA (document 6.3.21 (2)) and Chapter 21 Water Resource
and Flood Risk of the ES (document 6.1.21).
The impacts on fluvial flood risk of the watercourse crossing techniques are discussed in
section 21.6.1.4.2 of Chapter 21. It is also identified that there are sections of the linear
cable route which are within the 1% AEP fluvial flood zone (flood zone 3) but not
directly associated with watercourse crossings. Construction along the cable route (i.e.
at jointing bays) is therefore at risk of flooding during construction.
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Question to:

Question:
Paragraph 47 of the FRA states
At the time of writing this FRA, the locations of those elements [the jointing bays, CCS
and haul road] are indicative, the exact locations have not been confirmed. Therefore,
an accurate assessment of the flood risk associated with the sites cannot be
undertaken.
However, the alignment of the onshore cable route is known, and it passes through
areas of Flood Zones 1, 2 and 3. Therefore, it can be assumed that a proportion of
onshore electrical transmission infrastructure may potentially be sited within Flood
Zones 2 or 3.
Paragraph 48 continues
The flood risk will arise from infrastructure located in the sites known to be at flood risk
within flood zones 2 and 3. These zones will predominantly occur within the tidal flood
zones of the tidal reaches of the lower River Deben and the coastal zone close to the
landfall. The majority of these zones are defined as Areas Benefiting from Defences
(ABDs) and are considered to be protected by the formal flood defences along the River
Deben during their construction.
It should also be noted that the use of pre-installed ducts (installed by East Anglia ONE)
removes the pathways for potential impacts or increase of flood risk at the Rivers Fynn,
Lark and Gipping (and indeed along the entire route).
The only impacts upon watercourses from East Anglia THREE would be at any upgraded
or new crossings for access. Section 21.6.1.4.2 of Chapter 21 states that
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Question:
…New access routes may require the upgrade of existing watercourse crossing points
(e.g. small bridges and culverts) and this would be determined during detailed design.
Crossing methods would be selected to minimise impacts on flows, sediment transport,
bed and bank conditions and water quality…Method statements would be agreed with
the statutory authority prior to any watercourse crossings taking place.

TT

Traffic and Transport

TT1

Suffolk County
Council, the
District
Councils and
Parish
Councils.

As indicated in ES Chapter 27 [APP-135], Table 27.3, the Applicant has raised the
possibility that subject to the necessary agreements and consents, parts of the haul
road used for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm could be left in-situ rather than
being re-instated, for the future use of East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm
construction traffic. In addition, the possibility has been raised that if the East Anglia
THREE Offshore Wind Farm works were to be implemented in a two phased project then
lengths of the haul road could be left in-situ between these two phases. Please
comment on your preference regarding the haul roads being re-instated or left in-situ
between projects and/or the phases of East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm.

TT1

Applicant's
response

The Applicant does not propose to retain the haul road between phases of the East
Anglia THREE project. The Applicant has confirmed that the export cable will be pulled
through ducts (laid by East Anglia ONE) in a single phase. Construction of the
substation may be carried out in two phases, but the only temporary infrastructure
which may be retained between phases would be the lay down area adjacent to the
substation.

TT2

Applicant

Please confirm that 20 (two-way) vehicle movements, as referenced in ES Chapter 27
[APP-135], Table 27.3, means 10 inbound vehicle movements and 10 outbound vehicle
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Question:
movements, and that the six (two way) vehicle movements that are also referred to in
Table 27.3 means 3 inbound vehicle movements and 3 outbound vehicle movements.

TT2

Applicant's
response

A two-way movement comprises of the in-bound and outbound trips, therefore 20 twoway movements means 10 inbound vehicle movements and 10 outbound vehicle
movements.
For example 20 two-way movements would result from 10 employees arriving for work
in the morning and then departing for home in the evening (single occupancy vehicle) ;
or 10 HGVs arriving laden unloading and then departing un-laden.

TT3

Applicant and
SCC

Please confirm that all vehicles, including Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) carrying
construction materials and all staff, would first report to one of the two PCCSs before
making an onward journey. How will this be monitored and enforced?
Can SCC provide specific comment on the adequacy of the two proposed PCCSs in terms
of highway safety, having specific regard to whether adequate visibility splays can be
achieved in both directions for all vehicles exiting the PCCSs?

TT3

Applicant's
response

The final detail will be confirmed post consent in consultation with the relevant local
Authorities. The text below signposts the relevant information from the outline
documents provided with the Application:
With regards vehicles reporting to the Primary CCSs before making an onward journey
the Outline Traffic Management Plan (OTMP) (Documents Reference 8.7) notes that:
To control delivery times and routes to the proposed East Anglia THREE project all HGV
traffic would be required to first report to either Primary CCS B or E before then
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Question:
transferring to their respective points of access. Once HGVs have made their deliveries
they would then return to the original origin of their journey rather than back to the
Primary CCSs.
Section 1.3.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of the Outline Travel Plan (OTP) (Document reference 8.8)
sets out the strategies for delivery route compliance, monitoring and enforcement
respectively. Key components include unique identifiers for delivery vehicles (to inform
potential public complaints), maintenance of a formal booking system for review on
requests by SCC and identification of material breaches to inform enforcement and
corrective strategies.
For the employees, the OTP notes that:
Employees would only be permitted to travel direct to Primary CCS B and E and onshore
cable route sections 8 and 11 (including the substation).
With regards to monitoring and enforcement of HGV routing refer to TT6.
Section 7.9 and 7.10 of the OTP sets out the mechanisms for monitoring and
enforcement of employee travel. With regards to monitoring the OTP sets out that the
local highway network adjoining the site access would regularly be observed by the
Travel Plan Co-Ordinator (TPC) to check for evidence of overspill parking, this
information would then feed into a monthly monitoring report for review and discussion
with the relevant local authorities.
With regards to enforcement, the OTP identifies employees driving direct to
unauthorised access points as a potential breach and sets out a corrective process for
dealing with identified breaches following a three stage process which would ultimately
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Question:
result in the offender being removed from site.
With respect to highway safety Chapter 27 Traffic and Transport [Document Reference
6.1.27] of the ES undertakes a review of baseline road safety conditions to identify any
links with collision rates higher than national averages and/or with a pattern of collisions
involving vulnerable road users. However, no existing issues have been identified at the
two Primary CCSs.
With specific regards to visibility splays Primary CCSs (accesses S and AF) the (Outline
Access Management Plan) OAMP (Document reference 8.9) sets out that, the general
guiding principle for access designs is to keep engineering works to a minimum to
reduce the environmental impact of the project (i.e. avoid cutting down trees and
hedges) and ensure timely reinstatement of baseline conditions.
To ensure the safe movement of vehicles, the OAMP proposes the following measures;
temporary speed limits; traffic control (stop/go boards or traffic signals); and pilot
vehicles.
With respect to access AF (Primary CCS B), Table 4 of the OAMP sets out that visibility
splays in accordance with the existing speed limit cannot be achieved, nor could they be
achieved if the speed limit was reduced. Therefore, the OAMP proposes traffic control
measures. The use of traffic management measures will enable vehicles to safely exit
the site whilst reducing the environmental impacts of removing vegetation.
With respect to access S (Primary CCS E), Figure 23 of Appendix 3 of the OAMP shows
when exiting it is possible to achieve a visibility splay in excess of the requirement for
the existing speed limit to the right, whilst to the left visibility is shown to be below the
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Question:
minimum requirement when measured to the nearside kerb line.
However, recognising the highway characteristics, (tight right hand bend with a double
white line) it is accepted practice that the visibility splay can be measured to centre line
of the road rather that to the nearside kerb. When visibility is measured to the centre
line a splay that complies with the requirements for a road with 50kph characteristics
can be achieved and is considered adequate for the highway environment.
Furthermore, the OAMP includes a commitment to undertake a Road Safety Audit for
each of the accesses. This will ensure that each access is subject to an independent
review of the design from a road safety perspective and where issues are identified,
these are formally addressed prior to the commencement of construction.

TT4

Applicant

Could the Applicant please set out the criteria for determining whether place to place
widening along proposed haul roads will be required?

TT4

Applicant's
response

The final detail will be confirmed post consent in consultation with the relevant local
Authorities.
Table 1 of the TMP sets out a route hierarchy for assessing the suitability of the public
highway. The route hierarchy identifies distributor and strategic routes as being capable
of accommodating the projected HGV demand without additional measures and
therefore concentrates on the local routes.
The OTMP examines the local routes in detail to identify where widening may be
required. This assessment has been informed by vehicle swept path analysis which is
provided as Appendix 3, Figures 1 – 7 and Appendix 4, Figures 1 – 80 of the OTMP. The
analysis uses Autodesk Vehicle Tracking software to simulate the swept path of the
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Question:
largest construction vehicle (articulated HGV) passing an oncoming vehicle to identify
any potential points of conflict.
The swept path analysis informs Table 2 of the OTMP which provides a summary of
where there may be conflict between two passing vehicles and as such traffic
management measures may be required. It can be noted from Table 2 of the OTMP
that of the 21 local routes, 12 would require traffic management measures as the routes
are not wide enough for two vehicles to pass. Table 2 then sets out the types of
mitigation with least intrusive measures such as traffic control, and mobile traffic
management being prioritised instead of physical widening.

TT5

Applicant

Please set out the measures by which details of pending construction works will be
advertised in the local community.

TT5

Applicant's
response

The final detail will be confirmed post consent in consultation with the relevant local
Authorities.
Section 1.4.2 of the OTMP sets out proposals for the establishment of an East Anglia
THREE liaison officer and the institution of local liaison groups to give advance notice of
works. It is suggested that construction information relating to the type and timings of
works involved, the transport routes associated with the works, the hours of likely
construction traffic movements and key traffic management measures would be
provided in the form of posters and information to be communicated at parish meetings.

TT6

Applicant and
SCC

Can the Applicant and SCC please clarify how the traffic routeing arrangements,
including the commitment for HGVs not to travel through either Sproughton or
Coddenham, would be monitored and enforced?
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Question:
Can the Applicant provide details of what sanctions would apply against any HGV drivers
that contravened these routeing arrangements?

TT6

Applicant's
response

The final detail will be confirmed post consent in consultation with the relevant local
Authorities.
Section 1.3.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of the OTP set out the strategies for delivery route
compliance, monitoring and enforcement respectively. In summary, to prevent HGVs
using the wrong routes the OTMP sets out that delivery routes will be communicated by
the contractor to all individuals and companies involved in the transport of materials
and plant to and from site and appropriate signage would be installed to direct suppliers
and contractors vehicles along appropriate routes.
The OTMP also details that an information pack will be distributed to all individuals
involved in the transport of materials that will include (amongst other things)
information on delivery routes.
To help monitor non-compliance, the OTMP sets out that a scheme will be put in place
with the aim of enabling residents to identify if a vehicle is engaged on work on the
project (a unique vehicle identifier) and information signs will also be erected which will
include a telephone number for the public to report concerns.
With regards to enforcement the OTMP defines what constitutes a breach, of relevance
to the routing are: the failure to follow the agreed delivery routes; and failure to display
the unique identifier. The OTMP then outlines corrective processes for dealing with
potential breaches which follows a three stage process which could ultimately result in
the offender being removed from site.
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Question:

TT7

Applicant

In its RR [RR-024], SCC has raised a number of concerns with regards to the transport
assessment presented in ES Chapter 27 [APP-135], particularly in relation to car
sharing, cycling and the outline travel plan. Could the Applicant provide a response to
the points raised by SCC in paragraphs 148 to 164 of its RR [RR-024]?

TT7

Applicant's
response

Following the receipt of SCC's relevant representation, further engagement has been
undertaken and a position agreed on all the comments relating to the Travel Plan
Strategy.
To inform these discussions an assessment was undertaken of the additional traffic
resulting from an employee to vehicle ratio (EVR) of 1.5 for resident workers and the
resultant impact on sensitive junctions. A note was produced of the findings and
submitted to SCC for review on the 10th May, Document ref. 2/SoCG/Applicant and
LPAs Appendix 4: Outline Travel Plan Sensitivity Test. The document was updated
incorporating SCC’s comments received on 31st May and will form the basis for any
requirements relating to the OTP.
RR Lower Road , Westerfield comments
An assessment of the potential traffic impacts upon Henley Road has been undertaken
to understand the suitability of this as an alternative route to Lower Road. A note was
submitted for SCC's review on 10th May and comments received on 27th May,
Document ref. 2/SoCG/Applicant and LPAs Appendix 5: Henley Road Assessment.
The assessment concludes that subject to appropriate mitigation (avoiding school start
and finish times and installing warning signs) Henley Road could be used instead of
Lower Road. EATL has therefore committed to this strategy and the change will be
incorporated in the full Access Management Plan and Traffic Management Plan to be
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Question:
submitted for SCC's approval prior to commencement on site.
SCC has confirmed that it is content with the assessment.

AQ
AQ1

Air Quality
Applicant, SCC
and District
Councils

The Outline CoCP [APP-281] refers to an Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) forming
part of a ‘construction CEMP’. Can the Applicant set out the methodology, timescale
and consultation process for producing the proposed AQMP (ES Chapter 20 [APP-128],
page 11, Table 20.5) and clarify how the ‘construction CEMP’ relates to the CoCP?
Do SCC and the District Councils have any comments to make on the proposed AQMP?

AQ1

Applicant's
response

The final detail of the AQMP will be confirmed post consent in consultation with the
relevant local Authorities.
It is anticipated that the AQMP will be a standalone document that resides under the
onshore CEMP. The CEMP in turn is also expected to be a standalone document and will
be prepared under and may form part of the CoCP. The CEMP will consider the need for,
approach to and mitigation necessary for the avoidance and/or reduction in significance
of a broad range of potential environmental impacts to acceptable levels. These
documents will be progressed post consent in line with developing project proposals and
detailed design and will reflect requirements of the draft Order and other relevant
supporting documents as consented/certified.
Chapter 20 and associated appendices of the East Anglia THREE ES provide a detailed
assessment of potential air quality impacts and discusses potential options for mitigation
based on standard and accepted guidance from various sources. In practical terms, the
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Question:
AQMP will be produced by carefully assessing project activities that may give rise to
impacts to air quality and quantifying the risk. Based on that risk appropriate mitigation
would be identified to reduce risk and measures set out to monitor the effectiveness of
the mitigation once implemented. Remedial action would also be a consideration.

AQ2

Applicant, SCC
and District
Councils

Could the Applicant explain how the mitigation measures for dust during the
construction phase(s) are to be carried out, and also set out how dust emissions are to
be monitored in order to determine whether the residual effects require additional
mitigation (ES Chapter 20 [APP-128], paragraph 44).
Do SCC and the District Councils have any concerns with regards to the proposed
measures to control dust arising during construction operations?

AQ2

Applicant's
response

The final detail of the AQMP and any additional mitigation measures will be confirmed
post consent in consultation with the relevant local Authorities.
The need for monitoring will generally depend on existing air quality, air pollution risks
from the development and the technical practicalities.
If the best practice methods of the control measures and mitigation are implemented
correctly, then dust production and harmful emissions from construction sites will be
minimised. However, continuous site monitoring could be an important way to verify
that control measures have been properly designed and implemented.
Monitoring can vary from visual assessment for low risk sites to the installation of real
time automatic monitors for PM10 for high risk sites. The air quality characterisation
undertaken previously will be used to determine the risk of air quality impacts in
construction sites before construction begins. In consultation with the relevant local
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Authorities this will be used to determine the appropriate air quality monitoring
procedure and timescales.
The air quality monitoring, if required, should include:
• Main activities, areas potentially affected and expected levels of dust during the
construction phase.
• Summary of a dust risk evaluation, including sensitive receptors, activities, periods,
possible effects, etc.
• Assessment program for the control of dust levels during construction, including
detailed measures for every phase, activity and area of dust emission and sensitive
receptor.
• Details of the instrumentation, measurement methods to be used and data obtained
during the monitoring campaigns, if applicable.
• Implementation and management (including additional mitigation)
• Reports required during the program execution: periodicity, contents, etc.
• Procedures for monitoring dust complaints

GGC Geology and ground conditions
GGC1

Applicant

ES Chapter 19 [APP-127] p7, refers to a Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) being
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Question:
provided for soils, geology and ground conditions. Please provide a summary of the
proposed content and the timescale for the provision of this document. Can the
Applicant also identify the parties to the proposed SoCG?

GGC1

Applicant's
response

Soils, geology and ground conditions are included as a topic in the SoCGs for those
stakeholders which are relevant, namely the Environment Agency and the Local
Planning Authorities
Given that East Anglia THREE will use pre-installed ducts, these stakeholders have
indicated that the text of the SoCG should be high level to reflect the significance of this
topic. The SoCGs are included with this Deadline 2 submission.

GGC2

Applicant

Can the Applicant please clarify how the figures for spoil and material to be stored on
site, as set out in ES Chapter 19 [APP-127], Table 19.2, have been calculated. What
allowance, if any, has been made for ‘bulking up’ of replaced materials?

GGC2

Applicant's
response

The Applicant commissioned an engineering specialist to calculate the quantities of
material that would be excavated, stored onsite and removed from site. Described
below are the calculations for spoil under a Single Phase approach as presented in Table
19.2 of the ES. An explanation for a Two Phased approach is not required as that option
is no longer under consideration.
The numbers laid out in Table 19.2 are as follows:




Total spoil = 121,241m3 from pits to house jointing bays.
Total residual spoil for removal offsite = 4,404m3
Material to be stored onsite = 72,480m3
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Question:
The calculations for these numbers are explained below, although it should be noted
that the figure stated for “material to be stored onsite” was incorrect.
1. Total spoil from pits to house jointing bays.
With regard to the material to be excavated from a jointing bay compound it was
estimated that a maximum of 1,420m3 of top soil would be removed in the creation of
the compound. This would reduce the ground level by up to 0.4m. In order to excavate
the pit in which the jointing bays would be located it was estimated that a maximum of
535.5m3 (one jointing bay excavation measures 15m (w) x 17m (l) x 2.1m(d)*) of
native soil would be removed. Therefore the entire material to be excavated during the
construction of the jointing bays within a single compound would be 1,420 + 535.5 =
1,955.5m3. As up to 62 jointing bay locations would be required under a Single Phase
approach the total excavated material would be 121,241m3.
*

It should be noted that 2.1m is used rather than the total depth of the excavation
which is 2.5m as 0.4m of topsoil would have already been removed.
2. Total residual spoil for removal off site
The only material that would be removed offsite would be to accommodate the
transition bays and jointing bays. The calculations used are as follows:
 One transition bay measures 10m (w) x 15m (l) x 3m (d) = 450m³
 One jointing bay measures 1m (w) x 15m (l) x 1.4m (d) = 21m³
o The total number of transition bays = 4
o The total number of jointing bays = 124
o Total volume removed = (450 x 4) + (21 x 124) = 4,404m³
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Question:
3.

Material to be stored on site (incorrect in the ES, revised number provided
below)
Material to be stored is calculated as the total excavated material less the material
removed from site (4,404m³), the calculations are as follows:










Total spoil from pits to house jointing bays = 121,241m3 (see point 1 for
calculations).
Four transition bay excavations measure 15m (w) x 17m (l) x 3m (d) x 4 =
3,060m³.
One transition bay compound = 1,420m3
Two primary compounds measure 40m (w) x 90m (l) x 0.4m (d) x 2 = 2,880m³
5 secondary compounds measure 20m (w) x 60m (l) x 0.4m (d) x 2 = 2400m³
Haul road measures 5.5m (w) x 18,05m (l) x 0.4m (d) = 39,710m³
Total volume excavated = 121,241m³ + 3,060m³ + 2,880m³ + 2400m³ +
39,710m³ = 170,711m3

170,711m3 - 4404m3 = 166,307m3.

Therefore point 3 should have read Total material to be stored onsite along the entire
cable route 166,307m3.
Bulking Factor
The volume used in for the calculations of material removed from jointing bays is
535.5m³, compared to an actual volume of 393.75m³ if the slopes were to be
considered. When undertaking the calculations there was limited Ground Investigations
(GI) information available, due to the fact that the jointing bay locations are yet to be
confirmed, therefore identifying a bulking factor to apply would be difficult given the
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Question:
variability of the ground along a 37km route.
The Applicant therefore felt it would be appropriate to assume a greater volume was to
be excavated than is likely in reality to account for bulking. If a bulking factor from the
values provided below were applied (best fit would be the average of the Granular and
Cohesive soils given what we know from the limited GI, giving a value of 1.25 (25%)) to
the 393.75m³ that would equate to 492.19m³ which is less than the 535.5 figure stated
and assessed in the ES.

Therefore it is considered that the estimated amount of material to be removed from
site is a precautionary overestimate and the assessment considers the worst case
scenario.
GGC3

Applicant

ES Chapter 19 [APP-127] paragraph 24 refers to adherence to an Incident Response
Plan. What is the status of this document, when will it be provided and how will it be
secured through the draft DCO?
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GGC3

Applicant's
response

Question:
The final detail of the Incident Response Pan will be confirmed post consent in
consultation with the relevant local Authorities.
Requirement 22(2)(h) a pollution prevention and emergency incident response plan.
This is listed as a subsidiary plan to the final CoCP as stated in Table 1 of the OCoCP.
This will be required to cover all receptor topics covered by the OCoCP and will be
drafted post-consent for approval by the relevant local authority, in consultation with
the relevant highway authority.

GGC4

Applicant

Can the Applicant please set out the mechanism by which ground stability in the vicinity
of the proposed substation(s) is to be monitored and, if required, mitigation measures
undertaken?

GGC4

Applicant's
response

The Applicant is not aware of any requirement for ground stability monitoring at the
proposed East Anglia THREE substation site. Robust ground preparation works will be
undertaken prior to the commencement of construction works to ensure ground
conditions are suitable to support the intended structure. All other structures in the
vicinity of the East Anglia THREE substation area are considered sufficiently remote as
not to be undermined in any way by East Anglia THREE buildings or infrastructure.

NV

Noise and Vibration

NV1

Applicant

As it has not been decided whether a HVDC or LFAC substation will be required, can the
Applicant justify the use of noise modelling for the proposed substation(s) that is based
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Question:
on the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm?

NV1

Applicant's
response

The proposed East Anglia THREE substation(s) are to be, in total, of similar size,
structure and configuration to the converter station for East Anglia ONE (as assessed in
the submitted East Anglia ONE Environmental Statement). Therefore the assumptions
used in both assessments are the same.
The noise from the East Anglia ONE converter station / substation(s) has been predicted
by modelling the noise sources using CadnaA noise modelling software. CadnaA
incorporates the prediction methodology within ISO 9613: 1993 Acoustics - Attenuation
of sound during propagation outdoors.
The following noise sources were modelled:
•
•
•
•

Converter Cooling Fan Banks
Air Handling Unit
Transformer Bank
Transformer Cooling Radiator Fans

Typical components shown above would be common to both types of substation.
A three-dimensional model of the proposed surrounding area was constructed, based on
topographical data, ordnance survey mapping and indicative layout plans of the
converter station / substation(s). Typical noise emission data for the items of electrical
equipment and their typical locations was obtained from a potential supplier.
Details of the modelling are presented in East Anglia ONE ES Volume 3, Appendix 26
(reference: Deadline 2/First Written Questions/EAONE ES Volume 3 Appendix 26.1-
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26.4/NV1). The East Anglia ONE noise assessment considered predicted noise levels at
various sensitive receptors within the vicinity of the source i.e. the EA1/EA3 substation
footprint. Sensitive receptors to be used were agreed with relevant local authorities.
The East Anglia assessment showed impacts at all 8 sensitive receptors identified not to
be significant.
The noise modelling approach was agreed with Mid Suffolk and Babergh District Council
Environmental Health Department.

NV2

Applicant

Please can the Applicant provide further information on the reversing alarms that are
fitted on the HGVs that are proposed to be used for construction operations?

NV2

Applicant's
response

At this stage the Applicant is unable to provide further information on the
reversing alarms that are fitted on the HGVs that are proposed to be used for
construction operations. This is an issue that would be addressed post consent
during the detailed design and contracting stage. However, this is a general
consideration for most construction sites and construction type activities
involving the transportation and deposit of bulk loads. The Applicant is confident
that various options are readily available on the open market. These matters
will be addressed under the Noise and Vibration Management Scheme to be
provided under the Code of Construction Practice (see OCoCP section 5.1 at
paragraph 76).
A variety of reversing alarms are available, see:
http://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/factsheets/reversing.htm (reference:
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Deadline 2/First Written Questions/Reversing Alarms/NV2)
NV3

SCC and the
relevant
District
Councils

Please comment on the noise mitigation measures outlined in ES Chapter 26 [APP-134]
page 51, and, in particular, whether these measures will ensure night time noise would
be reduced to below the 35db threshold at the locations that are predicted to experience
a ‘major adverse’ noise impact without any mitigation.

NV3

Applicant's
response

The proposed noise mitigation measures are detailed below:


Selection of quieter equipment;



Installation of acoustic enclosures;



Installation of acoustic barriers (fire walls may be required around the Converter
Transformers, which may provide some acoustic benefit);



Silencing of exhausts/outlets for air handling/cooling units; and



Locating equipment to take advantage of screening inherent in the design, i.e.
from the substation hall(s) or control room buildings.

The measures are standard noise mitigation, used on a wide variety of schemes, and
employ an appropriate hierarchy with engineering measures to reduce noise at source
(i.e. selection of quieter equipment) being the most desirable option. Each of these
options, even when considered in isolation, has the potential to effectively mitigate
noise levels.
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NV4

Applicant

Please can the Applicant provide details and locations of proposed noise
barriers/acoustic screens, and set out how the proposed landscape planting has been
considered in regard to noise mitigation?

NV4

Applicant's
response

No detailed design work has been undertaken to date for the East Anglia THREE
substation. Based upon typical and known sources of noise from this type of
infrastructure certain equipment may be enclosed to reduce noise levels i.e.
transformers, shunt reactors and some of the reactive compensation. This detail will be
provided post consent.
Landscape proposals are being considered for East Anglia ONE as part of the draft
Operational Noise and Vibration Management Scheme which states:
"The landscape proposals for the substation include new woodland and hedgerow
planting, supplemented with earthwork bunds. Earthworks bunding around the
perimeter will have natural looking, gentle slopes (1:5), will help to attenuate noise and
will be planted with trees and hedgerow to provide additional visual screening."

NV5

Applicant and
SCC

What mechanism is there to inspect the proposed haul roads for potholes and to secure
a programme of temporary or permanent pothole infilling (ES Chapter 26, [APP-134],
paragraph 73).

NV5

Applicant's
response

The final detail relating to inspection of public highway surfaces will be confirmed post
consent in consultation with the relevant local Authorities.
Section 5 of the OCoCP covers noise impacts, Paragraph 76 states:
Best practice noise mitigation measures, to be implemented and controlled through the
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Question:
Noise and Vibration Management Scheme, will include:


Use of pre-construction survey to identify road surface irregularities which require
remediation in order to mitigate vibration impacts.

AV

Aviation

AV1

Applicant,
Ministry of
Defence

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) in its RR [RR-020] states that it is expecting a mitigation
modelling report from the Applicant relating to impacts on radar, in order to be able to
comment on the acceptability of Requirement 33 in the draft DCO. Please can an update
on this be provided?

AV1

Applicant's
response

The Applicant submitted to the MoD a Project site specific radar mitigation modelling
report prepared by SERCO on 27th April 2016. The MoD has considered this report and
met with applicant on 18th July 2016 to discuss the mitigation options available for the
Project in the event that EATL seeks to erect turbines out-with the height restrictions set
out in Appendix 16.1 and requirement 33 of the draft Order. Discussions will continue
in this regard in advance of turbine selection. The MoD has confirmed to the Applicant
that requirement 33 of the draft Order is acceptable in principle.

EL

Ecology onshore

EL1

NE, Local
Authorities and
Suffolk Wildlife

Are you content with the ecological surveys and data sources, as detailed in Table 23.7
of ES Chapter 23 [APP-131]? Do you have any outstanding concerns with regards to
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EL1

Question:

Trust

the terrestrial ecology baseline data?

Applicant's
response

The Applicant discussed the baseline data as one of the first issues to be resolved with
Natural England as part of the Evidence Plan process. This was agreed in 2013. Given
the delay in submission of the Application, the Applicant asked Natural England to
confirm their position regarding data. In an email from May 2015 (included in Table
23.1 of the ES) Natural England stated:
Please accept this email as confirmation that Natural England is satisfied that overall the
surveys carried out in 2012 and listed in your email below, are valid as a baseline for
2015 submission of the DCO application for East Anglia THREE.

EL2

Applicant

Could the Applicant set out the measures by which the lighting for the substation(s), in
accordance with Table 23.16 of the ES Chapter 23 [APP-131], will be secured and its
effect monitored in regard to bats?

EL2

Applicant's
response

Requirement 23(3) and (4) cover the lighting scheme including management and
mitigation. This must be approved by the relevant planning authority and would
include, if required, consideration of any monitoring with regard to bats.
No detailed design is available for East Anglia THREE, however, it is anticipated that the
operational substation lighting would be designed in accordance with Bats Conservation
Trust ‘Artificial lighting and wildlife Interim Guidance: Recommendations to help
minimise the impact of artificial lighting’. At night the substation will be unmanned so
lighting will be switched off except during periods where work is to be carried out (i.e.
maintenance/repair).
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The operational lighting assessment concluded that the impact on the near sensitive
ecological receptors will be not significant given operational hours and the lighting
scheme proposed. Based on this approach East Anglia ONE concluded that there would
be no significant impacts and that no monitoring was required.

EL3

Applicant

Please clarify the roles and responsibilities of the Ecological Clerk of Works and the
Arboricultural Clerk of Works (as per the Outline Landscape and Ecology Management
Strategy (OLEMS) [APP-286] page 10).

EL3

Applicant's
response

An Arboricultural Clerk of Works will be appointed during construction to oversee the
erection of protective fencing, the protection of trees and hedgerows to be retained and
to ensure that all tree works are undertaken to the required standards.
An ECoW will be appointed prior to the construction phase and will maintain a regular
presence throughout the construction phase. The ECoW duties would be to directly
monitor, on a daily basis, the implementation and compliance of the various ecological
mitigation measures, Species Protection Plans and Management Plans associated with
the project.

EL4

Applicant

Could the Applicant set out the relationship between the Arboricultural Implications
Assessments, Arboricultural Method Statements, Tree Protection Plans and Mitigation
Strategy and how these are to be secured in the draft DCO Requirements (as per
OLEMS, page 13 [APP-286])?

EL4

Applicant's
response

The primary input to the Arboricultural Implications Assessments would be the preconstruction survey. This would only be possible once the project design is in the final
stages of design (i.e. the overall parameters and requirements are known but the final
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Question:
detail of specific locations is somewhat flexible). The survey would be undertaken by
the ACoW, ECoW and an engineer to assist in micro-siting of accesses, haul road,
jointing bays and kiosks along the onshore cable route to minimise tree loss. Any
veteran trees present within the Order Limits would be identified during this survey as
well as any tree with bat roost potential. The surveys would show actual position of
trees, their condition and value and indicate the extent of root protection zones and all
features of bat roost potential.
Once the survey is completed the Arboricultural Implications Assessments could be
undertaken and any micro-siting decided upon that would determine the final design
and therefore the residual effects. Based upon these residual effects, the
arboriculturalist would define specific mitigation measures to reduce the number of trees
to be removed and to protect trees situated in or adjacent to the working width within
the Arboricultural Method Statements (which would incorporate any Tree Protection
Plans or Mitigation Strategies).
The final landscape and ecological management strategy is secured under requirement
21 (1) and is to be approved by the relevant planning authority in consultation with
Natural England.

EL5

Applicant

Can the Applicant please clarify how the proposed Landscape Management Scheme
(LMS) ties in with the Mitigation Strategy referred to above (at question EL4)?

EL5

Applicant's
response

The LMS will accord with the landscape and ecological management strategy as stated
in requirement 14 (1). The LMS will in part be shaped by the requirements for any
management or mitigation needs determined through the Arboricultural Implications
Assessments and the Arboricultural Method Statements developed as a result.
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Question:

EL6

NE

With reference to the comments made in Suffolk Wildlife Trust’s RR [RR-034] regarding
changes to the licensing regime for water voles, could Natural England (NE) confirm
whether it is satisfied with the information provided in the ES in regard to water voles,
and confirm whether the Applicant would require a licence in respect of water voles for
the proposed development?

EL6

Applicant's
response

The requirement for a licence would be dependent upon the location of the water
crossings and whether these overlap with water vole habitat. This will not be known
until detailed design has been undertaken and the surveys (as described in section
23.6.1.1.4.2 ES chapter 23) have been completed.
At the time of submission of the Application, licences were not required for this species.
However, post consent the Applicant will work with Natural England at the appropriate
time to determine any licence requirements.

EL7

Applicant, NE

Suffolk County Council (SCC) has raised concerns in its RR [RR-024] with regards to the
potential impact of long term retention of the proposed haul roads on bats and the
adequacy of the proposed mitigation. Could the Applicant respond to the point raised at
paragraph 94 of SCC’s RR?
Does NE have any outstanding concerns with regards to the predicted impacts on bats
and the Applicant’s proposed mitigation?
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EL7

Applicant's
response

Question:
Upon completion of the construction works for East Anglia ONE, reinstatement would
take place either in full or in part leaving areas where the haul road would be retained
for future projects. Therefore, for example, a 55m gap in a hedgerow would be reduced
to 5.5m. The gaps would be bridged via temporary fencing. The final details of this
would be approved by the relevant local authorities.
Any retention of temporary infrastructure (and by extension any management measures
associated with this) would be the responsibility of East Anglia ONE (under requirement
28 of the East Anglia ONE Order) until such time as those works are transferred to
SPRUK or East Anglia THREE (see GA2).

ELO

Ecology onshore – Ornithology

ELO1

NE, RSPB

Can NE and RSPB confirm that the one wintering season survey, supplemented by
WeBS data from the British Trust for Ornithology, is sufficient to provide a robust
assessment?

ELO1

Applicant's
response

Section 2.7 (onshore ornithology) of the Natural England SoCG states:
“It is agreed by both parties that the site specific survey data collection and analysis
are sufficient to characterise the existing environment.”
It should be noted that the winter data collected for East Anglia THREE augments the
previously collected data provided for East Anglia ONE.
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EL02

ELO2

Applicant

Applicant's
response

Question:
SCC states in its RR [RR-024] that the impact on skylark has not been mitigated and,
whilst it acknowledges that impact on skylarks would not be significant in
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) terms, SCC considers the predicted impacts
on skylarks should be compensated for, in accordance with NPS EN-1 (paragraphs 91
to 93).
Could the Applicant comment on what measures, if any, are available to mitigate
impacts on skylarks within the proposed mitigation package?
The Applicant’s response to SCC’s relevant representation (27th June 2016) states:
According to the locations of skylarks plotted in the breeding bird survey report in
Appendix 24.1 of the ES, there would not be any territories directly lost to the footprint
of the substation, as shown in Figure 1 of the OLEMS. The few territories likely to be
present are to the west of the existing substation, and unlikely to be disturbed during
construction. One skylark record (in June only) was within the area prescribed for
earth mounding, and so some short-term loss of suitable habitat may result until
habitats re-establish themselves. However, this would not necessarily result in a
reduction in breeding pairs to the local area.
The Applicant continues to engage with SCC on this particular matter.

CO

Construction offshore

CO1

Applicant

Please provide an update on discussions with Galloper Offshore Wind Farm Ltd and
Greater Gabbard Offshore Wind Limited in respect of cable crossing agreements (ES
Chapter 18, Table 18.1).
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Question:

CO1

Applicant's
response

Discussions between the Applicant and both parties are progressing. All parties agree
that it is not necessary to enter into a cable crossing agreement at present. Both
parties have committed to continuing dialogue with the Applicant, to understand the
project interactions and progress crossing agreements in advance of project
construction.

CO2

Applicant

ES Chapter 18, [APP-126] section 18.5.4 notes that there are currently licensed oil and
gas areas which overlap with the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm site. These are
licensed to ENI, which proposes to drill one exploratory well within the site and two
wells in close proximity. What are the implications of this, how would mutual interests
be safeguarded, and please detail any ongoing engagement with relevant operators?

CO2

Applicant's
response

There is potential for both East Anglia THREE and ENI to have concurrent operations in
the same area of sea.
The Applicant is continuing to engage with ENI on these matters.
agreements is part of ongoing discussions.

The nature of any

CO3

Applicant,
MMO, MoD

Given the possibility of the presence of unexploded ordnance within the East Anglia
THREE Offshore Wind Farm site, are parties satisfied that risk can be reduced to as low
as reasonably practicable (ALARP) through proposed embedded mitigation and matters
such as pre-construction monitoring and surveys that are secured through condition 17
of the Deemed Marine Licences (DMLs)?

CO3

Applicant's
response

Condition 17 is a standard condition applied to offshore wind farms and the Applicant is
satisfied that the risk can be reduced to ALARP.
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Question:

CO4

Applicant

ES Chapter 28, [APP-136] paragraphs 97-98 note that Great Yarmouth, Lowestoft and
Harwich could potentially be used for construction, or operation and maintenance for the
project. Has any decision on the chosen port(s) been made yet or is likely within the
Examination period?

CO4

Applicant's
response

No decision has been made with regard to construction or operation and maintenance
ports at this time, and the Applicant does not intend to make a decision during the
Examination period.

LH

Visual, Landscape and Heritage – onshore

LH1

Applicant, Local
Authorities and
Historic
England

Please comment on the current status and results of the archaeological evaluation being
undertaken in connection with the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm scheme,
including any implications for the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm.

LH1

Applicant's
response

The East Anglia ONE archaeological trial trenching campaign is complete. This informed
the East Anglia ONE draft WSI, which has been submitted to the LPAs. The final version
of this document will be complete late 2016.
The East Anglia ONE strip, map and record archaeological campaign has yet to
commence. It is currently expected to commence in Q4 2016. It is not possible to
comment on implications for East Anglia THREE until all of these investigations have
been completed.
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Question:

LH2

Applicant

As indicated in paragraph 46 of the Outline Written Scheme of Investigation:
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (Onshore) [APP-284] what is the proposed
methodology for identifying substantial areas of impact beyond those already
investigated as part of the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm project, and for
determining whether or not trial trenching would be required in any such areas?

LH2

Applicant's
response

Given the extent of the archaeological works undertaken by East Anglia ONE and the
Applicant within the Order Limits, it is not anticipated that further archaeological
mitigation will be required. However, should any further works be required these will be
undertaken in accordance with the Outline Written Scheme of Investigation.

LH3

Applicant

What degree of flexibility is there with the precise siting of the proposed jointing bay
compounds?

LH3

Applicant's
response

The maximum lengths of cable sections possible in any given part of the onshore cable
route will be determined by the topography and shape of the onshore cable route and
the properties of the cables to be installed within ducts (see GA1). Once these maxima
are known it will be possible to optimise the lengths within this length constraint
dependent upon a balance of environmental factors (e.g. proximity to field boundaries,
hedgerows, waterbodies) and logistical considerations (e.g. access).

LH4

Applicant

With reference to ES Chapter 25 [APP-133] paragraph 24, to what extent has the
further archaeological evaluation covered the stretches of open trenching required in
connection with the substation(s)? If it has not covered these areas, will this be
covered in a specific Written Scheme of Investigation (WSI)?
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Question:

LH4

Applicant's
response

This area was covered by the archaeological trial trenching undertaken for the East
Anglia ONE pre-construction works, as shown in the WSI. It is not anticipated that
further archaeological evaluation will be required. However, should any further works
be required these will be undertaken in accordance with the East Anglia THREE Outline
Written Scheme of Investigation.

LH5

Applicant

How would any necessary archaeological mitigation or further investigation in regard to
any further groundworks that may be required for maintenance purposes, as referenced
in ES Chapter 25 [APP-133] paragraph 127, be secured in the draft DCO?

LH5

Applicant's
response

Given the extent of the archaeological works undertaken by East Anglia ONE within the
Order Limits, it is not anticipated that further archaeological mitigation will be required.
However, should any further works be required these will be undertaken in accordance
with the East Anglia THREE Outline Written Scheme of Investigation.

LH6

Applicant,
Suffolk County
Council, Suffolk
Coastal District
Council and
Waveney
District
Council.

With reference to the points raised in the RRs of SCC [RR-024] and SCDC and WDC
[RR-023] could the Applicant set out the implications of ash dieback (Chalara fraxinea)
for the existing woodlands and proposed landscaping, particularly in connection with the
proposed substation(s)? Could an update be provided with regards to any discussions
held between the Applicant and the relevant Local Authorities on this matter since the
submission of the DCO application?

LH6

Applicant's
response

There are three woodlands surrounding the substation location – Gobert’s Grove, Fore
Grove and Bushey Grove. The local planning authorities' concerns were raised in
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Question:
relation to Gobert’s Grove, however for completeness the Applicant has considered all
three woodlands.
In order to progress discussions, a site visit by the Applicant and representatives of the
LPAs was undertaken on Wednesday 11th May 2016 with the following purpose:




To understand the species composition of the three woodlands surrounding the
substation location;
To understand the screening potential provided by ash-dominated stands; and
To discuss potential outline management options for managing the impacts of ash
die-back upon the screening potential of the three woodlands.

Based on this site visit the implications of ash die-back on the screening potential of
these woods was determined as below:


Ash dieback poses a risk to the canopy coverage in two areas within Gobert’s
Grove. Ash dieback could lead to the loss of canopy cover in these areas. Whilst
in a worst case scenario these trees could die within one season of being infected,
their trunk and branches will remain for multiple years continuing to provide
some visual screening. With deer browsing potentially restricting natural
regeneration, over a period of 5-10 years mature standing ash trees could start
to be lost from the canopy, so that ash no longer provides the same level of
visual screening in some sections of Gobert’s Grove.



Given the diverse composition of the canopy at Bushey Grove, the loss of ash
from the canopy is unlikely to have any effect on the overall canopy cover. The
presence of a sycamore stand provides a natural successor to the niche left
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Question:
behind by ash trees should they succumb rapidly to the effects of ash dieback.
Sycamore provides habitat for many species supported by ash trees (nearly half),
and also provides some of its other ecological functions e.g. nutrient cycling. Ash
dieback is unlikely to have a long term impact upon Bushey Grove.


The canopy at Fore Grove is predominantly comprised of ash, which would be at
risk from ash dieback. However, ash is not the only species in the woodland, and
the depth of the woodland and the mixed nature of the south-western strip
ensure that, should ash be lost from the canopy, the remaining trees are likely to
provide a visual barrier. The ash trees present in Fore Grove are predominantly
mature trees, and data suggest that the dieback of these individuals is slower and
less likely to be complete than with young trees. Given this, as well as the
absence of ash die back from the site, the time period over which the loss of ash
canopy might take place is considered to be extensive.

Given the above, the applicant has committed to undertaking planting of a 10m wide
strip of trees to the west of Gobert’s Grove in order to provide additional screening.
This is reflected within the masterplanning of the landscaping works and has been
considered within the updated landscape assessment being undertaken by the
Applicant.
LH7

Applicant

Please clarify the reasons for the gap in the proposed landscaping to the north of the
substation(s) for the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm.

LH7

Applicant's
response

The gap in the landscaping is due to the presence of overhead lines and pylons in the
area.
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Question:
In their response to Section 42 Phase II (13 July 2015) National Grid provided the
following notes of safety clearances with respect to overhead lines:
Statutory electrical safety clearances must be maintained at all times. Any proposed
buildings must not be closer than 5.3m to the lowest conductor. National Grid
recommends that no permanent structures are built directly beneath overhead lines.
These distances are set out in EN 43 – 8 Technical Specification for “overhead line
clearances Issue 3 (2004) available at:
http://www.nationalgrid.com/uk/LandandDevelopment/DDC/devnearohl_final/appendixI
II/ap
pIII-part2
If a landscaping scheme is proposed as part of the proposal, we request that only slow
and low growing species of trees and shrubs are planted beneath and adjacent to the
existing overhead line to reduce the risk of growth to a height which compromises
statutory safety clearances.

LH8

Historic
England

The Suffolk Preservation Society (SPS) has raised concerns in its RR [RR-012] with
regard to the “further significant impacts of a Converter station on the setting of
designated heritage assets together with considerable concerns about future identified
expansions”.
SPS also expresses reservations regarding the adequacy of the assessment, in particular
during the operational period of the substation(s). Please could Historic England
comment on the adequacy of the Applicant’s assessment, having particular regard to
the settings of designated heritage assets? Does it have any concerns regarding the
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Question:
Applicant’s assessment?

LH8

Applicant's
response

As part of the embedded mitigation strategy the substation was located in order to gain
maximum benefit from existing screening (in particular that provided by the existing
areas of Ancient Woodland). Further planting is to take place to the south-west, north
and east of the substation site to complement the existing planting and provide further
screening. This will obviously take time to develop but by year 15, the screening by the
mitigation planting will be sufficient to reduce any impacts to not significant / negligible,
including any views from surrounding settlements. Visualisations and photomontages
including the anticipated screening effects of the mitigation planting were provided as
part of the Seascape, Landscape and Visual Amenity chapter of the Environmental
Statement (ES) (Figures 29.9 – 29.24).
Assessment of impacts to setting (which can include non-visual impacts) must consider
which aspects of the current setting of an asset contribute to its significance or
importance.
Based on the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) and site visit, potential impacts to
setting were considered for:




Two Registered Parks and Gardens;
Six Grade I and one Grade II* Listed Building; And
Eight Grade II Listed Buildings.

A summary of the assessment of potential impacts to the setting of these assets was
provided in Chapter 25 Onshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage, Table 25.10 of the
ES. The medieval settlements referred to in the response (such as Burstall and
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Question:
Flowton) have no formal designation and lie over 1km from the substation site. All are
active communities and reflect development and use up to the present day. Chapter 29
identified that although the landscape here is largely rural, this agricultural landscape
has been significantly modified by modern farming and a number of intrusive modern
features such as the existing substation.
Of the identified assets only the Grade II Listed Fidgeon’s Farmhouse (LB1293253) was
identified to have any significant views incorporating the substation location.
Development here was considered to comprise a change within the largely agricultural
setting of the asset but not to affect its main aspect.

LH9

Applicant

Please explain how the concept of good design as set out in National Policy Statement
(NPS) EN-1 has been taken into account in relation to both onshore and offshore
components of the project.

LH9

Applicant's
response

NPS-1 States:
Good design is also a means by which many policy objectives in the NPS can be met, for
example the impact sections show how good design, in terms of siting and use of
appropriate technologies can help mitigate adverse impacts such as noise.
…the IPC needs to be satisfied that energy infrastructure developments are sustainable
and, having regard to regulatory and other constraints, are as attractive, durable and
adaptable (including taking account of natural hazards such as flooding) as they can be.
In so doing, the IPC should satisfy itself that the applicant has taken into account both
functionality (including fitness for purpose and sustainability) and aesthetics (including
its contribution to the quality of the area in which it would be located) as far as possible.
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Question:
Whilst the applicant may not have any or very limited choice in the physical appearance
of some energy infrastructure, there may be opportunities for the applicant to
demonstrate good design in terms of siting relative to existing landscape character,
landform and vegetation.
…Applicants and the IPC should consider taking independent professional advice on the
design aspects of a proposal. In particular, Design Council CABE can be asked to provide
design review for nationally significant infrastructure projects and applicants are
encouraged to use this service
With regard to the offshore design the siting of the offshore wind farm has been
determined through an iterative process as outlined in Chapter 4 Site selection and
alternatives, with the following key stages:




The selection of the East Anglia Zone (and subsequent award of the Zonal
Development Agreement to EAOW);
The Zone Appraisal and Planning (ZAP) process which identified areas of least
constraint for windfarms within the Zone;
Consultation and technical investigations which led to site specific refinement of
the East Anglia THREE windfarm site

The process of refining wider areas of search to determine the final site selection was an
iterative one, requiring both environmental and engineering input at an increasingly
detailed scale, and was widely consulted upon at every stage. Aesthetic considerations
were not a factor in the determination of offshore elements and good design in this case
relates mainly to “siting and use of appropriate technologies can help mitigate adverse
impacts” i.e. the process by which different ecological and human environmental
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Question:
receptors were accounted for in developing the site boundary. This process will be
taken further when undertaking the detailed design in respect of any micrositing to
avoid ecological or archaeological features.
With regard to the onshore elements the overarching design was based upon:






The grid connection agreement between EAOW and National Grid in November
2010, which confirmed Bramford, Suffolk as the grid connection point, and
therefore enabled identification of offshore and onshore cable corridors and the
Onshore Substation Location. The National Grid process for the identification of
the grid connection location is covered by the Connection and Infrastructure
Options Note (CION) Process (National Grid 2015).
The site selection process and consideration of alternatives for the consented East
Anglia ONE project which included consideration of two further projects,
specifically in relation to the onshore cable route, landfall, offshore cable corridor
and Onshore Substation Location; and
Consultation and technical investigations which led to site specific refinement of
the onshore cable routes and onshore substation location.

For these elements, whilst good design principles were involved in developing the cable
route (i.e. avoidance of receptors) there will be few if any long-term operational design
considerations. Therefore the key element of onshore infrastructure which requires
consideration will be the substation.
For East Anglia ONE, SPR committed to engaging with the Design Council in order to
develop the most sympathetic design for the substation. It is therefore anticipated that
the Applicant will either engage once again with the Design Council for East Anglia
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Question:
THREE or use the same principles for the detailed design of this project.

LH10

Applicant,
relevant local
authorities

East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm has an accompanying S106 development consent
obligation relating to off-site planting. Is there any intention for off-site planting to
mitigate the visual impact of the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm substation(s) or
is reliance being placed on the mitigation to be secured through East Anglia ONE
Offshore Wind Farm? If the latter:
a) could the Applicant supply a copy of the concluded S106 obligation;
b) state what progress has been made towards securing the landscaping; and
c) state if there are there any plans showing the location of actual or proposed
planting.

LH10

Applicant's
response

The Applicant does not propose any off-site planting for visual mitigation.
a) A copy of the completed s106 Agreement can be found at Reference: Deadline
2/First Written Questions/EAONE S111/106 Agreement/ LH10
b) It has been agreed in principle with the local authorities that the s106 agreement
will be varied so that the financial contribution is paid only on commencement of
development.
c) To date, no plans have been developed beyond the initial plans used to identify
the required mitigation and calculate the financial contribution.

LH11

Applicant

Table 2 of the Design and Access Statement (DAS) [APP-283] refers to Design Principles
for the substation, the key principles having been agreed for East Anglia ONE Offshore
Wind Farm. Principle 1 refers to the discharge of conditions which relate to East Anglia
ONE Offshore Wind Farm and therefore requires updating to make it relevant to the
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Question:
present project. Do the Design Principles require refinement to make them more fit for
purpose, as claimed by the Suffolk Preservation Society in its RR [RR-012] and, if so,
how should this be done?

LH11

Applicant's
response

The design principles for the East Anglia ONE project have been developed through
engagement with the Design Council, and these have been incorporated into the East
Anglia projects Masterplan. The Applicant will seek to implement these design principles
where applicable as part of the detailed design process, and will update the Design and
Access Statement to refer to the design principles accordingly.

LH12

Applicant

The Suffolk Preservation Society in its RR [RR-012] suggests that there has been a
failure to provide a clear and accessible narrative account of how the significance of
heritage assets’ settings would be affected by the converter station. Please comment.

LH12

Applicant's
response

As part of the embedded mitigation strategy the substation was located in order to gain
maximum benefit from existing screening (in particular that provided by the existing
areas of Ancient Woodland). Further planting is to take place to the south-west, north
and east of the substation site to complement the existing planting and provide further
screening. This will obviously take time to develop but by year 15 of the 25 year
consent, the screening by the mitigation planting will be sufficient to reduce any impacts
to not significant / negligible, including any views from surrounding settlements.
Visualisations and photomontages including the anticipated screening effects of the
mitigation planting were provided as part of the Seascape, Landscape and Visual
Amenity chapter of the Environmental Statement (ES) (Figures 29.9 – 29.24).
Assessment of impacts to setting (which can include non-visual impacts) must consider
which aspects of the current setting of an asset contribute to its significance or
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Question:
importance. Based on the ZTV and site visit potential impacts to setting were
considered for:
• Two Registered Parks and Gardens;
• Six Grade I and one Grade II* Listed Buildings; and
• Eight Grade II Listed Buildings.
A summary of the assessment of potential impacts to the setting of these assets was
provided in Chapter 25 Onshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage, Table 25.10 of the
ES.
The medieval settlements referred to in the response (such as Burstall and Flowton)
have no formal designation and lie over 1km from the substation site. All are active
communities and reflect development and use up to the present day. Chapter 29
identified that although the landscape here is largely rural, this agricultural landscape
has been significantly modified by modern farming and a number of intrusive modern
features such as the existing substation.
Of the identified assets only the Grade II Listed Fidgeon’s Farmhouse (LB1293253) was
identified to have any significant views incorporating the substation location.
Development here was considered to comprise a change within the largely agricultural
setting of the asset but not to affect is main aspect.

LH13

Applicant

Please comment on the claim by the Suffolk Preservation Society [RR-012] that the
landscape impacts of the scheme in relation to the substation(s) have not been fully
identified or adequately mitigated, and have been under-estimated.

LH13

Applicant's

All receptors within the study area have been assessed, with those with potential to be
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Question:
significantly affected being assessed in detail. This process has highlighted which
receptors will be significantly affected. It is not possible to fully mitigate all landscape
and visual effects.
The proposed mitigation comprises extensive woodland planting that has been designed
to mitigate the visual effects from the key visual receptors of the nearby settlements.
The design principles from East Anglia ONE are still applicable and refinement has taken
place through the detailed design of the mitigation works, which has been based on
these principles.
The information provided in the application for East Anglia THREE reflected the fact that
work for East Anglia ONE was on-going and therefore was necessarily high-level in order
to not prejudge or contradict the work being undertaken for East Anglia ONE. Since the
non-material change for East Anglia ONE was made, both the design of the East Anglia
ONE substation and the potential mitigation for it have been refined. The current
masterplanning exercise being undertaken by SPR for all southern North Sea projects
seeks to develop the mitigation across all projects in an integrated way. Prior to
submission of the Application, the Applicant stated its intention to update the landscape
assessment to account for the ongoing masterplanning process. The Applicant proposes
to submit the updated assessment in due course.

LH14

Applicant

Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils note in their RR [RR-029] that a strategic
master plan for the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm substation has been produced.
It is suggested that this should be used to inform the present project. Please provide a
copy of this master plan and comment on its applicability and utility for the
consideration of the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm substation(s).
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Question:

LH14

Applicant's
response

The Masterplan has been submitted at Deadline 2 (reference: Deadline 2/First Written
Questions/Landscape Masterplan/PN1,PN3,LH14). East Anglia THREE was an integral
part of the second phase of the master plan (see LH13 for further detail).

BE

Benthic Ecology Issues

BE1

Applicant

In ES Chapter 5 [APP-113] Table 5.7, scour protection areas are given for jacket
foundations. Can the Applicant provide further reasoning for the rationale for scour
protection around suction caissons being one diameter either side of the caisson?

BE1

Applicant's
response

When calculating scour it is necessary to consider the diameter of the structure
extending above the seabed and more importantly the height to which it extends. For
suction caissons on a jacket the amount the structure will extend above the seabed will
be minimal (i.e. less than 1m) and therefore have limited influence on scour. The
scour protection is therefore estimated based on the diameter of the jacket leg rather
than the suction caisson itself with an allowance for the effect of the caisson above the
seabed.
For the jacket leg, the scour effect has been calculated to extend by up to 5 times the
diameter from the centre of the leg. For the caisson the effect will depend on
installation parameters and soil characteristics. Given the proportional relationship
expected between the diameters of leg and caisson, the 5 diameters measured from
the leg centre would equate to 0.5 to 1 caisson diameter measured from the caisson’s
edge. Therefore, the estimated area of 1 caisson diameter either side of the caisson is
considered to be a conservative estimate to allow for the scour effect of both the jacket
leg and the caisson.
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Question:
A jacket structure with 10m suction caisson (worst case for the largest turbine
assessed) would require 2,827m2 of scour protection and the worst case gravity base
(60m) would require up to 25,500m2 of scour protection. Therefore the gravity base is
used within the assessment for the worst case for seabed disturbance and habitat loss.

BE2

Applicant

In ES Chapter 5 [APP-113] Table 5.18, the total estimated scour protection required for
East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm is given as 2,673,260m2. However,
Requirement 9 of Schedule 1 Part 3 of the draft DCO [APP-025] states that the total
amount of scour protection must not exceed 2,6726km2. Can the Applicant explain the
apparent discrepancy and confirm that the worst case scenario has been considered in
the ES?

BE2

Applicant's
response

This is a typographical error in the draft Order and will be amended (to 2,673,260m2)
in the next version of the draft Order to align with Chapter 5. The correct value has
been assessed as the worst case within the ES.

BE3

NE, MMO

1) In ES Appendix 10.1, Benthic Ecology Evidence Plan [APP-154] Cefas expressed
concern regarding Mytilus found in the cable route and considered that a preconstruction survey may be required if it was reef forming. Appendix 5.4(6) of the
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) Evidence Plan Agreement Logs [APP-107]
goes on to state that NE and the MMO (with Cefas as their advisers) agree “that
detailed assessment of biogenic reef (Sabellaria or Mytilus) is a matter for preconstruction survey and final routeing.”
2) NE expressed concern both in ES Appendix 10.1 [APP-154] and in its RR [RR-003]
regarding the survey methodology proposed to monitor the presence, extent and
elevation of Sabellaria spinulosa and suggested an alternative methodology
involving drop down photography.
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Question:
3) NE continues, in the RR, to suggest that mitigation “could include waiting for
visibility to clear during periods of slack water or, if available, use of a freshwater
lens.”
4) NE, in Table 10.1 of ES Chapter 10 Benthic Ecology [APP-118] noted “that there are
four distinct areas showing consistently high Sabellaria presence, with reef identified
in Figure 21 and Figure 50. These areas appear to be established and therefore it is
our view that a buffer may be required around these areas.”
5) NE considers it best practice to implement a monitoring regime to investigate the
impacts construction and operation have on brittlestar (Ophiuroidea) beds as they
are considered a species of conservation interest.
Are NE and MMO content that the In Principle Monitoring Plan (IPMP) [APP-295]
adequately addresses these concerns and that they are secured through the DMLs?

BE3

Applicant's
response

The approach to the assessment and monitoring of the benthic habitats and species of
conservation importance was agreed through the Evidence Plan.
The final survey methodology for pre-construction surveys would be agreed with
Natural England at least 4 months prior to the survey works (which could be completed
up to 18 months prior to construction). The mitigation measures will be based on the
methods and technology available at the time of survey and the mitigation suggested
by Natural England will be considered in the survey design. If these surveys identify
habitats of conservation importance appropriate mitigation measures, which may
include establishing buffers, will be agreed with Natural England and the MMO at that
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Question:
time.
It should be noted that, Natural England recommended post construction monitoring to
assess the impacts of the project on brittlestar beds during a meeting on the 3rd July
2014. However, as stated in chapter 10 section 5.5.5.4 evidence from the benthic
surveys suggest that brittlestars are not present within the East Anglia THREE site in
aggregations which could be described as beds:


The maximum number of brittlestars recorded in any grab samples from
within the East Anglia THREE site was 32 and the mean number was 5 (the
Zone had 6 samples containing more than 100 individuals with a mean
number of 6.4);



Brittlestars were not listed as conspicuous species during the East Anglia
THREE / FOUR video surveys (Appendix 10.4 (Appendix D.1));



No brittlestars are evident in the still images from the East Anglia THREE /
FOUR video surveys (Appendix 10.4 (Appendix D.2)).

Therefore given that the evidence suggests that the East Anglia THREE site does
contain brittlestar beds the Applicant does not propose to do any surveys specifically
designed to monitor the impacts of the proposed East Anglia THREE project on
brittlestar beds. Furthermore, no species from the class Ophiuroidea are included in
the most recent OSPAR List of Threatened and/or Declining Species and Habitats
(OSPAR 2008) nor are brittlestar beds included as a habitat on that list as had been
indicated by Natural England during the meeting on the 3rd July.
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BE4

Applicant, NE

Question:
The Applicant includes the following as embedded mitigation in ES Chapter 10 [APP118]: “sea bed disturbance would be minimised by not placing gravity base structures
in areas where sandwaves are greater than 5m, therefore reducing the potential for
increased suspended sediment, reducing the potential for habitat impact”.
Could the Applicant clarify how this embedded mitigation would be secured, through
the draft DCO or DMLs, as appropriate? Have there been any further discussions with
NE on this matter, in light of the point raised at paragraph 5.4.2 of its RR [RR-003]?

BE4

Applicant's
response

EATL propose to amend the draft Order to include the following condition in the draft
DML, which is the same approach taken by East Anglia ONE:
"No gravity base foundations may be installed in any area of the seabed with mobile
sand waves of 5 metres or more, as identified by the swath-bathymetry survey carried
out under condition 17(2)(b), unless otherwise agreed in writing by the MMO."

BE5

Applicant, NE,
MMO

The Applicant includes the following as embedded mitigation in ES Chapter 10 [APP118]: “Should dredging be required in the vicinity of station 30 (see Figure 8.1) where
elevated levels of arsenic have been detected, EATL would collect further data to assess
the extent of the affected area and if found to be extensive would agree with the MMO
a strategy for the disposal of material from this area to minimise impacts”.
Could the Applicant comment on whether it intends to secure this embedded mitigation
through the draft DCO or DMLs, as appropriate?
NE, in RR-003 paragraph 5.4.3, considers that a monitoring method for recording
elevated levels of arsenic should be included in the IPMP. Could the Applicant confirm
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Question:
whether it intends to amend the IPMP to include for such monitoring?
MMO, in its RR [RR-031], requests that this area (Site 30) be excluded from any
dredge and disposal granted by this licence. It goes on to state that should dredge and
sediment disposal become necessary in this area, additional marine licence applications
will be required and onshore disposal considered.
Could the MMO confirm whether the Applicant’s ES sufficiently assesses the
implications of dredge and disposal in this area, including the necessary mitigation
measures to do so?
Could the Applicant and the MMO provide an update with regard to any agreements
reached in respect of Site 30, including any proposals to exclude this area from dredge
and disposal consent? Could the Applicant and MMO also comment on how such
restrictions would be secured through the DCO/DMLs?

BE5

Applicant's
response

EATL propose to amend the draft Order to include a condition in the DMLs. The precise
wording of the condition has not yet been agreed, but it will be based on the following:
"No licenced activities may take place within the area hatched black on the works plan
being 250m from site 30 ("restricted area") unless the MMO has confirmed in writing
that it is satisfied with the results of a sediment sample survey or that sufficient
mitigation has been secured in the approved method statement secured under
condition 13(g), to prevent impacts from contaminated sediment.
"sediment sample survey" means a survey to be carried in the event that works are
proposed in the restricted area which:
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Question:



samples sediment for arsenic contamination in the restricted area; and
must be carried out in accordance with details first been approved by the
MMO"
"site 30" means site 30 shown on the works plan (offshore) which has the following
grid coordinates:
Latitude

Longitude

52 27 32.889 N

02 36 9.019 E

The Applicant will update the IPMP so that the final monitoring plan can include a
monitoring method for recording elevated levels of arsenic if required.
BE6

Applicant, NE,
MMO

NE, in RR-003 paragraph 5.4.4, discusses the status of Orford Inshore recommended
Marine Coastal Zone (rMCZ). Can NE provide an update on the status of Orford Inshore
rMCZ?
NE states in its RR that “Recommended MCZ are a material consideration in the marine
licensing process” and also that “Orford Inshore rMCZ contains a features (subtidal
mixed sediment) that may be affected by cable installation, operation and
decommissioning.” The Applicant states at paragraph 143 of ES Chapter 10 [APP-118]
that “…at this stage the Orford Inshore recommended MCZ is not being considered for
designation and therefore in line with guidance provided by the MMO it is not
considered within this EIA.”
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Question:
Could NE and MMO comment on whether the Applicant would be required to undertake
further assessment for the marine licence in respect of the rMCZ? In NE’s opinion,
does the Applicant’s ES adequately assess the feature (subtidal mixed sediment) of the
rMCZ? Does NE have any outstanding concerns with regard to effects on the rMCZ as a
result of the proposed development?

BE6

Applicant's
response

Following further discussion with Natural England at a meeting on the 8th of June, the
Applicant has undertaken an assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed
project upon the Orford Inshore rMCZ. This assessment (document reference 2/rMCZ
assessment/NE) will be submitted to the ExA in due course.

BE7

Applicant

BE7

Applicant's
response

The percentage of the East Anglia Zone affected by East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind
Farm is stated in paragraph 291 of ES Chapter 10 [APP-118] as 0.34%, which is
different to that stated in Table 10.2 (0.43%). Can the Applicant clarify which is the
correct figure?
The correct figure is 0.43%. This was a typographic error in the assessment section of
the ES, however it does not make a material difference to the significance of the
impact.

BE8

NE, Applicant

NE, at paragraph 5.4.6 of its RR [RR-003], advises that assumptions of homogeneity in
East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm cannot be extended to the cumulative
sensitivity of habitats across the southern North Sea. Have NE and the Applicant come
to agreement on this aspect?

BE8

Applicant's
response

EATL recognises that there are habitats of importance for nature conservation across
the North Sea. The intention was to highlight that the habitats within the site and
wider Zone are relatively common across the North Sea and that given the substrate
type (e.g. subtidal mixed sediment) are not particularly ecologically sensitive
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Question:
themselves, notwithstanding any designation they may have. EATL have provided this
response to Natural England.

BE9

NE, Applicant

NE, at paragraph 5.4.7 of its RR [RR-003], states that the assessment of cumulative
impacts varies in context between the North Sea and the southern North Sea, and that
NE would welcome consistency, notably in paragraph 361 of the ES. Have NE and the
Applicant come to agreement on this aspect?

BE9

Applicant's
response

The Applicant notes this inconsistency; it should be Southern North Sea throughout.
EATL have provided this response to Natural England in the response to their relevant
representation.

ECO

Ecology offshore – ornithology

ECO1

Applicant, NE

With reference to the Evidence Plan [APP-170] and NE’s RR [RR-003], which refers to
on-going discussions post-acceptance, can the Applicant and NE provide an update on
the outstanding issues related to offshore ornithology?

ECO1

Applicant's
response

The Applicant and Natural England have held two meetings since submission of the
DCO application (24th March and 8th June 2016); these were to discuss any outstanding
issues and progress the SoCG.
At the second meeting, both parties worked through the Natural England Relevant
Representation and the Applicant’s response to each point (sent on 31st May 2016).
Outstanding points at submission of this written response are:
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Question:
1. Methodology for summing seasonal displacement.
2. Significance of cumulative auk displacement.
3. Significance of cumulative collision risk for kittiwake, gannet and great black-backed
gull.
4. In combination impacts on gannet and kittiwake resulting from cumulative collision
risk.

ECO2

Applicant, RSPB

With reference to the Evidence Plan [APP-170] and RSPB’s RR [RR-035], which refers
to on-going discussions post-acceptance, can the Applicant and RSPB provide an
update on the outstanding issues related to offshore ornithology?

ECO2

Applicant's
response

The Applicant held a meeting with the RSPB on the 24th March 2016.
The RSPB’s principal concerns are with collision mortality of gannet and kittiwake from
the Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA/Flamborough Head–Bempton Cliffs SPA (FFC
pSPA/FHBC SPA) resulting from the East Anglia THREE proposal in-combination with
other plans and projects, primarily with Hornsea offshore wind farm Projects 1 and 2.
The RSPB considers that the potential for adverse effects on gannet and kittiwake
arising out of the East Anglia THREE proposal could be significantly reduced with a rise
in turbine draft height thereby reducing the overlap between the flight height and the
rotor swept area. However, any increase in draft height could have significant technical
and commercial implications affecting and most likely reducing options available to the
project, and this must be balanced against East Anglia THREE’s small contribution to
the cumulative collision total and the small overall effect an increase in draft height
would have on the total collision figure.
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Question:
To date, assessments have used very conservative approaches leading to a very robust
and worst case position being predicted for the cumulative impact. Additionally, there
is a great deal of uncertainty with regard to whether (and to what extent) consented
projects contributing to the effect will in fact be built. More fundamentally, the
Applicant must retain flexibility in the design window due to uncertainties in the
technology and turbine design to be selected for the project and cannot therefore
commit to an increase in draft height at this stage.

ECO3

Applicant, NE,
RSPB

What progress has been made in resolving the methodological and impact assessment
issues raised primarily in NE’s RR [RR-003] in relation to the Applicant’s ornithological
assessment for East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm alone, including issues in
relation to:
(a) Use of PBR vs PVA - the need for Population Viability Analysis (PVA) modelling
(b) Displacement – guillemot, razorbill and puffin
(i).
The determination of appropriate breeding season population scales and
sizes for species
(ii).
The method for summing seasonal displacement impacts
(c) Collision - kittiwake
(i).
The appropriate population scale used to assess impacts in the PVA model
(ii).
Use of density dependent model vs density independent model
(d) Collision - great black-backed gull
(i).
The need for PVA modelling for this species
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Question:
(ii).

ECO3

Applicant's
response

Use of appropriate population scale and apportioning

The following responses have been provided in the Applicant’s document: Response to
NE Section 56 Consultation (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2) and
are restated here for ease of reference.
a) PBR vs PVA
The Applicant accepts and broadly agrees with Natural England's position with regards
the relative merits of PBR and PVA, however the Applicant considers that PBR remains
a useful preliminary tool to act as a filter for identifying the population impacts for
which more detailed modelling (e.g. PVA) will be informative and those for which the
relative scale of impact to population size is such that PVA is unwarranted.
b) Auk displacement
i) East Anglia THREE is beyond the foraging range of any auk breeding colonies,
therefore auks observed during the breeding season will not be actively breeding
adults. Hence it was assumed that auks present in the breeding season will comprise
immature birds and nonbreeding adults. The size of the population from which such
birds could be drawn is not well understood, however it seems very likely that both of
these categories of bird are drawn from the BDMPS populations. Indeed, given what is
known about the movements of immature birds (that they disperse to similar areas as
adults and gradually make their way back towards their natal colonies as they approach
maturity) this seems a much more plausible assumption than assuming there is no
connection between the wintering populations and the summer distribution of
immatures as Natural England suggest. Therefore the Applicant considers that this
approach provides a robust means to estimate reference populations in the summer.
Notwithstanding this, and on the basis that such an approach would be accepted by
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Question:
Natural England, the Applicant presented additional assessment (see Response to NE
Section 56 Consultation Annex, reference Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant) using
the methods adopted by Natural England in their written submission for deadline 6 of
the Hornsea Project 2 examination.
ii) The Applicant considers that Natural England's approach of summing seasonal
displacement generates overly precautionary predictions on top of the high level of
precaution already inherent in the worst case scenarios of 70% displacement and 10%
mortality advocated. Notwithstanding this, and on the basis that such an approach
would be accepted by Natural England, the Applicant presented additional assessment
(see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1) using the methods adopted by
Natural England in their written submission for deadline 6 of the Hornsea Project 2
examination.
c) Kittiwake collision risk
The Applicant welcomes Natural England's broad acceptance of the kittiwake population
model, however the Applicant disagrees with Natural England's views on density
dependence and the appropriate scale at which to model impacts. All populations are
subject to limits on their growth due to competition for resources. Furthermore,
contrary to Natural England's assertion that there is a lack of evidence in support of
density dependence for this species, there is strong evidence of compensatory density
dependence which we summarise in Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1
(Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2 - Annex 1 Ornithology and
Updated Cumulative Collision Risk Tables). There is also good evidence in support of
modelling the North Sea population as a whole as has been presented in that response.
d) Great black-backed gull collision risk
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Question:
The Applicant acknowledges this point regarding impacts on great black-backed gull,
however the Applicant questions the requirement to undertake population modelling in
this case. In Natural England's written submission for deadline 6 of the Hornsea
Project 2 examination a method for assessing EIA level collision risk impacts which
included GBBG was presented which concluded no significant cumulative effects. The
Applicant has applied the same approach for the current assessment; with the inclusion
of East Anglia THREE (see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1 (Deadline 2
/ SoCG / Natural England and Applicant – Appendix 2 - Annex 1 Ornithology and
Updated Cumulative Collision Risk Tables)).

ECO4

Applicant, NE
and RSPB

What progress has been made in resolving the methodological and impact assessment
issues raised primarily in NE’s RR [RR-003] in relation to the Applicant’s ornithological
assessment for East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm cumulatively, including issues in
relation to:
(a) Displacement – guillemot, razorbill and puffin
(i).
The assessment of cumulative impacts across the whole annual cycle by
summing of seasonal impacts. Followed by assessing the cumulative
totals against an appropriate population scale
(ii).
The use of 70% displacement and 10% mortality as the worst-case
(iii).
The addition of displacement impacts in the breeding season from other
North Sea projects to the overall cumulative assessment of displacement
impacts – the need for further assessment
(iv).
The significance of cumulative displacement impacts on guillemot
(v).
The significance of cumulative displacement impacts on razorbill
(vi).
The significance of cumulative displacement impacts on puffin
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Question:
(b) Collision risk - gannet
(i).
The need for further population modelling for gannet and the implications
of the cumulative effect
(c) Collision risk – kittiwake
(i).
The need for further population modelling for kittiwake
(ii).
Use of density dependent model vs density independent model
(iii).
The appropriate population scale used to assess impacts in the PVA model
(iv).
Any proposals of best practice that can reduce the cumulative/incombination collision total
(d) Collision risk – lesser black-backed gull
(i).
Need for further consideration as to the appropriate scale for assessing
impacts
(e) Collision risk – herring gull
(i).
Need for further consideration as to the appropriate scale for assessing
impacts
(f) Collision risk – great black-backed gull
(i).
Need for further population (PVA) modelling

ECO4

Applicant's
response

The following responses have been provided in the Applicant’s document: Response to
NE Section 56 Consultation (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2) and
are restated here for ease of reference.
a) Auk displacement
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Question:
i) and ii) The Applicant considers that Natural England's approach of summing seasonal
displacement generates overly precautionary predictions on top of the high level of
precaution already inherent in the worst case scenarios of 70% displacement and 10%
mortality advocated. Notwithstanding this, and on the basis that such an approach
would be accepted by Natural England, the Applicant presented additional assessment
(see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1 (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and
Applicant - Appendix 2 - Annex 1 Ornithology and Updated Cumulative Collision Risk
Tables) using the methods adopted by Natural England in their written submission for
deadline 6 of the Hornsea Project 2 examination.
iii) In the East Anglia THREE Environmental Statement (reference 6.1.13) the
cumulative nonbreeding season total for each species was provided, but not the details
of the number estimated to be at risk in each wind farm included in the assessment.
For the purposes of this clarification the values for each species presented during the
Hornsea Project 2 assessment (Smart Wind 2015 a,b,c), and subsequently used by
Natural England (2015) in their response at Deadline 6 of the examination have been
reproduced (see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Auk Cumulative Displacement
Assessment Tables 1 to 3 (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 4). These
totals include birds present on the wind farms in all seasons (i.e. including the breeding
season which was previously omitted).
The cumulative total for each season has been summed to obtain the annual total, as
requested by Natural England. However, the Applicant disagrees with this approach as
it incorporates an unknown degree of double counting and artificially inflates impacts
for species with a finer division of nonbreeding seasons. In the Applicant's opinion, the
Natural England approach would only be reasonable if all species had the same number
of seasonal divisions, whereas there are two seasonal divisions for guillemot and puffin
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Question:
but four seasonal divisions for razorbill. Therefore Natural England’s approach
overestimates the impact on razorbill relative to the assessments for guillemot and
puffin.
iv, v, vi) The assessment of cumulative displacement mortality presented in Response
to NE Section 56 Consultation Auk Cumulative Displacement Assessment (Deadline 2 /
SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 4), in accordance with the recommendations of
Natural England, indicate the combinations of displacement and consequent mortality
for each species of auk considered to be at risk of impacts in relation to increases in
baseline mortality of up to 3%.
Natural England does not consider a single combination of displacement and mortality
in their assessment of impact, instead advising presentation of the ranges from 0 to
100%. However, in the original ES, the Applicant presented evidence in support of the
use of a precautionary displacement rate of 70% with a 1% mortality rate. For the
current assessments presented in Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Auk
Cumulative Displacement Assessment Tables 5 to 7 (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and
Applicant - Appendix 4) application of this level of impact indicates that the baseline
mortality rate for the relevant populations (North Sea BDMPS) would increase by less
than 1%.
Consequently, even on the basis of the highly precautionary cumulative assessment
presented here the predicted impacts would not have a significant effect on any of the
species involved.
Furthermore, given that East Anglia THREE adds a relatively small amount to the
cumulative totals this conclusion is consistent with that in the Natural England Written
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Question:
Submission for Deadline 6 - Hornsea Offshore Wind Farm Project Two Application,
which stated that: ‘…at a North Sea EIA scale Natural England are able to conclude no
significant effect for guillemot, razorbill and puffin from the project alone and
cumulatively with other projects in North Sea UK waters.’
b) Gannet collision risk
i) The Applicant does not consider it appropriate to assess the annual mortality against
the autumn BDMPS as this would be inconsistent. Instead the Applicant considers that
the autumn total mortality should be assessed against the autumn BDMPS population.
The autumn cumulative mortality was 764, which increases the baseline mortality of
the autumn BDMPS population by 0.88% (i.e. less than 1%) and therefore is below the
level at which further assessment would typically be required. With regards the annual
mortality, this has been modelled using the existing PVA for the British population, as
would be expected for an impact which exceeded this precautionary 1% increase in
mortality threshold. In order for this to be robust the cumulative mortality included
wind farms other than those in the North Sea (e.g. Irish Sea) and this thereby avoided
underestimating collisions and ensured the assessment of mortality was conducted at
the appropriate population scale. This assessment demonstrated that the cumulative
total for ALL UK wind farms is below the level at which the modelling found even 5% of
simulated populations decline, and that this conclusion was based on what is
acknowledged to be a worst case total mortality, including the fact (acknowledged by
Natural England) that gannet nocturnal activity has been overestimated to date in
collision assessments by at least 7%. Furthermore the gannet population has
continued to increase since this model was developed: the model was based on a
British and Irish population of 261,000 pairs (2004), which is now estimated to be over
400,000 (i.e. 50% larger), and this will considerably reduce the level of predicted
impacts. The Applicant therefore considers that the gannet cumulative assessment is
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Question:
robust and demonstrates that cumulative impacts are below the level at which
population consequences would be of concern.
c) Kittiwake collision risk
i) The Applicant does not consider it appropriate to assess the annual mortality against
the autumn BDMPS, but rather the autumn total mortality should be assessed against
the autumn BDMPS population. The autumn cumulative mortality was 1533, which
increases the baseline mortality of the autumn BDMPS population by 1.18%. The
spring assessment similarly generated an increase in baseline mortality above the 1%
threshold (1.35%). As these were above the level at which further assessment would
typically be required (and at Natural England's request), a population model was
developed and presented in the original assessment to further explore the potential
impacts. The conclusions of this assessment were that the cumulative impacts were
not off concern. Natural England has questioned some of the assumptions made in the
population modelling (in particular regarding density dependence and relevant
population scales), and these were addressed in the Applicant's response to Natural
England (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2 - Annex 1 Ornithology and
Updated Cumulative Collision Risk Tables). Furthermore, the Applicant notes that in
Natural England's written submission for deadline 6 of the Hornsea Project 2
examination a method for assessing EIA level collision risk impacts for kittiwake was
presented which concluded no significant cumulative effects. The Applicant has applied
the same approach for the current assessment, with the inclusion of East Anglia THREE
to further support the original conclusion of no significant impacts (see Response to NE
Section 56 Consultation Annex 1 (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2 Annex 1 Ornithology and Updated Cumulative Collision Risk Tables).
ii) Most demographic parameters of seabirds are likely to show some density-
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Question:
dependent variation (Newton 1998). Cairns (1987) pointed out that life history theory
predicts that seabird breeding success will show a compensatory density-dependent
response at an earlier stage of reduced food abundance and adult survival is likely to
show less response until food abundance is drastically reduced. Age at first breeding
may vary in a compensatory density-dependent way at an intermediate level.
Empirical evidence provides some support for Cairns’ predictions (Cury et al. 2011;
Furness 2015). There are extensive data on breeding success of kittiwakes, showing
that breeding success declines with reduction in food supply which is consistent with
but does not prove compensatory density-dependent limitation by food supply
(Frederiksen et al. 2005; Furness 2007).
Furness and Birkhead (1984) showed that the spatial distribution of kittiwake colonies
indicated compensatory density-dependent competition for resources in the marine
areas around colonies; numbers breeding at neighbouring colonies were influenced by
the neighbouring kittiwake colony size.
Mean age of first breeding of male kittiwakes decreased from 4.59 years in 1961-70 to
3.69 in 1981-90 (Coulson 2011). The lower age of first breeding in the 1980s
coincided with a much increased adult mortality, and Coulson (2011) interpreted that
as evidence that competition for nest sites at the colony influenced age of first
breeding, so acted in a compensatory density-dependent manner.
Coulson (2011) showed that the annual rate of increase in size of 46 kittiwake colonies
in the UK between 1959 and 1969 was inversely related to colony size. Colonies of 110 pairs in 1959 increased on average by 70% up to 1969. Colonies of 10-100 pairs in
1959 increased on average by 20% up to 1969. Colonies of 100-1000 pairs in 1959
increased on average by 5%. Colonies of 1000-10,000 pairs in 1959 increased on
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Question:
average by 3%. This implies very strong compensatory density-dependence. It is
unclear just from these changes in numbers which particular demographic parameters
were affected, but Coulson (2011) inferred that the most likely candidate is the rate of
net immigration into each colony. Coulson (2011) inferred from his detailed
observational studies, and from population modelling, that the main reason for the
progressive differences in growth of an individual colony is the balance between
immigration and emigration of immature birds. Frederiksen et al. (2005) found that for
the period 1986-2000, there was no relationship between colony size and colony
growth rate, and suggested that compensatory density-dependence occurred during
the expansion phase but not necessarily at all stages of population change.
A compensatory density-dependent reduction in colony growth rate is also clearly
evident from data on colony size over a period of decades for colonies studied in detail.
Numbers at Marsden (Tyne & Wear) showed a rate of increase that progressively
decreased as numbers grew (Coulson 2011, Figure 11.5). Numbers at nearby Coquet
Island (Coulson 2011, Figure 11.6) show exactly the same trend with colony size.
However, numbers grew rapidly at Coquet at the same time that growth had virtually
ceased at Marsden (in the 1990s). This shows clearly that the rate of growth was a
colony-specific feature related to local competition, and was not a consequence of
region-wide variations in conditions. According to Coulson (2011) ‘examination of the
rates of increase of kittiwake colonies with time almost always showed the same
pattern’ as described above. This pattern implies compensatory density-dependence at
individual colonies according to local conditions.
Most kittiwake colonies in the UK North Sea have declined in breeding numbers in the
last few years, most strongly in the north. Decreases in numbers appear to have been
greater in large colonies than in small ones, suggesting a density-dependent effect with
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Question:
competition increasing most in the largest colonies as resources have declined.
Jovani et al. (2015) found empirical evidence from the data on the distribution of
colony sizes of seabirds (including kittiwakes) in relation to breeding season foraging
range for density-dependence through competition for resources around breeding
colonies.
In conclusion, there is strong evidence, summarised above, for compensatory density
dependence acting on the kittiwake population of the UK, although exact mechanisms
remain to be determined and there is some evidence to suggest that the strength of
density-dependence may vary in relation to environmental conditions.
iii) The appropriate spatial scale at which to model impacts should be informed by
evidence on the extent to which individual colonies either represent closed populations
or are part of a much larger meta-population. If colonies form a meta-population then
it is necessary to consider the spatial scale over which colony dynamics is influenced by
immigration-emigration processes between colonies.
Coulson (2011) inferred from his detailed observational studies, and from population
modelling, that the main reason for the progressive differences in growth of an
individual colony is the balance between immigration and emigration of immature birds.
At newly formed colonies at North Shields and Coquet Island, it took 9 and 7 years
respectively before the first locally-reared bird bred in these colonies (Coulson 2011).
Coulson (2011) inferred that almost all kittiwakes recruiting into small and newly
formed colonies are immigrants. Furthermore, he inferred from ringing evidence that
numbers of immigrants exceed numbers of locally born kittiwakes recruiting into a
colony even when the colony has grown to a substantial size. Therefore, kittiwake
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colonies form a larger meta-population.
At North Shields over a long-term study period, 91% of female recruits were
immigrants, as were 63.5% of male recruits (Coulson 2011). Birds moved up to 1,600
km from their place of birth to breed, with a bi-modal distribution of distances, one
peak being within 100 km of the natal colony and the second being between 400 and
1000 km from the natal colony. Therefore, the spatial scale over which colonies
interact is at least 1000 km.
These detailed data on emigration of juveniles contrast with the observation that once
a kittiwake has established a nest site, it normally returns to the same nest site each
year. Emigration of established breeding adults is very unusual, but can occur in
extreme cases when large areas of colonies are physically destroyed, or are severely
affected by predators or by long-term severe food shortage causing extreme breeding
failure (Danchin and Monnat 1992; Coulson 2011; Ponchon et al. 2015).
High rates of emigration of juvenile birds imply a meta-population structure that makes
modelling of colonies assuming those are closed populations inappropriate. The metapopulation of kittiwakes is over a large spatial scale. Because a significant proportion
of emigrants recruit into colonies 400 to 1000 km away from their place of birth, the
dynamics of kittiwake colonies will be influenced by factors affecting colonies over at
least a range of 400 to 1000 km. This suggests that the entire North Sea kittiwake
population should be treated as one meta-population rather than as numerous closed
individual colony populations, and there would be a case for modelling the population at
an even larger spatial scale than just the North Sea, although increasing the spatial
scale further makes the modelling increasingly complex because it is unlikely that
demographic parameters appropriate for the North Sea colonies would necessarily be
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appropriate for colonies in other oceanographic systems.
On this basis use of the BDMPS population sizes as the reference population in the
kittiwake PVA model is considered robust for assessment.
iv) The Applicant welcomes Natural England's acknowledgement that East Anglia THREE
makes a small contribution to the in-combination total and the Applicant will continue
to explore options to further reduce impacts and will discuss these with Natural England
as plans progress.
d) Lesser black-backed gull collision risk
This point is not covered in the Applicant’s response to Natural England as this is not a
point raised by them.
i) Natural England concluded that the contribution from East Anglia THREE was
sufficiently small in this case (11 of a total of 522) that a minor adverse effect could be
concluded. The Applicant welcomes Natural England's conclusion on this issue which
aligns with that in the ES. The Applicant does not consider there to be any justification
for further assessment.
e) Herring gull collision risk
This point is not covered in the Applicant’s response to Natural England as this is not a
point raised by them.
i) Natural England concluded that the contribution from East Anglia THREE was
sufficiently small in this case (26 of a total of 726) that a minor adverse effect could be
concluded. The Applicant welcomes Natural England's conclusion on this issue which
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aligns with that in the ES. The Applicant does not consider there to be any justification
for further assessment.
f) Great black-backed gull collision risk
i) The Applicant considers that the reduction in predicted collisions (due to the
increases in avoidance rate) from over 3,000 (up to and inc. Triton Knoll) to the current
estimate of just over 1,000, coupled with the previous acceptance of the higher total in
wind farm consent decisions (e.g. Rampion) indicates that the cumulative impact on
this species remains below a threshold of concern. The Applicant notes that in Natural
England's written submission for deadline 6 of the Hornsea Project 2 examination a
method for assessing EIA level collision risk impacts was presented for great blackbacked gull which concluded no significant cumulative effects. The Applicant presented
an updated assessment following this approach with the inclusion of East Anglia THREE
(see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1, (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and
Applicant - Appendix 2 - Annex 1 Ornithology and Updated Cumulative Collision Risk
Tables). which further demonstrated that the worst case predicted impacts on this
species are within acceptable limits. The Applicant therefore questions Natural
England's advice with respect to the provision of PVA modelling, since the impacts are
sufficiently small that they are very unlikely to give rise to a significant impact.

ECO5

Applicant, NE

Can the Applicant and NE provide comment on the minor/additional points raised by NE
in Appendix 1 to its RR [RR-003], where they are not addressed above? Have any
agreements been reached and/or amendments to the documents proposed, particularly
in relation to (but not limited to) the following?
(a) Displacement from the project alone:
(ii).
The points raised in NE’s RR Appendix 1 [RR-003] in relation to gannet
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(iii).
(iv).

(points 12, 13, and 14)
The points raised in NE’s RR Appendix 1 [RR-003] in relation to auks
(points 15 to 24)
The points raised in NE’s RR [RR-003] in relation to red throated diver
(points 5, 6, 10, and 11)

(b) Collision risk from the project alone:
(i).
Clarification regarding which model was used for non-seabird migrants Migropath or SOSS-05?
(ii).
Need to include breeding season impacts
(iii).
The nocturnal factor used for gulls
(iv).
The additive impact of collision and displacement impacts
(v).
The need to update Table 13.35 for seabird migrants
ECO5

Applicant's
response

The following responses have been provided in the Applicant’s document: Response to
NE Section 56 Consultation (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant/ Appendix 2) and
are restated here for ease of reference.
a) Displacement
ii) The Applicant acknowledges Natural England's request for additional assessment,
however to obtain density estimates for the site plus 2km buffer would require reanalysis of the raw data. Given the very low level of impact predicted for gannet
displacement and the already precautionary basis adopted (using the higher density
estimate from the site plus 4km buffer) we question the justification for undertaking
additional assessment since it will have no material effect on the conclusions reached.
iii) These points have been addressed in the responses to ECO4 and ECO5.
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iv) Natural England point 5: the Applicant notes that this does not materially affect the
assessment as presented.
Natural England point 6: the Applicant considers this approach to be justified on the
basis that the cable laying vessel will be moving much more slowly than the tidal flow.
Therefore, since from the bird's perspective the vessel will essentially be stationary it is
appropriate to assume that the exclusion zone around the vessel will be the same as
that around a static structure (2km). Consequently the current assessment is
considered precautionary and robust.
Natural England point 10: In order to clarify the displacement assessment for this
species, rather than present a matrix with a range of displacement values, the
Applicant has used values derived from a study conducted over several years for a wind
farm site near to the proposed development. Consequently the displacement
percentages for Red Throated Diver (RTD) used in the assessment are grounded in
evidence and are therefore considered to be robust and reliable. This contrasts with
the situation for the auks and gannet, for which displacement percentages are less well
estimated. Therefore, using a wide range is appropriate for auks/gannet but for RTD
the Applicant has used a more realistic evidence based approach.
Natural England point 11: the Applicant considers that Natural England's approach of
summing seasonal displacement generates overly precautionary predictions on top of
the high level of precaution already inherent in the worst case scenarios of 70%
displacement & 10% mortality advocated. Notwithstanding this, and on the basis that
such an approach would be accepted by Natural England, the Applicant presented
additional assessment (see Response to NE Section 56 Consultation Annex 1, (Deadline
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2 / SoCG / NE and Applicant - Appendix 2 -Annex 1 Ornithology and Updated
Cumulative Collision Risk Tables)) using the methods adopted by NE in their written
submission for deadline 6 of the Hornsea Project 2 examination. In addition, the
Applicant notes that Natural England's conclusion is the same as the estimate of
significance presented in the ES.
b) Collision risk
i) The non-seabird migrant assessment was conducted using Migropath.
ii) The breeding season collisions were reported and included in the annual assessment.
iii) The Applicant welcomes Natural England's support for the nocturnal activity review
presented in the assessment and the conclusions reached. The Applicant will continue
to review the available data with a view to further refinement to the estimated
nocturnal activity if possible.
iv) In the Response to NE Section 56 Consultation (Deadline 2 / SoCG / NE and
Applicant) it stated that the assessment would be presented in Annex 1 to that
document. However, on further review it was evident that assessment of additive
impacts is only relevant for gannet (the only species for which both displacement and
collision risk are assessed) and that since the individual impacts for this species are
very small there would therefore be no material change to the assessment and no
further work was warranted.
v) the Applicant acknowledges this comment, however as noted by Natural England (‘In
regard to migrant sea birds, while we cannot say with certainty that there will be no
impact, we do agree with the Applicant that given the distance EA3 is offshore, any
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impacts will be negligible‘), given the distance of East Anglia THREE from the coast this
update will have no change on the assessed impact.

ECO6

Applicant, NE,
MMO, RSPB

Paragraph 2.6.71 of NPS EN-3 supports ecological monitoring to mitigate where
appropriate any adverse ecological impacts of the project under consideration, and to
enable further useful information to be provided for future projects.
(a) Can the Applicant please expand on the intended offshore ornithological
monitoring programme for the full life cycle of the East Anglia THREE Offshore
Wind Farm project, including any proposed pre-construction monitoring?
(b) Can the Applicant expand on the proposed monitoring in relation to gannet,
which is identified as a secondary species in the In Principle Monitoring Plan
[APP-295], with reference to NE’s comment at point 27 of Appendix 1 to its RR
[RR-003]?
(c) Is NE content with the approach to the offshore ornithological monitoring for
East Anglia THREE as currently proposed in the In Principle Monitoring Plan
[APP-295]?
(d) Are NE and MMO content that the current conditions in the dDMLs provide
sufficient certainty about the delivery of monitoring measures (as specified in
the IPMP)?

ECO6

Applicant's
response

a) and b)
The in principle monitoring proposed for the East Anglia THREE project has been
developed with the intention of reducing uncertainties in offshore wind farm impact
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assessments and to validate the findings of the Environmental Statement for the
project. The key aspects identified in the plan relate to collision risk for kittiwake and
gannet, and specifically improvement in the estimation of parameters used in the
modelling. This being the case, there is very little justification for pre-construction
monitoring, since this cannot by its nature record the extent of behavioural
modification in relation to the presence of turbines. The basis for the proposed
monitoring is essentially the same for both kittiwake and gannet, and will be intended
to address, inter alia, the point (27) made by Natural England.
In the Applicant's experience it is more efficient to define and agree monitoring
expectations at this stage.
c) and d) - Not applicable

ECO7

Applicant, NE

Designated sites:
(a) Can the Applicant clarify whether the designated sites listed in Table 13.10 of ES
Chapter 13 [APP-121] are only those that may have connectivity to the
proposed development, with reference to point 2 of Appendix 1 of NE’s RR [RR003]?
(b) Can the Applicant confirm whether any adverse impacts are predicted on any of
the Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) identified in Table 13.10 of ES
Chapter 13 [APP-121]?
(c) Does NE have any concerns regarding the impacts on SSSIs as a result of the
proposed development?
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Applicant's
response

Question:
a) This is correct. The Applicant has only included those features which could be
affected by the proposed development.
b) No adverse impacts are predicted for any of the Sites of Special Scientific Interest
identified in Table 13.10 of the ES Chapter 13, with the exception of those which are
also designated as SPAs and which connectivity was considered possible, and which
were therefore considered within the information to inform the Habitats Regulations
Assessment.
c) Not applicable.

ECO8

Applicant, NE,
RSPB

With reference to point 3 in Appendix 1 of NE’s RR [RR-003] and Table 13.11 of ES
Chapter 13 [APP-121], can the Applicant confirm whether the change in conservation
status of kittiwake, puffin, and red-throated diver, as reported in the most recent ‘Birds
of Conservation Concern 4’ (2015), alters the conclusions of the impact assessment?
Do NE and RSPB consider that the conclusions of the impact assessment are altered by
this change in status?

ECO8

Applicant's
response

The following response has been provided in the Applicant’s document: Response to NE
Section 56 Consultation (reference Deadline 2/ SoCG/ NE and Applicant - Appendix 2 –
Response to NE Section 56 Consultation) and are restated here for ease of reference.
The Applicant thanks Natural England for confirming the updated status of these
species and notes that this does not materially affect the assessment as presented.

ECO9

Applicant, NE,

Can the Applicant and NE respond to the point raised by Rijkswaterstaat in its RR [RR-
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RSPB,
Rijkswaterstaat

016] concerning the sensitivity assigned to guillemot in the assessment, as reported in
Table 13.14 of ES Chapter 13 [APP-121]?
Does NE or RSPB have any concerns regarding the Applicant’s assignation of sensitivity
to guillemot?

ECO9

Applicant's
response

In the Applicant's response to Rijkswaterstaat's relevant representation (dated 16th
June 2016) the Applicant states:
The sensitivities used for the displacement assessments are based upon a range of
sources as described in Section 13.7.2.1 and shown in Table 13.15 of Chapter 13 and
are considered to be appropriate.
It is also worth noting that evidence to date suggests that turbine spacing is likely to be
important, with higher levels of displacement reported from wind farms with smaller,
closely spaced turbines. The turbines in the East Anglia THREE offshore wind farm will
be spaced almost twice as widely as those where the higher levels of displacement of
guillemot have been reported. Furthermore, even if the sensitivity category was
increased to high, given the magnitude of effect (worst case increases in mortality rate
of 0.12% and 0.09% for breeding and non-breeding seasons respectively) the impact
would remain non-significant.

ECO10

Applicant, NE,
MMO

Can the Applicant clarify the number of concurrent piling events assessed in ES Chapter
13 [APP-121] for each offshore ornithology receptor? Is the statement in paragraph 77
of ES Chapter 13 correct, which states “no more than one foundation expected to be
installed at any time” [emphasis added]?
Are the NE and the MMO satisfied that the dDCO and dDMLs are sufficient to ensure
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that the number of concurrent piling events would not exceed two, as assessed in the
ES?

ECO10

Applicant's
response

In the Applicant's response to Natural England's Relevant Representation dated 31st
May 2016, the Applicant states:
EATL acknowledges that the description in paragraph 77 incorrectly stated that there
would be a maximum of one piling event at a time while the WCS describes up to two
simultaneous piling events. However, paragraph 78 clearly states that birds could be
excluded for up to 2 vessels, therefore construction impacts were estimated correctly
and the assessment remains unchanged.

ECO11

NE, MMO

In ES Chapter 13 [APP-121], Table 13.2 lists the worst-case assumptions considered
for the impact assessment presented, including assumptions regarding the maximum
number of vessels to be used during construction.
Are the MMO and NE satisfied that the controls in the dDCO and DMLs are sufficient to
ensure that the maximum number of vessels used in construction, as assessed as a
worst-case assumption in the ES, is secured?

ECO11

Applicant's
response

Details of vessels and vessel numbers will be confirmed at the post consent stage as
part of the detailed design and construction planning and will be dependent on the
range, types and characteristics of vessels available at that time. This is secured by
DML Condition 13 which requires documents to be produced in accordance with the
construction methods assessed in the environmental statement, i.e. (a) a design plan;
(b) a construction programme and monitoring plan; and (c) a construction method
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statement.

ECMM

Ecology offshore – marine mammals

ECMM1

MMO, NE

Regarding underwater noise, the dDCO and DMLs [APP-025] do not constrain piling
duration. Are the MMO and NE satisfied that the wording of the draft DMLs is sufficient
to ensure that the duration of piling would not exceed the durations given and assessed
in ES Chapter 12 [APP-120]?

ECMM1

Applicant's
response

This is secured by DML Condition 13(a) a design plan, (b) a construction programme
and monitoring plan, and (c) a construction method statement in accordance with the
construction methods assessed in the Environmental Statement.

ECMM2

MMO, NE

There are no constraints within the DCO [APP-025] on the maximum hammer energy
that would be used during piling. Are the MMO and NE satisfied that the wording of the
draft DMLs is sufficient to ensure that the hammer energy used during piling would not
exceed the figures given in the ES?

ECMM2

Applicant's
response

This is secured by DML Condition 13(a) a design plan, (b) a construction programme
and monitoring plan, and (c) a construction method statement in accordance with the
construction methods assessed in the Environmental Statement.

ECMM3

Applicant, MMO

The ES states that lethal injury and auditory injury from piling activities would be
avoided through the use of the mitigation zone. The exact extent of the mitigation
zone will only be determined post-consent. Can the Applicant indicate whether the
mitigation zone could end up extending beyond the Order limits and, if so, would this
preclude its implementation? Does the MMO think that this could preclude its
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implementation?

ECMM3

Applicant's
response

The Applicant can confirm that the mitigation zone as determined in the final MMMP
may extend beyond the Order Limits. However, this would not preclude its
implementation because no licensed activities are required to implement the mitigation
zone or monitor marine mammals within it.

ECMM4

NE

ES Chapter 12 [APP-120] considers inter-related effects on marine mammals in relation
to prey species, vessel noise, ship strikes, ducted propellers and underwater noise from
pile driving and operational noise. The ES considers the individual effects from each of
these impacts but does not consider combined effects on marine mammals. Is NE
satisfied that any inter-related (within project) effects on marine mammals have been
fully addressed?

ECMM4

Applicant's
response

The Applicant believes that the assessment of inter-related effects as undertaken in the
ES is robust and is in line with the approach taken on other consented projects (e.g.
the Dogger Bank projects). The assessment methodology was agreed with Natural
England through the Evidence Plan process as indeed were the conclusions of the
assessment (in principle at submission and subsequently agreed in the SoCG). The
methodology was set out in Chapter 6 EIA Methodology, section 6.10.
Advice Note 9 issued by PINS in April 2012 states the following:
The Environmental Statement should not be a series of separate unrelated topic
reports. The inter-relationship between aspects of the proposed development should be
assessed and careful consideration should be given by the developer to explain how
inter-relationships have been assessed in order to address the environmental impacts
of the proposal as a whole. It need not necessarily follow that the maximum adverse
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impact in terms of any one topic impact would automatically result in the maximum
potential impact when a number of topic impacts are considered collectively. In
addition, individual impacts may not be significant but could become significant when
their inter-relationship is assessed. It will be for the developer to demonstrate that the
likely significant impacts of the project have been properly assessed.
The Applicant has taken the approach of dealing with inter-relationships as one that
shows the links between receptor topics within the ES, as shown in Section 12.9 of
Chapter 12.
With regard to the concept of inter-related effects as a sum of all the potential
individual effects, the applicant does not believe that this is a realistic way to undertake
this assessment. For example, if marine mammals are disturbed by underwater noise
during construction and displaced from an area there cannot also be an additive effect
of loss of prey – the displacement impact itself (and the assessment thereof) inherently
assumes the adverse effect due to displacement would be a loss of opportunity to feed
in the area from which they are displaced (with impacts upon the fitness of the
individuals affected). Displacement is not in itself an adverse effect. Likewise with
regard to collision, an animal cannot be struck by a vessel if it has been displaced from
an area by underwater noise; therefore adding these impacts together is not realistic.
It is accepted that animals in one part of the site could be subject to collision whilst
others elsewhere are displaced. However, developing a model for a worst case additive
scenario in this case would be highly complex and add further layers of assumption and
precaution to an assessment for which there are already high levels of precaution
embedded within individual impact assessments.
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Whale and
Dolphin
Conservation,
NE

Question:
ES Chapter 12 [APP-120] includes an assessment of cumulative impacts on marine
mammals at Section 12.7. The Applicant’s methodology and rationale for the projects
considered is described in Section 12.4.4, supported by Appendix 12.1 [APP-164].
Whale and Dolphin Conservation in its RR [RR-002] states that the cumulative effects
of offshore wind farms with other industries operating in the marine environment (such
as shipping, oil and gas exploration) are largely unknown, but it is important that
cumulative and in-combination impacts be adequately considered.
Can Whale and Dolphin Conservation explain what further information they would
expect to see from the Applicant in relation to cumulative effects? Does NE agree with
the Applicant’s approach to assessing effects from oil and gas exploration?

ECMM5

Applicant's
response

The Applicant produced a cumulative impact assessment (Section 12.7) that is intended
to be comprehensive and precautionary and which was developed in consultation with
Natural England according to best practice. The assessment methodology was agreed
during the Evidence Plan process.
The assessment highlights the many areas of uncertainty and precaution involved when
looking at both the effects and the likely scenarios of projects constructing and
operating in future. Where possible quantitative assessment has been undertaken, and
it is worth noting that in this case (i.e. for underwater noise) the worst case cumulative
impact assessment is based upon the sum of the worst cases of each project
considered and therefore likely to overstate the impacts. A second more realistic CIA
was provided in order to illustrate a more likely scenario based upon current industry
realities (i.e. availability of vessels for construction, funding regime etc.).
In addition, it is worth noting that shipping and oil and gas exploration are part of the
baseline environment against which the assessment is undertaken; only future
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potential developments were included in the cumulative assessment.

ECMM6

Applicant, NE

ES Chapter 12 [APP-120] emphasises the level of uncertainty in completing a
cumulative impact assessment and the need for strategic assessment. The Applicant
refers to the DEPONS (Disturbance Effects on the Harbour Porpoise Population in the
North Sea) and the Population Consequences of Disturbance (PCoD) models, which will
consider cumulative population level effects from underwater noise. NE, in RR-003,
also refers to these models and they do not advise the Applicant to undertake any
further work at the current time to address the strategic issue of cumulative noise
effects on underwater mammals. The Wildlife Trusts state in its RR [RR-022] that they
do not feel the DEPONS project is sufficiently advanced for its conclusions to be relied
on or to deliver monitoring in future.
Can NE or the Applicant provide an update on whether the PcoD or DEPONS models
have been finalised? If so, can the results be provided to the examination? Is any
further analysis of cumulative effects of piling on marine mammals required?
Are NE satisfied that relying on the DEPONS project would provide adequate
monitoring?
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Applicant's
response

Question:
The DEPONS project is funded by a group of five offshore wind farm developers, with
the Applicant an active member of the Steering Group. DEPONS aims to further
understand the responses of harbour porpoise to underwater piling noise, as well
understand their small and large-scale general movement patterns. The aim of the
project is to use this information in a population model, which will provide an evidence
based framework for the assessment of wind farm underwater noise impacts. The
DEPONS project is composed of eight sub-projects, and work is currently ongoing in
several of these sub-projects.
A simulation model for harbour porpoise population dynamics - DEPONS v.1 has been
completed. This was presented at the Annual meeting (May 2016) and to the DEPONS
advisory panel. The discussion covered the analysis of the model and the identification
of further refinements to improve it. Some of these are to be taken forward through
additional work packages (see programme below). During the model validation stage,
responses to pile driving noise were corroborated using the Dan Tsk windfarm which
identified potential anomalies in the response rates, which is a critical factor in the
model that can influence meaningful results. Use of additional data will enable
refinement of this and will be used to define Model v1.1 (to be available from January
2017). The model will then be freely available as a tool for strategic North Sea
population level impact assessments, although this will not be during the course of the
East Anglia THREE examination. A current outline programme is provided below:
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A number of publications through the DEPONS project are available:
(http://depons.au.dk/currently/scientific-background-and-results/)
which provide important updates to current scientific knowledge.
The preliminary results indicate that the DEPONS model can ultimately become a
valuable and powerful modelling platform for use in informing offshore wind farm
construction planning (van Beest et al., 2015).
Like DEPONS the PCoD model continues to be developed. A report on the interim PCoD
(iPCoD) model has been published, which describes a protocol for implementing the
iPCoD model (Harwood et al., 2014). However, there are limitations of the interim
model, as highlighted by the report authors. For example, assessments rely heavily on
expert opinion and a number of strong assumptions. The results therefore should only
be interpreted as illustrations of the consequences of those opinions, not as predictions
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of future population size. However, it provides the only currently available tool for
assessing the cumulative effects of a single development over the course of
construction on a range of marine mammal populations, and for assessing the
cumulative impacts of multiple developments that use different technologies.
Despite its limitations, the iPCoD model has been applied to a cumulative impact
assessment for determining the effects of underwater impulsive sounds by
Rijkswaterstaat as part of an ‘Ecology and accumulation of effects assessment
framework’ for Round 3 offshore wind energy (Heinis et al., 2015). Following tailoring
of the iPCoD model for Rijkswaterstaat it was used to estimate the size of the
cumulative effects of impulsive underwater sound on the harbour porpoise population
using selected scenarios for the construction of wind farms on the Dutch Continental
Shelf and in the rest of the North Sea and for seismic surveying in the period 20162022. The assessment also included an assessment of mitigation measures. The
report shows that iPCoD can be used to estimate the possible effect on a population on
the basis of the number of days animals are subject to disturbance. The report also
highlights a number of limitations in the iPCoD model, including how the proportion of
the total population that may be affected by the activity producing the sound is
calculated, the response of animals to disturbance (it has been estimated by expert
elicitation due to a lack of empirical data), and the unrealistic assumption that the
harbour porpoise population is stable and that demographic development does not
depend on the population density.
A comparison has also been published of the DEPONS and iPCoD models (Nabe-Nielson
& Harwood, 2016). Both models have been developed to simulate population dynamics
based on the birth and survival rates of harbour porpoise. However, they each model
survival in a different way: iPCoD uses average survival rates derived from data from
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North Sea and survival used in the DEPONS model emerge from the individuals’ ability
to continuously find food. The models also differ in the way they model the
consequences of exposure to noise and the types of output they can provide. The
results of the comparison suggest that the DEPONS model may provide detailed
predictions of the short-term effects of disturbance, which will aid in spatio-and
temporal planning and mitigation. However, the complexity of the DEPONS model
means that scenarios cannot be run as quickly as iPCoD, and therefore a wider range of
uncertainties from numerous scenarios, which are likely in offshore wind farm
development in the North Sea, cannot be considered as easily.
While the Applicant acknowledges that both of these models continue to be work in
progress; it is clear that early results suggest that either model may, in the future,
become a useful tool for undertaking cumulative assessments of the impact of
disturbance in harbour porpoise in the North Sea. As agreed with NE (Appendix 12.1 of
the ES Volume 3 Chapter 12), no further work has been undertaken on this issue by
the Applicant. The Applicant will support any strategic assessment by the MMO or NE.
References
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Implementing the Interim Population Consequences of Disturbance (PCoD) Approach:
Quantifying and Assessing the Effects of UK Offshore Renewable Energy Developments
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ECMM7

NE

Does NE agree with the conclusions of the Applicant’s cumulative impact assessment
presented in ES Chapter 12 [APP-120]?

ECMM7

Applicant's
response

The conclusions of the assessment were agreed in principle with Natural England at
submission of the Application and subsequently agreed as a final position in the SoCG.

ECMM8

NE, MMO

Are NE and the MMO satisfied that the wording of Condition 13(f) in the draft DMLs in
Schedules 10 to 13 provides adequate protection for marine mammals, and takes into
account the mitigation proposed in the ES, including the statement in the draft Marine
Mammal Mitigation Protocol (MMMP) [APP-298] to agree the final MMMP with MMO in
consultation with NE?

ECMM8

Applicant's
response

Condition 13(f) of the DMLs will be updated to require a MMMP which seeks to avoid
adverse effects on integrity of the Southern North Sea pSAC.
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Question:

ECMM9

Applicant, MMO

MMO, in its RR [RR-031], states that it is reviewing further information provided by the
Applicant in relation to the maximum worst case scenario for underwater noise and will
seek resolution through the SoCG process. Can the Applicant and MMO provide an
update on progress to resolve this concern?

ECMM9

Applicant's
response

The MMO asked:
Why the possible avoidance [due to underwater noise] of the area for all species is
stated as the minimum to the 95th percentile impact distance, rather than the minimum
and maximum impact distance?
The Applicant responded on 14th April 2016. The assessments presented in the Marine
Mammal and Fish Chapters were carried out using the absolute modelling outputs,
which are also illustrated in the noise maps (see Plates in Appendix 9.1), and were not
based on the minimum and 95th percentile information which is provided for summary
purposes in the impact range tables. The minimum and 95th percentile impact ranges
are only used in the impact range tables and it should be noted that these tables state
the minimum, 95th percentile, and the maximum. It is also worth noting that the
spread in ranges shown in the impact range tables results from the variation in impact
ranges as a function of bearing around the source, which is dependent on the
environmental parameters of any given transect. The spread is not intended to
represent a worst or best case scenario.
Throughout the evidence plan process the results of the noise modelling, which were
agreed in the meeting held on 21st October 2015, were presented using this format
and this format was also used in the draft ES chapters provided to the MMO for review.
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Question:
The MMO confirmed to the Applicant in a meeting on 6th June 2016 that they were
satisfied that the assessment was sufficient following further clarification from the
Applicant.

ECMM10

Applicant, NE,
Whale and
Dolphin
Conservation

Whale and Dolphin Conservation in its RR [RR-002], expresses concern about the
potential for cetaceans, in particular harbour porpoises, to be disturbed and displaced
by the noise generated by pile driving. Whale and Dolphin Conservation proposes:
 That pile driving is not used at all during construction;
 Should consent be granted, that a robust impact monitoring strategy (Marine
Mammal Monitoring Plan (MMMP)) is developed for the range of species that can
reasonably be impacted and a report provided within a reasonable timeframe;
 That the monitoring strategy is appropriate to consider cumulative impacts of all
developments in the region;
 A robust MMMP should include: shut-down when marine mammals approach
within a specified distance of operations (mitigation zone);
 Should any incident that results in mortality occur during construction, activities
should be halted immediately until an investigation can be completed.
Can the Applicant and NE comment on these proposals, particularly in relation to no
pile driving during construction, shut-down when marine mammals are within the
mitigation zone and actions following a mortality incident. Does the Applicant or NE
consider that any of these measures are necessary to avoid harm either to individual
marine mammals or at a population level?
What additional monitoring would Whale and Dolphin Conservation like included in the
Applicant’s proposed approach to monitoring?
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ECMM10

Applicant's
response

Question:
The Applicant believes that a robust MMMP is required to prevent injury to European
Protected Species (EPS) should pile driving be used. Therefore, as stated in section
12.3.2 of the ES (ES Volume 1 Chapter 12) the Applicant will commit to the use of soft
start and exclusion zones (to a maximum of 1000m) to prevent auditory injury to EPS
during pile driving activities. Commitment to this embedded mitigation to prevent
injury to marine mammals has been agreed during consultation with NE (Appendix 12.1
of the ES (Volume 3 Chapter 12). The results of the impact assessment for pile driving
(Section 12.6.1 of the ES (ES Volume 1 Chapter 12) indicate no significant impact at
the agreed reference population level (the impact is assessed as minor adverse).
The Applicant has provided the dMMMP submitted as part of the Application (document
reference 8.15). The dMMMP is in line with current best practice to prevent injury to
marine mammals from pile driving (JNCC, 2010). It should be noted that the JNCC
(2010) protocol states that ‘When piling at full power, there is no requirement to cease
piling or reduce the power if a marine mammal is detected in the mitigation zone (it is
deemed to have entered “voluntarily”)’.
The final MMMP will be developed in the pre-construction period and will be based upon
best available information and methodologies at that time in consultation with the
relevant authorities. This will ensure that the MMMP is robust and fit for purpose. At
the present time it is not possible to provide further details, beyond the dMMMP, of
other methods or any commitment to methods that may be deployed, this is due to
several factors: The JNCC (2010) protocol is currently under review; the final
construction methods used will determine what mitigation may be required; and finally
it is not possible to determine what the most appropriate and effective methods will be
given the anticipated length of time before offshore construction commences (2022).
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Question:
The dMMMP will be updated post consent in consultation with NE and agreed with the
MMO. The approach to developing the MMMP post consent has been agreed with NE
and the MMO (Appendix 12.1 of the ES (Volume 3 Chapter 12) for the reasons outlined
above. This is also secured under Condition 13(f) of the Deemed Marine Licences
(DML), and the final MMMP would be agreed with the MMO at least four months prior to
construction.
References:
JNCC et al. (2010). Statutory nature conservation agency protocol for minimising the
risk of injury to marine mammals from piling noise, JNCC, Aberdeen.

ECMM11

Applicant, NE

The Wildlife Trusts in its RR [RR-022] would like the MMMP to cover reduction in
disturbance as well as avoiding the risk of injury to marine mammals. Does the
Applicant or NE think that these proposals are necessary to avoid harm either to
individual marine mammals or at a population level? Is the Applicant willing to
undertake wider consultation on the development of the MMMP?

ECMM11

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has provided a dMMMP submitted as part of the Application. The dMMMP
is in line with current best practice to prevent injury to marine mammals from pile
driving (JNCC, 2010).
The results of the impact assessment for pile driving (Section 12.6.1 of the ES (ES
Volume 1 Chapter 12) indicate no significant impact from disturbance by construction
at the reference population level (the impact is assessed as minor adverse). This level
of significance was agreed with NE (Appendix 12.1 of the ES (Volume 3 Chapter 12).
As such, no mitigation measures for disturbance are considered necessary.
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Question:
Based on the cumulative impact assessment (Section 12.7.1 of the ES (ES Volume 1
Chapter 12) there is the potential for a moderate adverse and therefore significant
impact on harbour porpoise from pile driving noise. However, the East Anglia THREE
project makes only a minor contribution to this potential impact. Furthermore,
confidence in the predicted impact level is low and a high level of precaution has been
applied.
The Applicant has committed to updating the dMMMP post consent in consultation with
Natural England and with agreement from the MMO (as secured under Condition 13(f)
of the DML). The approach to minimising acoustic disturbance to marine mammals and
developing the MMMP post consent has been agreed with Natural England and the
MMO.
The Applicant proposes to provide TWT with the updated MMMP when it is submitted to
the MMO for approval. However, consultation upon the MMMP is the responsibility of
the MMO and it is therefore for the MMO to decide whether it is appropriate to consult
TWT.

ECMM12

NE

Does NE consider that further mitigation for the significant residual impact identified by
the Applicant in relation to cumulative disturbance to harbour porpoise (worse case) is
required? If so, how should this be delivered?

ECMM12

Applicant's
response

Section 2.4 of the SOCG between the Applicant and Natural England states:
"The assessment predicts impacts are expected to be low for both species of seal and
harbour porpoise and that additional mitigation (beyond embedded mitigation) is not
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Question:
necessary.
No additional mitigation is necessary for shipping noise
No additional mitigation is necessary for other noise induced impacts"

ECMM13

Applicant,
Rijkswaterstaat,
NE

Rijkswaterstaat in its RR [RR-016] expresses concerns regarding cumulative impacts
from wind farms on harbour porpoise and recommends limiting noise levels to keep
these under a level where significant negative effects on harbour porpoise will not
occur.
Can the Applicant and Rijkswaterstaat provide an update on progress with the SoCG?
Can Rijkswaterstaat provide an update on the Memorandum of Understanding between
North Sea countries, especially regarding whether cumulative effect assessments will
be a subject?
What are the Applicant and NE’s views on the suggested approach of setting a sound
level below which harm will not occur?

ECMM13

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has prepared a SOCG with Rijkswaterstaat, for submission at Deadline 2.
The Applicant is aware of Rijkswaterstaat's recommendation that noise is limited to
sound levels under which significant negative effects on harbour porpoise will not occur,
and to monitor the sound levels produced.
Currently, the UK and Dutch authorities do not implement a sound threshold or ‘sound
standard’ as used in Germany (SEL1 at 750 m from the pile ≤ 160 dB re 1 μPa2s) to
prevent injury to marine mammals. The Applicant believes that the implementation of
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Question:
a robust MMMP developed in agreement with NE and the MMO, following best practice,
will prevent injury to marine mammals.

ECMM14

MMO

Does the MMO see any reason why, in principle, an EPS licence for harbour porpoise
would not be granted?

ECMM14

Applicant's
response

The MMO confirmed the following in a letter dated 8th July 2016:
"This letter is to confirm that based on available information and current evidence
provided, a European Protected Species licence is required and the Marine Management
Organisation (MMO) would see no reason not to issue an EPS licence under regulation
53 of the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 on submission of an
application. Until a completed application is received and processed the MMO will not
issue a wildlife licence.
On submission of an application the MMO will consult with our Statutory Nature
Conservation Bodies (SNCBs) and a decision will be made within 6 weeks of a fully
completed application submission."

OA

Offshore Archaeology and Cultural Heritage

OA1

Applicant

With reference to ES Chapter 17 [APP-125] please confirm that the 100m proposed for
the Archaeological Exclusion Zones (AEZs) is a distance in all directions from the
measured extent of any receptor (ie analogous with a 100m radius measurement rather
than a 100m diameter), and clarify the situation regarding AEZs for A2 receptors? Does
the Applicant intend to include AEZs around A2 receptors?
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OA1

Applicant's
response

Question:
AEZs of 100m radius will be implemented around the measured extent of relevant
receptors; that is, the measured extent plus 100m as set out in Chapter 17 Offshore
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage, Table 17.4 AEZs - Known Wreck Receptors: the East
Anglia THREE site.
In accordance with accepted practice, AEZs will not be implemented around A2
receptors due to their uncertain origin. This practice has been accepted on other
offshore wind farm DCO projects including Triton Knoll, Galloper, Rampion and Dogger
Bank.

OA2

Applicant

Can the Applicant please define which of the A3 receptors would have AEZs around
them and clarify whether these AEZs would also be 100m in radius from the A3
receptor.

OA2

Applicant's
response

A total of five receptors classed as A3 receptors were identified within the East Anglia
THREE site and offshore cable corridor. As identified in Appendix 17.2, all of these
would be subject to an AEZ.

OA3

Applicant

Can the Applicant please provide further details on the Offshore Renewables Protocol for
Archaeological Discoveries (ORPAD) system of embedded mitigation as referred to in ES
Chapter 17 [APP-125].

OA3

Applicant's
response

This document is provided in document 8.5, Outline Written Scheme of Investigation:
Archaeology and Cultural Heritage (Offshore), Appendix 2.
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OA4

Historic
England and
MMO

Can Historic England and the MMO please provide comments on the acceptability of the
proposed mitigation measures in ES Chapter 17 [APP-125], including the ORPAD
system. Do you have any concerns regarding the mitigation and how it has been
secured within the draft DCO and DMLs (as appropriate)?

OA4

Applicant's
response

As stated in Section 1.1.5 of the ORPAD:
“The Crown Estate actively supports this Protocol and encourages Developers to utilise it
to its full extent. Doing so may help meet the Developers' conditions of consent, will
assist in protecting the historic environment, may help meet targets on sustainable
development and will demonstrate the Developers' corporate social responsibility.”
The ORPAD is considered to be industry good practice for offshore wind and is used
industry wide for construction of offshore wind farm projects.
The ORPAD is secured through the WSI (see condition 13(h) of the DMLs). The form of
the condition (which is standard across other wind farm DMLs) has been agreed with
MMO and Historic England subject to some minor amendments requested by Historic
England.
The Statement of Common Ground between East Anglia THREE Limited and the MMO
notes that both parties agree that the Monitoring Plan will be updated during the course
of the examination, and the final Plan will consider management and monitoring of
sediment dynamics, waste and debris.
The Statement of Common Ground between East Anglia THREE Limited and Historic
England notes that proposed mitigation is set out in the outline archaeological Written
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Question:
Scheme of Investigation (WSI). However the title of the WSI will be amended to refer
to “outline WSI” instead of “draft WSI” in the final version, which will accord with
references to the WSI in the draft Order.

OA5

Applicant,
Historic
England and
MMO

ES Chapter 17 [APP-125] page 34, paragraph 40 refers to there being up to two cables
of up to 90km in length to interconnect the proposed East Anglia THREE and East Anglia
ONE Offshore Wind Farm projects. The ES goes on to state that the potential effects of
these cables have not yet been assessed as part of the worst case and “once
interconnection cable routeing has been determined they will be added in to the
assessment”.
ES Chapter 17 does, however, include the interconnector corridor within the study area
for the impact assessment. Please could the Applicant expand on what is meant by
paragraph 40 of ES Chapter 17 which states these cables have not been assessed?
Please set out when and how this assessment is likely to take place and how any
mitigation measures would be secured in the draft DCO/DMLs?

OA5

Applicant's
response

Could Historic England and MMO provide comments on the Applicant’s assessment of
the interconnector cables. Do you have any concerns with regards to the Applicant’s
assessment?
This is a typographic error. The paragraph was originally paragraph 35 in the
Preliminary Environmental Information Report (PEIR) published in May 2014, which did
not include an assessment of the interconnector. The PEIR was updated to produce the
ES chapter, but this paragraph was not removed. Table 17.7 of the ES which covers the
worst case assumptions clearly states that the interconnectors have been assessed.
Mitigation for the interconnection assets is secured through the DMLs for the
interconnections assets (schedules 14 and 15 of the draft Order).
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OA6

OA6

MMO and
Historic
England
Applicant's
response

Question:

Please comment as to whether it is considered that sufficient data sources (as detailed
in ES Chapter 17 [APP-125], Table 17.18, pages 36-41) have been undertaken?
The Statement of Common Ground between the Applicant and the MMO notes that both
parties agree sufficient survey data (extent / duration) have been collected to undertake
the assessment.
The Statement of Common Ground between the Applicant and Historic England notes
that both parties agree that the survey data used to inform the baseline is adequate,
and sufficiently detailed to undertake the assessment.

OA7

Historic
England

Does Historic England have any comments on the Applicant’s draft WSI for offshore
archaeology? With reference to the points raised regarding method statements in your
RR [RR-019], are you satisfied that clear method statements would be secured through
the WSI (and in turn through the DMLs), as currently drafted?

OA7

Applicant's
response

As stated in the Applicant's response to the Historic Buildings and Monuments
Commission for England (HBMCE), (reference Deadline 2/ SoCG/ Historic Buildings and
Monuments Commission for England and Applicant):
“The WSI established for offshore activities provides the basis from which all future
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Question:
mitigation on known and potential archaeological receptors will be effectively managed
and implemented. Future survey campaigns will be fully considered as the project
develops and the timings of such activities will allow for the timely development of
specific method statements (appended to the WSI) associated with future surveys and
appropriate mitigation strategies for the archaeology and cultural heritage resource
established.”
The Statement of Common Ground between the Applicant and HBMCE notes that
proposed mitigation is clearly set out and secured in the outline archaeological Written
Scheme of Investigation, however the wording and title of the WSI will be amended (as
per OA4 above) to reflect references to it which have been used in the draft Order.

OA8

Applicant

Could the Applicant please respond to the point made in Historic England’s RR [RR-019]
in relation to the pre-construction geotechnical/geophysical data?

OA8

Applicant's
response

As stated in the Applicant’s response to HBMCE’s relevant representation (reference
Deadline 2/ SoCG/ Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England and
Applicant):
“the outline WSI states that provision will be made by the developer for archaeological
input into the planning of any further geophysical investigations. This input will ensure
that the data attained will be of a quality suitable for archaeological assessment.
Further survey work is anticipated prior to the micrositing of the scheme design and will
ensure that any potential anomalies likely to be impacted will be subject to additional
archaeological review. This will serve to compensate for the variable quality of the
previous geophysical data archaeologically assessed to inform the ES chapter.”
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Question:

MGPP

Marine Geology, Oceanography and Physical Processes, Marine
Water and Sediment Quality

MGPP1

MMO and NE

In the absence of detailed design information, can the MMO and NE comment on
whether they concur with the Applicant’s worst case scenarios regarding the potential
effects of the project on marine geology, oceanography, physical process, marine water
and sediment quality as detailed in Chapters 7 and 8 of the ES [APP-115 and APP-116]?

MGPP1

Applicant's
response

As part of the Evidence Plan process, the Applicant produced a method statement for
the marine geology, oceanography, and physical processes assessment. This included a
preliminary design for the worst case which compared the parameters from East Anglia
ONE with those expected for East Anglia THREE. This is presented as Appendix 7.1 of
the ES, document reference 6.3.7 (1). The method statement was discussed at a
meeting with Cefas and Natural England in 2013, revised, and the final version agreed
with Cefas and Natural England (see section 7.1.4 of the appendix).
Given that the assessment was based upon extrapolation from existing studies (with no
project specific modelling) the methodology was flexible enough to incorporate the small
changes in design throughout the pre-application period.
In respect of marine geology, oceanography, and physical processes the SoCG with both
Natural England and the MMO records agreement that the worst case scenario has been
assessed.
The Marine water and sediment quality assessment was dependent upon the marine
geology, oceanography, physical processes assessment to determine the likely effects of
sediment transport which is a key driver for the effects within the assessment.
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Question:

MGPP2

Applicant

Please comment on the likelihood of achieving the maximum 10% and 2.5% respective
figures for unburied cables requiring protection as detailed in ES Chapter 7 [APP-115],
paragraph 72, and explain how the future detailed pre-construction design work would
be secured in the draft DCO?

MGPP2

Applicant's
response

The maximum figures for unburied cables requiring protection were based on the best
available information and are considered reasonable for the purposes of assessment.
The extent of any unburied cables requiring protection (within the parameters assessed)
will be determined through detailed design following site specific geotechnical studies.
Details of cable laying techniques and for cable protection are secured through the
MMO’s approval of the cable specification and installation plan which includes a detailed
cable laying plan (see condition 13(g) of the DMLs).

MGPP3

Applicant

In its comments dated 27 August 2015 (ES Chapter 7 [APP-115] Table 7.1, page 12) NE
indicates that concrete mattresses are harder to remove on decommissioning than other
forms of scour protection. However, you have stated that the mattresses are easy to
remove. Please explain these conflicting statements.

MGPP3

Applicant's
response

Natural England’s comment was as follows:
Why are concrete mattresses the preferred option? Further justification should be
provided here. Please note that during the Dogger Bank Creyke Beck examination it was
highlighted by Forewind that the ropes holding concrete mattresses together are likely
to fail during the lifespan of a windfarm, therefore making these harder to remove on
decommissioning than other forms of scour protection.
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Question:
The Applicant’s response was:
Mattresses are the preferred option as they are stable, easy to install and remove and
create the smallest footprint.
The Applicant does not consider that ropes joining sections of mattresses are likely to
fail during the lifetime of the project. This will be a fundamental design consideration to
ensure the longevity of this mitigation measure. In any event the Applicant will have at
its disposal a number of methods for the removal of mattressing and an appropriate
method will be selected at the time and agreed with MMO.

MGPP4

Applicant

In ES Chapter 7 [APP-115] Table 7.1, page 16, it is stated that there would be no
overlap between East Anglia ONE and East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm projects.
How would this be secured in the draft DCO?

MGPP4

Applicant's
response

This is not secured by the draft Order. East Anglia ONE is scheduled to start
construction in 2017 and offshore construction is expected to complete in 2019. East
Anglia THREE would not receive consent before summer 2017, with a planned CfD
application anticipated in 2018 and subsequent Final Investment Decision in 2019.
Therefore it is not anticipated that East Anglia THREE will commence offshore
construction before 2022. Therefore in practice the East Anglia ONE and the East Anglia
THREE offshore construction programmes will not overlap.

MGPP5

Applicant

How will the offshore construction impacts of East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm be
monitored and compared against modelling assumptions, e.g. the Delft3D plume
modelling, and how will the impacts arising from actual construction activities be used
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Question:
to inform the project design and construction considerations for East Anglia THREE
Offshore Wind Farm?

MGPP5

Applicant's
response

Neither the East Anglia ONE nor the East Anglia THREE EIA identified any significant
impacts upon receptors arising from changes to Marine geology, oceanography and
physical processes nor did they identify any significant uncertainty with respect to
potential effects. The level of monitoring which has been secured in the East Anglia
ONE DCO is appropriate to the findings of the EIA.
Pre-construction monitoring and surveys are required under Schedule 10, condition 17
of the East Anglia ONE DCO. Post-construction monitoring is required under condition
19.
Condition 17 (2) (c) states:
high resolution swath-bathymetry survey(s), to include a 100% coverage and side scan
sonar, of the area(s) within the Order limits in which it is proposed to carry out
construction works;
Condition 19 (2) (d) states:
one high resolution swath bathymetric survey across the area(s) within the Order limits
in which construction works were carried out to assess any changes in bedform
topography and such further monitoring as may be agreed to ensure scour equilibrium
has been reached and that the cables have been buried;
These surveys will provide a baseline and post-construction status against which
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Question:
changes to bedform topography can be assessed and further work undertaken if
necessary.
With regard to East Anglia THREE the data generated from East Anglia ONE will feed in
to the process of the detailed design and production of construction method statements
where relevant.
The monitoring proposed for East Anglia ONE will be relevant to morphological changes
to the seabed which may arise as a consequence of: (1) direct impact by construction
vessels (such as the legs of jack-up barges, anchors, etc.); (2) direct impacts from
seabed preparation activities (e.g. bed levelling or dredging); or (3) as an indirect
consequence of sediment disturbance (e.g. surface seabed disturbance or drilling
leading to dispersion within sediment plumes and subsequent deposition of deposited
sediments).

MGPP6

MMO

Please can the MMO comment on the acceptability of the borehole logs that have been
undertaken within the East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm site and the applicability
of the modelling simulations that are based on East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm?

MGPP6

Applicant's
response

Borehole logs comprised one part of the site specific data available for the assessment
and were used mostly in consideration of the types of subsurface sediments that could
be re-suspended through any drilling or dredging works.
Considerable existing data and information was collated for the East Anglia Zone
Environmental Appraisal (ZEA). Numerical modelling was undertaken as part of the
Metocean Conditions Study to inform the East Anglia ZEA. Project-specific surveys
were also undertaken for the East Anglia ONE project and provide a useful, detailed
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Question:
characterisation of that area of the Zone, including:





Metocean survey data to establish critical relationships between waves, tides and
sediment mobility (suspended and bedload sediment transport);
Bathymetric survey data to ascertain the depth and form of the seabed and the
presence of bedforms such as sand banks, sand waves and megaripples;
Geophysical survey data to document underlying geology, sediment types and
thicknesses, the geometry of bedforms and sediment transport directions; and
Benthic survey data to investigate the chemical and physical composition of
surface sediments.

Chapter 6 of the East Anglia ONE ES (Volume 2 – Offshore) assessed the potential
impacts on the marine physical processes arising from the East Anglia ONE project. This
assessment is based on a combination of analysis of site data (including Zone-specific
and East Anglia ONE project-specific geophysical, geotechnical, benthic and metocean
surveys), consideration of the existing evidence base from the construction and
operation phases of other OWF, empirical evaluation using industry standard formulae,
and detailed numerical modelling.
For East Anglia THREE the East Anglia ONE assessment methodology and modelling was
used as the basis of the assessment, utilising site specific data collected for the project
covering metocoean, bathymetric and geophysical and benthic survey. Therefore the
methods and conclusions of the ZEA and East Anglia ONE assessments were used as the
basis of a new assessment.
MGPP7

Applicant

Please confirm whether all the ships that will be used for construction activities will be
flagged under signatory countries that are subject to the MARPOL Convention 73/78?
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MGPP7

Applicant's
response

Question:

As of April 2016, 154 countries, representing 98.7 per cent of the world's shipping
tonnage, are parties to the convention. Therefore it is highly likely that vessels used for
the project will be flagged under signatories.
http://www.imo.org/About/Conventions/StatusOfConventions/Documents/status-x.xls

MGPP8

Applicant

The MMO comments in its RR [RR-031] that the draft IPMP [APP-295] does not
appropriately reflect the draft DML condition 19(2)(b) in Schedules 10 to 15. Could the
Applicant provide an update to the draft IPMP to reflect the comments made by the
MMO? If the Applicant does not consider this necessary, please could the Applicant
justify its position?

MGPP8

Applicant's
response

The Applicant will update the IPMP to align with the revised draft Order during the
course of the examination.
The draft IPMP currently states:
“A single survey within the agreed array and cable corridor survey areas using full sea
floor coverage swath-bathymetric surveys undertaken to IHO Order 1A standard and
side scan sonar surveys around appropriate samples of adjacent infrastructure to assess
any changes in seabed topography”
This will be amended to state:
“a full sea floor coverage swath-bathymetry survey that meets the requirements of IHO
S44ed5 Order 1a, and side scan sonar, of the area(s) within the Order limits in which it
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Question:
is proposed to carry out construction works including a 500 metre buffer area around
the site of each work, inclusive of seabed anomalies or sites of historic or archaeological
interest that lie within that 500 metre buffer”

MGPP9

Applicant

Could the Applicant comment on the advice provided by the MMO in its RR [RR-031] to
include the development and implementation of a cable burial risk agreement approach,
to ensure the ongoing management of cable burial throughout the lifetime of the
project, as secured through a DML condition to the appropriate schedules. Is the
Applicant amenable to including such a condition in the draft DMLs? If not, please could
the Applicant justify its position?

MGPP9

Applicant's
response

The Applicant proposes to amend condition 13(g) of the draft Order so that the cable
specification and installation plan must also contain details relating to appropriate
management of buried cables.

HRA Habitats Regulations Assessment
HRA1

NE

Can NE provide the conservation objectives for Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs
SPA, Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA, Deben Estuary SPA, Outer Thames Estuary
SPA, and Alde-Ore Estuary SPA?

HRA1

Applicant's
response

n/a

HRA2

NE

In the light of the recent consultation issued for the Outer Thames Estuary pSPA,
issued since the submission of the Applicant’s HRA report [APP-101], can NE comment
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Question:
on whether the Applicant’s HRA report sufficiently considers this pSPA and its proposed
qualifying features? Does NE agree with the Applicant’s conclusion on this pSPA?

HRA2

Applicant's
response

The additional features which are under consideration for the Outer Thames Estuary
Extension pSPA are breeding little tern and breeding common tern. Since neither of
these species is predicted to have connectivity with the East Anglia THREE site (on the
basis of their coastal habitats and short foraging ranges) no Likely Significant Effect
was predicted and both species were screened out of the assessment.
This was discussed and agreed with Natural England during the Evidence Plan process,
and the conclusions in the information to inform the HRA report were accepted by
Natural England.

HRA3

NE

The ExA notes the Applicant’s consideration of a possible Greater Wash SPA in the HRA
report. Can NE comment on whether it agrees with the Applicant’s conclusion
screening out effects on the qualifying features of the possible Greater Wash SPA? Can
NE provide an update with regard to any likely future consultation on this possible SPA
and associated timescales?

HRA3

Applicant's
response

The features under consideration for the Greater Wash pSPA are breeding little tern,
breeding common tern, breeding Sandwich tern, nonbreeding common scoter,
nonbreeding red-throated diver and nonbreeding little gull. This pSPA will be entirely
marine in extent and is intended to safeguard foraging and wintering areas.
None of the breeding tern species is predicted to have connectivity with the East Anglia
THREE site (on the basis of their coastal habitats and short foraging ranges) so no
Likely Significant Effect was predicted and these species were therefore screened out of
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the assessment.
Nonbreeding common scoter were not recorded during surveys of the East Anglia
THREE site. With no connectivity, no Likely Significant Effect was predicted. Therefore
this species was screened out of the assessment.
Red-throated divers were recorded in small numbers during surveys of the East Anglia
THREE site, however the absence of obvious connectivity with the pSPA resulted in a
prediction of no Likely Significant Effect and this species was therefore screened out of
the assessment.
Little gull were considered very unlikely to have connectivity between the pSPA and the
East Anglia THREE site so no Likely Significant Effect was predicted and this species
was therefore screened out of the assessment.
These conclusions were discussed and agreed with Natural England during the Evidence
Plan process and the conclusions in the information to inform the HRA report were
accepted by them.

HRA4

Applicant, NE,
MMO

The ExA notes the inclusion of a condition for a MMMP in the draft DMLs (Condition
13(f) in Schedule 10 – Licence 1, Phase 1; and Schedule 11 – Licence 2, Phase 2).
This condition secures a MMMP only where driven or part-driven piles are proposed to
be used. Can the Applicant clarify whether lethal effects associated with underwater
noise, which have been screened out of the HRA on the basis that the MMMP is
provided as mitigation, could arise from other construction (or operation,
decommissioning) activities, beyond the installation of driven or part-driven piles?
Are NE and the MMO satisfied that the current wording of the draft DMLs is sufficient to
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ensure the mitigation considered in the HRA report, including the MMMP, would be
delivered?

HRA4

Applicant's
response

As detailed in the ES (ES Volume 1 Chapter 12) underwater noise associated with other
activities (mostly low frequency noise) during installation and operation should not
cause lethal effects or injury (defined as Permanent Threshold Shift) to marine
mammals. Information on vessel noise is contained in Section 12.6.1.2 and 12.6.2.2 of
the ES; seabed preparation, rock dumping, cable installation and maintenance is
contained in Section 12.6.1.3 and 12.6.2.3; and information on operational turbine
noise is contained in Section 12.6.2.1.
With regard to underwater noise during decommissioning (Section 12.6.3.1) it is not
possible to provide details of the methods that will be used. However, with the
exception of pile driving, impacts from underwater noise should be similar to
installation. As stated in Table 12.2 of the ES (ES Volume 1 Chapter 12), explosives
(which do have the potential to cause lethal effects or injury) will not be used during
decommissioning.
Based on the evidence provided in the ES, and on the basis of the dMMMP with regard
to the use of piled foundations, lethal effects from all sources of underwater noise were
screened out of the HRA. This was agreed with NE during the Evidence Plan Process
(Section 12.1.6.2 of Appendix 12.1 of the ES (Volume 3 Chapter 12).
As stated in ECMM8 it is anticipated that condition 13(f) of the DMLs will be updated to
require a MMMP which seeks to avoid adverse effects on integrity of the Southern North
Sea pSAC.

HRA5

Whale and

Are Whale and Dolphin Conservation, the Wildlife Trusts, and other interested parties
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Dolphin
Conservation,
the Wildlife
Trusts, and
other IPs

(IPs) satisfied that the current wording of the draft DMLs is sufficient to ensure the
mitigation considered in the HRA report, including the MMMP, would be delivered?

HRA5

Applicant's
response

As stated in ECMM8 it is anticipated that condition 13(f) of the DMLs will be updated to
require a MMMP which seeks to avoid adverse effects on integrity of the Southern North
Sea pSAC.

HRA6

Applicant

Can the Applicant confirm how it has arrived at a figure of seven jointing bays in the
Deben estuary area, six to the east and one to the west (paragraphs 305 to 309 of the
HRA report [APP-101]). It is noted that the dDCO does not limit this number in the
area. Would a change in distribution result in a different assessment outcome?

HRA6

Applicant's
response

Indicative locations for jointing bays are shown in figures 5.2a, 5.2b, 24.3, 24.7 of the
ES (Document reference 6.2.5 and 6.2.24). The locations of these were determined by
a worst case assessment undertaken by the Applicant’s engineers (see GA1).
With regard to the need to limit the number of jointing bays, the effect upon Brent
geese is mitigated by the wintering restriction agreed with SCC, Natural England and
RSPB which prevents intrusive works being undertaken in the area during the overwintering period of this receptor (see requirement 21 of the draft Order). Therefore
with regard to these effects, changing the distribution and/or limiting the number of
jointing bays would not affect the efficacy of the management and would have no
material effect on the outcome of the assessment.

HRA7

Applicant

Screening Matrices (Appendix 5.4(1) [APP-102]): can the Applicant provide revised
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matrices to address the following:
Alde-Ore Estuary SPA/Ramsar:




Please provide a separate matrix for the Alde-Ore Estuary Ramsar, as per the
Planning Inspectorate’s Advice Note 10;
Footnote (f) has been included but this does not feature within the matrix, can
the Applicant amend or clarify;
It would be helpful if the footnotes in the matrix included specific references to
the evidence supporting the conclusion (e.g. references to paragraphs in the ES
and/or HRA reports), as recommended in Advice Note 10.

Deben Estuary SPA/Ramsar:




Please provide a separate matrix for the Deben Estuary Ramsar, as per Advice
Note 10;
It is noted that footnotes (a) and (f) do not feature in the matrix, can the
Applicant amend or clarify;
It would be helpful if the footnotes in the matrix included specific references to
the evidence supporting the conclusion (e.g. references to paragraphs in the ES
and/or HRA reports), as recommended in Advice Note 10.

Outer Thames Estuary SPA:



It is noted that footnotes (a) and (f) do not feature in the matrix, can the
Applicant amend or clarify;
It would be helpful if the footnotes in the matrix included specific references to
the evidence supporting the conclusion (e.g. references to paragraphs in the ES
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and/or HRA reports), as recommended in Advice Note 10.
Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA



It is noted that footnotes (f) and (g) do not feature in the matrix, can the
Applicant amend or clarify;
It would be helpful if the footnotes in the matrix included specific references to
the evidence supporting the conclusion (e.g. references to paragraphs in the ES
and/or HRA reports), as recommended in Advice Note 10.

Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA


No matrix has been provided for this site and its kittiwake qualifying feature.
Please provide separately. There is a duty to consider both the existing SPA and
the pSPA.

The matrices should be provided in PDF and Word format, as per Advice Note 10.
HRA7

Applicant's
response

These documents have been provided at ExA Deadline 2 (reference: Deadline
2/Revised Screening Matrices/Appendix 5.4(1) Rev A/HRA7, HRA8, HRA9 and Deadline
2/ Information to Inform HRA9 Appendix 21 (word version)reference.
Alde-Ore SPA and Ramsar: two separate tables are now provided, footnotes have been
clarified and references inserted as appropriate.
Deben Estuary SPA and Ramsar: two separate tables are now provided, footnotes have
been clarified and references inserted as appropriate. Note that footnote (a) refers to
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the distance provided in the table heading.
Outer Thames Estuary SPA: footnotes have been clarified and references inserted as
appropriate.
Flamborough and Filey Coast pSPA: footnotes have been clarified and references
inserted as appropriate.
Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA: this SPA has been added.

HRA8

NE

Can NE confirm whether herring gull is a qualifying feature of the Alde-Ore Estuary SPA
and the Alde-Ore Estuary Ramsar site? Herring gull has been described as part of a
seabird assemblage in the Applicant’s HRA report [APP-101] and screening matrix
[APP-102]; however, the seabird assemblage (including herring gull) and herring gull
alone do not appear on the Natura 2000 forms for the SPA and Ramsar. Can NE
confirm whether there has been any formal consultation that has brought about these
additions to the SPA or Ramsar, or any consultations that are forthcoming?

HRA8

Applicant's
response

Herring gull is named as part of the breeding assemblage on the Natural England AldeOre Estuary SPA citation (January 1996): ‘…the site supports over 1% of the British
breeding population of herring gull.’ Herring gull is also identified as part of the
breeding assemblage of the SPA on the JNCC website
(http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/page-2010).
However, as noted in the question, herring gull is not named on the updated citation
available from the JNCC website
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(http://jncc.defra.gov.uk/pdf/SPA/UK9009112.pdf).
The Applicant identified herring gull as a feature of the breeding bird assemblage in the
information to inform the HRA report (consistent with two of the sources identified
above) and consequently it was considered appropriate to consider the potential for
impacts.
It should be noted that irrespective of the determination of this species status at the
SPA, consideration of the potential connectivity and impacts resulted in herring gull
from this SPA being screened out of the assessment. Therefore the final outcome will
remain unaffected.

HRA9

Applicant

In respect of the Integrity Matrices (Appendix 5.4(5) [APP-106]), and with reference to
the Planning Inspectorate’s Advice Note 10, can the Applicant provide revised matrices
to address the following:






A separate integrity matrix for Flamborough Head and Bempton Cliffs SPA
(kittiwake);
Separate matrices for SPAs and Ramsar sites for the following (only in respect of
those qualifying features screened in):
o Alde-Ore SPA
o Alde-Ore Ramsar
o Deben Estuary SPA
o Deben Estuary Ramsar
It is noted that footnote (b) is missing from the matrix for the Outer Thames
Estuary SPA, can the Applicant amend or clarify;
The footnotes to each matrix should include specific references to the evidence
supporting the conclusion (e.g. references to paragraphs in the ES and/or HRA
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reports).
The matrices should be provided in PDF and Word format, as per Advice Note 10.

HRA9

Applicant's
response

The above requests have been addressed in response to HRA7.

HRA10

Applicant, NE,
RSPB

Can the Applicant, NE and the RSPB provide an update of progress with any SoCG in
relation to HRA?

HRA10

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has prepared a single SoCG for each of Natural England and the RSPB
which encompass both EIA and HRA considerations.
The Applicant and Natural England have held two meetings since submission of the
DCO application (24th March and 8th June 2016), these were to discuss any
outstanding issues and progress with the SoCG.
The Applicant held a meeting on the 24th March 2016 with the RSPB.
These meetings have allowed further agreement to be reached on outstanding issues
(see response to ECO1 for an update on progress).
The remaining outstanding issues with Natural England and RSPB are subject to
ongoing discussions.

FN

Fishing and navigation
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FN1

NE, MMO

Can NE and MMO confirm that they agree with the Applicant that impacts on fish and
shellfish species during construction, operation and decommissioning of the proposed
East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm project will be no greater than minor adverse
and no additional mitigation is required?

FN1

Applicant's
response

This is agreed within section 2.3 of the SoCG between the Applicant and Natural
England and section 2.5 of the SoCG between the applicant and the MMO.

FN2

Applicant

Could the Applicant provide an update as to whether it has been able to obtain the
shark by-watch data and final report from Cefas since the submission of the DCO
application? Could this be made available to the Examination?

FN2

Applicant's
response

The shark by-watch 2 final project report “Shark By-Watch UK 2 – Understanding bycatch of elasmobranchs in UK waters: A nationwide programme, a regional approach”
was provided by Cefas to the Applicant in July 2016. The Applicant has reviewed the
report in relation to the assessment of potential impacts on elasmobranch species
presented within Chapter 11 of the Environmental Statement (ES). Following this
review the Applicant has not identified any content within the report which would result
in any material change to the assessment currently presented within the ES.

FN3

Marine Scotland

Could Marine Scotland provide further background information on the point raised in its
RR [RR-036] relating to sea trout and eel? Does it have any concerns with regard to
the Applicant’s assessment on fish and shellfish ecology?

FN3

Applicant's
response

The Applicant’s response to Marine Scotland’s relevant representation stated that:
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“EATL acknowledge that given the highly mobile nature of sea trout and eel, it is
possible that these species could be present in the site and could be associated with
Scottish waters. However, it should be noted that neither species were present within
the catches from the site-specific fish surveys that were undertaken nor were they
present in any of the landings data analysed for the environmental impact assessment
(EIA). Other sources, noted in the Fish and Shellfish Ecology chapter of the
environmental statement (ES), indicate the possibility for these species to be present in
the area and therefore impacts upon these species were considered within the EIA
(section 11.6.2.4.3), but consideration of diadromous species was screened out of the
habitats regulations assessment (HRA) through the Evidence Plan process in agreement
with Cefas and Natural England. This screening decision was based upon the distance
of relevant designated sites to the East Anglia THREE site and therefore the lack of a
direct pathway from which an effect could occur. This would therefore exclude Scottish
sites. Based on these points EATL does not propose to amend the ES chapter.”

FN4

Applicant

The National Federation of Fishermen (NFFO) refers in its RR [RR-014] to the fact that
it was a party to an agreed SoCG in respect of East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm but
it has yet to be consulted on the present proposal. Please indicate the position
regarding consultation with the NFFO and whether there is an intention to provide a
SoCG, as requested in the ExA’s Rule 6 letter.

FN4

Applicant's
response

The NFFO was consulted during the statutory Section 42 consultation for East Anglia
THREE, during both Phase IIa (PEIR) and Phase III consultation (on Phasing). Post
application submission, the Applicant has been in regular consultation with the NFFO
and has progressed a SoCG between them and Visned which has been submitted to the
ExA at deadline 2 (reference: Deadline 2/ SoCG/ VisNed and NFFO and Applicant).
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FN5

Applicant,
NFFO, VisNed

Has a draft Co-existence and Fisheries Liaison Plan been produced yet that would form
the basis for discussion and agreement with fishing organisations and, if so, could that
be produced as an Examination document?

FN5

Applicant's
response

No Fisheries Liaison Plan has been drafted to date. Given that it is anticipated that the
project will not start construction offshore until 2022, coupled with the fluctuating
nature of the fishing industry, it is not considered appropriate to engage with fishing
stakeholders until closer to the construction period. The Fisheries Liaison Plan would be
developed using the latest guidance from FLOWW (Fishing Liaison with Offshore Wind
and Wet Renewables Group).
Much of the scope of the Fisheries Liaison and Coexistence Plan has been agreed
through the SoCGs between the Applicant and the NFFO / Visned, and the Commercial
Fisheries Working Group, and is secured in the draft Order/DML through schedules 10 15, condition 13(d)(v).

FN6

Applicant

Please comment on the NFFO’s reference in its RR [RR-014] (supported by the RR from
Visned) [RR-025] that Chapter 14 of the ES [APP-122] does not sufficiently
acknowledge the range of issues that would have a bearing on the degree to which
fisheries could be limited, particularly during the operational phase of the project.

FN6

Applicant's
response

The Applicant believes that the ES comprehensively assesses potential impacts on
commercial fishing interests. The impacts taken forward for assessment are based on
the relevant guidance (as listed in section 14.4.1) and assessment is based on the
most up to date data available and consultation with potentially impacted commercial
fisheries stakeholders.
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Since the submission of the NFFOs RR-014 (supported by VisNed RR-025) the Applicant
has progressed a joint Statement of Common Ground (SoCG) with the NFFO and
VisNed. Matters of concern to the NFFO addressed in the SoCG are as follows:
1. “Provisions for minimising fishing snagging risks associated with inter-array cables”
This point is addressed via:
ID 18 “Cables shall be installed with the objective of minimising as far as practicably
possible effects on longer term fishing operations. A detailed cable laying plan will be
provided which incorporates a burial risk assessment to ascertain suitable burial depths
and cable laying techniques in accordance with the draft DML and with the objective of
achieving the maximum level of cable burial”.
ID 21 “In order to minimise potential interference to fishing activity (e.g. snagging
risks) to as far as reasonably practicable, cables will be buried to a minimum depth of
0.5m”.
ID 22 “In the event that a cable becomes exposed on the seabed notification will be
issued via the SeaFish Kingfisher Information Services”.
ID23 “EATL will request that cable protection manufacturers evaluate the extent to
which the various protection options can be safely fished over”.
ID 24 “EATL will adopt a hierarchical approach to cable protection options in the event
that full burial of the entire cable length is not achievable. Under this approach, which
will involve consultation with relevant fishing organisations and their representatives,
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protection options will be assessed using a number of criteria including the aim of
selecting protection methods which would cause the least disturbance to fishing
practices”.
and ID 25 “Where cable protection options are necessary the location of these areas
will be recorded via SeaFish KingFisher Information Services”.
The second point:
2. “The notification and protection of emergent hazards prior to remedial works (e.g.
cable spans)”
Is addressed specifically via:
ID 22 “In the event that a cable becomes exposed on the seabed notification will be
issued via the SeaFish Kingfisher Information Services”.
and ID 25 “Where cable protection options are necessary the location of these areas
will be recorded via SeaFish KingFisher Information Services”.
With respect to the third point:
3. “Agreeing routing for windfarm vessels in static gear areas and arrangements for
any gear removals”
ID 10 “Should there be any requirement for the relocation of static gears this will be
agreed through the existing Commercial Fisheries Working Group (CFWG)”
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With respect to the fourth point:
4. “dealing with gear damages or losses and addressing any residual impacts to
individual businesses”.
The following ID numbers within the SoCG are relevant:
ID 29 “A protocol will be established for the safe recovery of any fishing gears caught
fast within the operational wind farm site”.
ID30 “Suitable arrangements will be established for attributable gear damages and
losses in line with standard procedures as outlined in the Fisheries Liaison Offshore
Wind and Wet (FLOWW) Best Practice Guidance for Offshore Renewables Developments
(2015) : Recommendations for Fisheries Disruption Settlements and Community Funds.
SPR are committed to this approach to all current developments within the East Anglian
Zone through the CFWG”.
And more generally:
ID9 “A working co-existence plan, as required in the draft DML should be established
between EATL and VisNed/NFFO that will address potential issues that may arise during
pre-construction, construction, operational and decomissioning activities with the aim
of minimising impacts, as far as practicable. Mitigation measures shall be developed
and applied in order to limit the extent of effects, where possible, should significant
impacts occur. It is however noted that the ES did not identify any significant impacts
on Dutch commercial fishing activity”.
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In light of the above EATL believes that the points raised by the NFFO/VisNed have
been addressed.
A cable specification and installation plan is secured under condition 13 (g) of the
DMLs.

FN7

Applicant

Rijkswaterstaat in its RR [RR-016] notes that it is in the process of finalising a SoCG
with the Applicant but that the Dutch Government is concerned about shipping
movements south of the proposed wind farm. Please provide an update on the
provision of a SoCG and negotiations with Trinity House and the Maritime and
Coastguard Agency and involvement of Dutch stakeholders on navigation issues.

FN7

Applicant's
response

The Applicant and Rijkswaterstaat have agreed a SoCG which has been submitted as
part of ExA Deadline 2 (Document reference 2/SoCG/ Applicant and Rijkswaterstaat).
The final position with regards to the southern boundary is as follows:
“When the final layout prior to construction is available, Rijkswaterstaat will be
consulted regarding the nautical safety aspects South of East Anglia THREE.
Rijkswaterstaat will contact the Dutch stakeholders on this matter and will act as Dutch
contact for the Bonn-agreement-II program BE-AWARE-II. This program is aimed to
decrease oil-spills in coming years i.e. caused by collisions due to demands on space
and increases in shipping.”
A draft SoCG with Trinity House and final SoCG with MCA has also been submitted for
ExA Deadline 2 (references: Deadline 2/Draft SoCG/TH and Applicant and Deadline 2/
SoCG/ Applicant and MCA). UK stakeholders feel that the exposure time across the
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southern boundary of the project is limited and less of a concern than the eastern and
western boundaries, however aids to navigation on the southern boundary will be
agreed with Trinity House prior to construction (see condition 8 of the DMLs in
schedules 10-15 of the draft Order).

FN8

Applicant

The Harwich Fishermen’s Association (HFA) [RR-021] notes that despite discussions
there are areas of serious concern on which agreement has not been reached on
mitigation for its members. Amongst concerns are that areas will become un-fishable,
fishing techniques will be compromised and that available fishing areas have been
condensed because of renewable energy and other schemes. It is stated that the
Applicant has been unable to provide guarantees and assurances on how construction
would limit effects and how loss would be mitigated. Please comment and provide an
update on discussions with the HFA.

FN8

Applicant's
response

The Applicant is committed to continued engagement with the HFA through the CFWG.
Since the submission of RR-021 by the HFA the Applicant has progressed a draft SoCG
with the CFWG (and therefore the HFA) which seeks to refine the matters raised.
With respect to the point made by HFA:
“The applicant has been unable to give certain guarantees and assurances on how the
construction process will limit the effect on our members and how they propose to
mitigate the definite loss that will be experienced”.
Within the ES the UK inshore fishing fleet (under 15 m) operating static gear was the
only receptor group for which potentially significant impacts were identified. This was
in relation to Impact 2 (“Temporary Loss or Restricted Access to Traditional Fishing
Grounds”: ES section 14.6.1.2.4.3). No other significant impacts were identified for the
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UK fishing fleet. The Applicant considers that the results of the assessment are correct
and robust. With respect to those vessels operating static gear, the residual impact
was reduced to minor. This was based on the experience of agreeing mutually
acceptable procedures for the relocation of static gears during survey works undertaken
for East Anglia ONE. Furthermore, the revised disruption payment methodology
recently agreed through the CFWG will be utilised by the Applicant.
In addition, there are also a number of commitments within the “Embedded Mitigation
Specific to Commercial Fisheries” (section 14.3.3 of the ES).
These mitigation
measures have since been further substantiated through the draft CFWG SoCG:
ID 7: “A working co-existence plan, as required in the draft DML (Schedules 14 and 15,
Part 2 Condition13 (d) (v)), will be established between the applicant and the MMO that
will address potential issues that may arise during pre-construction, construction,
operational and decommissioning activities with the aim of minimising impacts, as far
as practicable. Appropriate mitigation measures shall be developed and applied in order
to limit the extent of effects, where possible, should significant impacts occur”.
ID 12 “Cables shall be installed with the objective of minimising as far as reasonably
practicable effects on longer term fishing operations. A detailed cable laying plan will
be provided which incorporates a burial risk assessment to ascertain suitable burial
depths and cable laying techniques in accordance with the draft DML (Schedules 10 and
11, Part 2, Condition 13 (g)(ii)) and with the objective of achieving the appropriate
level of cable burial”.
ID 17: “EATL will adopt a hierarchical approach to cable protection options in the event
that full burial of the entire cable length is not achievable. Under this approach, which
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will involve consultation with relevant fishing organisations and their representatives,
protection options will be assessed using a number of criteria including the aim of
selecting protection methods which would cause the least disturbance to fishing
practices.”
The Applicant also refers to the following conditions within the draft DML:
From Schedule 12 (Transmission assets) part 2:
“11 (8) The undertaker must undertake the survey agreed under condition 13(h)(iii)
following the swath-bathymetry survey referred to in condition 19(2)(b). Should any
such obstructions resulting from burial of Work No. 5A (export cables) be identified
which, in the reasonable opinion of the MMO, may be considered to interfere with
fishing, the undertaker must take such steps to remove them as the MMO in its
reasonable opinion shall require”.
and Condition 19(2)(b):
“one full sea floor coverage swath-bathymetry survey that meets the requirements of
IHO S44ed5 Order 1a across the area(s) within the Order limits in which construction
works were carried out to assess any changes in bedform topography and such further
monitoring or assessment as may be agreed to ensure that cables have been buried or
protected”;
In addition, there is also commitment to undertake trawl or drift net surveys (condition
13(g)(iii)) if considered appropriate.
With respect to the point raised by the HFA:
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“Over the recent years our fishing activities have been restricted over extremely large
areas due to the provision of previous and ongoing sustainable renewable energy
schemes and any additional projects on the east coast must be given serious
consideration. These sites were regular fishing grounds used by our members but are
now no longer available. The knock on effect is that all the fishing activities have been
condensed into much smaller areas, with our members struggling to have viable areas
to work. Any new additional wind farm will compound this issue, hence our objection”.
The Applicant has undertaken a cumulative assessment of potential impacts on inshore
commercial fisheries. With the exception of static gears (as detailed previously under
the second point raised by the CFWG), no significant cumulative effects were identified
within the assessment (ES section 14.1.1.1.2). The Applicant considers the results of
the assessment to be appropriate. Existing proposals and developments are considered
to represent part of the existing environment within which commercial fishing activity
currently occurs and to which commercial fishing interests have already adapted.
The Applicant believes that, on the basis of the relative area of the Project site in
comparison to the combined potential areas of other windfarms, MCZs and aggregate
dredging areas, the proportional contribution of the Project site to the cumulative loss
of fishing area will be minor. This contribution is further reduced by the fact that fishing
could resume within the operational Project site and export cable corridor.

SE

Socio-economic

SE1

Applicant

ES Chapter 28 [APP-136] page 32 makes reference to a large proportion of the East
Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm construction jobs being taken up by the workforce
that constructed East Anglia ONE. What is the likely timescale envisaged between the
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end of all construction operations on East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm and the start
of construction on East Anglia THREE Offshore Wind Farm? What, if any, measures will
be undertaken to ensure the same workforce that worked on East Anglia ONE is utilised
as far as is practicable?

SE1

Applicant's
response

It is anticipated that the East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm will be commissioned mid2020. The East Anglia THREE project is expected to commence construction onshore by
2021 at the earliest (see MGPP4).
Construction of the East Anglia THREE project will require a similar range of skills to
those utilised for the construction of East Anglia ONE, though as the construction
programme for the projects will not overlap, it is not possible to commit to retention of
the construction workforce for both projects.
No measures have been proposed by the Applicant to ensure that the same workforce is
utilised, however the Applicant has already committed to continue the skills strategy
agreed with Local Authorities under East Anglia ONE throughout the construction period
of East Anglia THREE (Document Reference: Deadline 1/ DCO ISH/EAONE Skills
strategy). The East Anglia ONE Skills Strategy states:
“SPR will continue to build on the initiatives identified in this strategy beyond the
construction of East Anglia ONE with the intention that future projects developed by SPR
in the East Anglia Zone will evolve and support the strategy.”
In addition, any application for a CfD for the East Anglia THREE project would require a
skills plan to be included within the supply chain plan which would be submitted as part
of that CfD application. The plan will reflect the up to date position at that time by
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which point more detail will be known about project design and construction planning to
better inform the best approach.

SE2

Applicant and
Local
Authorities

Can the Applicant and Local Authorities comment on the likelihood that the Enterprise
Zones in Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft (ES Chapter 28 [APP-136], page 34) will be
extended beyond 2018?

SE2

Applicant's
response

The Enterprise Zone (EZ) status was granted in 2012, with the physical area of the EZ
extended in November 2015. To receive benefits associated with the EZ a company will
need to be in the EZ by March 2018. The EZ benefits for extended areas runs from April
2017 to March 2022, but only for the new extended sites. A case has been made for
the original EZ timescales to also be extended, however the Government has not yet
provided a timetable associated with the 2018 extension request.

SE3

Applicant and
Local
Authorities

In its RR [RR-012] Suffolk Preservation Society referred to the provision of an
environmental fund. Please explain why there is no environmental fund (or similar
funding of community projects in the local area) being proposed?
Can the Local Authorities please clarify why such funding is not being sought?

SE3

Applicant's
response

The Applicant does not consider that an environmental fund is appropriate or necessary
to make the project acceptable in planning terms. No environmental fund was required
for East Anglia ONE. It is considered that environmental benefit is derived from the
major financial investment to be made by undergrounding the onshore cables and
through the installation of ducts by East Anglia ONE for the use of East Anglia THREE,
substantially minimising onshore construction activities.
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Question:
The East Anglia THREE project will create investment in the local economy. The
Applicant has already committed to evolve and support the skills strategy (Document
Reference: Deadline 1/ DCO ISH/EAONE Skills strategy) approved under the East
Anglia ONE Order throughout the construction period of East Anglia THREE, to ensure a
lasting legacy from the project.

SE4

Applicant

SCC states in its RR [RR-024] that the ES has not made an assessment of the demands
that an in-migrant workforce may place on the tourism accommodation sector. SCC
identifies that a document on this matter was subsequently produced in the examination
of East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm. Could the Applicant provide comment on SCC’s
RR on this matter and clarify whether a further assessment will be provided?

SE4

Applicant's
response

Chapter 28 Socio Economic Impact Assessment, of the East Anglia THREE
Environmental Statement includes an assessment of in-migrants on the tourism
accommodation sector, based upon an analysis of tourism accommodation originally
undertaken for East Anglia ONE and updated for East Anglia THREE (please see Section
28.8.4 – Potential Distribution of Onshore Construction Workers). The Applicant
considers that the assessment accurately reflects the sensitivity of the sector, and does
not consider further assessment to be required. The Applicant understands that SCC
now agrees there is no significant effect on tourist accommodation.

SE5

Applicant

SCC in its RR [RR-024] has raised concerns that the submitted assessment does not
analyse the labour market and skills context of the area, and is overly optimistic about
the ability of existing skills and employment infrastructure to respond to the demands of
the project. Please can the Applicant provide a response to these matters that have
been raised by SCC?
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SE5

Applicant's
response

Question:
The assessment methodology used by East Anglia THREE has been tested and accepted
for Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects at Examination, such as East Anglia
ONE Offshore Wind Farm, Triton Knoll Offshore Wind Farm and Progress Gas Power (all
consented).
The chapter includes an analysis of total construction jobs and includes unskilled, skilled
and highly skilled workers; all of which are required for construction activities. The
analysis shows there is a considerable number of construction skills in the region and
that the available workforce has increased significantly due to the downturn in the oil
and gas sector. These factors combine with an effective market that has proved its
ability to respond to the skills needs of the national and local offshore wind sector.
Accordingly, SPR consider that the Chapter accurately reflects the sensitivity of the
sector.
The CITB periodically surveys members and in their latest report, Skills and Training in
the Construction Industry 2014, employers were asked to identify ‘factors that are
currently limiting sales and output.’ In the East of England 1% of employers cited
labour shortages as a constraint on output and zero % cited skilled labour shortages.
(http://www.citb.co.uk/global/banners/192px/citb%20skills%20and%20training%20in
%20the%20construction%20industry_final%20report%202014.pdf)
The most significant development in the availability of relevant skills has been the
collapse in the price of oil and the huge impact this has had on the oil and gas industry
in the North Sea. Nationally 84,000 jobs were lost in 2015, and 40,000 more are
expected in 2016
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Question:
(Oil and Gas UK, June 2016, http://oilandgasuk.co.uk/oil-gas-uk-figures-show-impactof-oil-price-downturn-on-jobs/)
At its peak in 2014, the UK oil and gas sector supported 453,000 jobs. If the forecast is
correct, this will increase redundancies from 18% of the national workforce to over
26%.
This crisis has impacted heavily on the East Anglian region to the extent that the New
Anglia LEP, The East of England Energy Group and the Local Authorities, including
Suffolk County Council have set up an Oil and Gas Taskforce specifically to address the
issue of local redundancies in this sector. This Taskforce commissioned Nautilus
Associates to undertake a study on the local impact. This consultancy reported that 26
companies had filed for administration in the Lowestoft and Great Yarmouth area alone
between April and October 2015. More than 1000 people had been made redundant,
while many companies are asking staff to take unpaid leave or salary reductions.
(http://www.newanglia.co.uk/2016/03/01/taskforce-taking-action-to-support-oil-gasindustry/)
A consequence of these and continued redundancies in 2016 is that a skilled oil and gas
workforce is now open to the offshore wind sector.
In September 2015 the ECITB, which has a specific energy sector remit, published its
latest analysis in ‘Engineering Construction Industry Labour Market Intelligence Report’
(https://www.ecitb.org.uk/About-Us/Media-Centre/Publications/engineeringconstruction-industry-labour-market-intelligence-report).
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Question:
The key findings noted that ‘the industry will need to accept a more fluid movement
between sectors as skills transferred to the growth sectors, such as clean energy’.
This is evident locally. Many of the supply chain companies are active in both oil and
gas and renewables and transfer their skilled workforce across the sectors e.g.
construction and fabrication (Sembmarine SLP), crew and vessels (Seajacks), survey
(Gardline), project management (ODE) and training (3sun).
Although the labour market at the time of construction for East Anglia THREE is difficult
to predict the offshore wind industry in the UK has constructed 5GW of operational plant
without any planning conditions securing skills investment being applied. This
demonstrates a healthy market that has already effectively responded to developers'
requirements and the skills and training infrastructure capacity in the market continues
to grow.
Locally FE Colleges have built facilities such as training towers (e.g. Lowestoft and
Colchester) to augment those constructed by the private sector (e.g. Great Yarmouth).
Specialist service companies (Cwind and 3sun) have set up training academies that,
along with the FE Colleges, ensure the supply of trained staff. Additionally, training
establishments such as PETANs (Norwich) once focused on oil and gas training now
have spare capacity.
Despite the evidence of an active and engaged education sector, the Applicant is not
complacent about the longer term supply and has been committed nationally and locally
to stimulating an early interest in the STEM subjects - the core skills which underpin the
energy sector. This need is also recognised by the ECITB which does specifically identify
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Question:
in their September 2015 report a shortfall of high calibre in engineers currently in
education and are recommending addressing this through STEM programmes.
The Applicant has already committed to STEM interventions including high calibre STEM
Ambassadors going into schools. These STEM interventions form part of the skills
strategy for East Anglia ONE which has been agreed with and signed off by Suffolk
County Council (Document Reference: Deadline 1/ DCO ISH/EAONE Skills strategy) and
will continue during the construction period of East Anglia THREE.
The Applicants approach to skills includes the following:
 The Department of Energy and Climate Change published the East Anglia ONE
Supply Chain Plan in May 2015
 The plan sets out how EAOL will promote competition, innovation and skills
through engagement with the supply chain
 The plan seeks to ensure that a suitably trained and skilled workforce is available
to deliver the East Anglia ONE project
There are four main principles:
 To utilise existing parent company skills programmes where and when possible
and appropriate
 To make the best of existing local and national education and skills infrastructure
and to add value to these where appropriate
 To promote employment and re-skilling opportunities in the communities most
closely associated with the development of the project
 To ensure the necessary balance of demand and supply of skills to support the
delivery of East Anglia ONE
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Question:
The East Anglia THREE socio economic assessment does not suggest that further work
on skills was required over and above that already being undertaken/ planned by East
Anglia ONE. However as a long term asset owner, ScottishPower Renewables is
committed to extending the East Anglia ONE skills strategy to the East Anglia THREE
project as well as future East Anglia projects. As stated in SE1 and in the East Anglia
ONE skills strategy, “SPR will continue to build on the initiatives identified in this
strategy beyond the construction of East Anglia ONE with the intention that future
projects developed by SPR in the East Anglia Zone will evolve and support the strategy.”

SE6

Applicant,
relevant local
authorities

ES Chapter 28, [APP-136] Table 28.11 considers the net additional economic impact of
the project on the basis of low, medium and high impact. There is no commentary as to
which of these three projections is the more likely. Is it possible to refine this
assessment to provide a better indication as to which scenario is the more likely?

SE6

Applicant's
response

The assessment was intentionally written to provide a range of outcomes, as the impact
is difficult to predict. Table 28.11 presents that a net additional impact will be between
800 and 2,670 FTEs at an East of England level. Based on the criteria outlined in Table
28.4, either scenario would result in a high beneficial magnitude of effect.
At the current time in advance of contract procurement there is a degree of uncertainty
as to where the labour force would be recruited, and also the approach to the project’s
construction, whether single or two phased at the windfarm and substation site. In such
circumstances, it is currently not possible to be more precise in forecasting which of the
high, medium, or low economic impact cases is more likely to occur. However, as the
UK and regional industry supply chain continues to develop, evolve and mature, the
Applicant’s desire would be to make use of - where possible and where commercially
best value for money - more locally based suppliers and labour force, and also will
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Question:
provide the opportunity to do so.
As described in the response to SE5, and in Section 28.7.2.8 of Chapter 28 Socio
Economic Impact Assessment, the Applicant assessed the labour market to be of a low
level of sensitivity. Accordingly the effect of additional jobs created locally is considered
to be a positive impact. Thus, this would have the potential to make it more likely that
a higher impact scenario might result, delivering greater economic and labour market
benefits to both East Anglia and the remainder of the UK.

SE7

Applicant,
relevant local
authorities

The DCO for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm included a requirement for the
agreement and implementation of a Skills Strategy (Requirement 30). The current draft
DCO [APP-025] does not include such a requirement. Is a specific Skills Strategy for the
latest project necessary or, if not, what measures are required to complement and/or
build on the strategy for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm?

SE7

Applicant's
response

An additional requirement relating to a skills strategy is not considered to be necessary
given that the ES concluded that the East Anglia THREE project did not give rise to a
significant effect on socio-economic receptors.
Given the state of the labour market as described in SE5 and the demonstrated ability
of the market to deliver the skills necessary to construct 5GW of offshore wind, the
Applicant does not consider that an additional requirement on skills is necessary. SPR
does however value the interventions already agreed with Suffolk County Council
(Document Reference: Deadline 1/ DCO ISH/EAONE Skills strategy) and is committed
to continue and support the existing skills strategy throughout the period of construction
of East Anglia THREE.
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Question:
In addition, any application for a CfD for the East Anglia THREE project would require a
skills plan to be included within the supply chain plan which would be submitted as part
of that CfD application. The plan will reflect the up to date position at that time by
which point more detail will be known about project design and construction planning to
better inform the best approach.

SE8

Applicant

Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils note in their RR [RR-029] that further
pressure could be placed on the labour market by the project, which may not have the
requisite skills. Please comment on this and what, if any, measures should be taken to
mitigate such impacts.

SE8

Applicant's
response

As described above (see SE5), the labour market is not considered to be of high
sensitivity.
Analysis by CITB shows that employers do not identify construction skills shortages as a
barrier to growth in East Anglia (Deadline 2/First Written Questions/CITB Skills and
Training in the Construction Industry 2014/SE5). Where skills shortages are identified
such as the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) UK Construction Survey,
November 2015
(http://www.rics.org/Global/RICS%20UK%20Construction%20market%20survey%20Q
4-2015.pdf)
these are in housebuilding (bricklayers and carpenters), a sector untroubled by East
Anglia THREE activity. In the case of this housebuilding need, the market has again
responded with a £3.75m training centre, backed by the business-led Norfolk and
Suffolk Local Enterprise Partnership, being opened at Easton and Otley College.
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Question:
As noted in SE5 and SE7, the Applicant has already committed to continue and support
the existing skills strategy (Document Reference: Deadline 1/ DCO ISH/EAONE Skills
strategy) approved under East Anglia ONE Order throughout the construction period of
East Anglia THREE.

CA

Compulsory Acquisition (CA)

CA1

Applicant

The Applicant has sought to retain flexibility to construct the project in either a single
phase or in a two-phased approach. If the latter is adopted how is the timing detailed
in the Statement of Reasons (SoR) (i.e. that the second phase would start up to 18
months after the start of phase 1) secured in the draft DCO?

CA1

Applicant's
response

As set out above, phasing is no longer proposed for the transmission assets. If a twophased approach is adopted at the sub-station(s), then whilst the second phase would
commence up to 18 months after the start of phase 1, this would only impact on the
land required for the substation(s) and the laydown area. As the freehold of this land is
required to implement the development, all of the freehold land required for both
phases would be acquired prior to implementation of the first phase.
The Applicant is, in any case, limited by the five year statutory period for acquisition of
land or permanent rights over the land, and therefore it will need to ensure that the
period between the commencement of phase 1 and the commencement of phase 2 is no
longer than necessary, to ensure that the Applicant still has the statutory powers to
deliver the project and acquire the necessary land or permanent rights.

CA2

Applicant

It is unclear how the decision on phasing will be communicated to landowners. It is
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Question:
clearly very important that landowners are made aware of how the project is to proceed
as this will have implications for them in terms of the use and enjoyment of their
property given that it will influence the extent and duration of interference with their
rights. When does the Applicant expect to make a decision on the one/two stage
approach and how would this decision be communicated to landowners?

CA2

Applicant's
response

As set out above, phasing is no longer proposed for the onshore export cable. In respect
of the freehold acquisition at the substation, the Applicant has been, and remains in,
regular contact with landowners to ensure that they are aware of how and when the
authorised development would be anticipated to proceed, and the impact that this is
likely to have on their property and rights.

CA3

Applicant

It is clear that the intention is to acquire the freehold of only a limited number of plots
(450, 453, 454, 454B, 454C and 457-463) and the power to CA land outright is limited
to land which is not contained in Schedule 5 or Schedule 7 of the draft DCO. In the
Explanatory Memorandum (EM) [APP-026] it is explained (page 19) that all of the plots,
with the exception of those listed above, are listed in Schedule 5.
a) Is this correct or is it the case that all plots other than those listed above should
be in either Schedule 5 or 7?
b) If all plots other than those listed above should be in either Schedules 5 or 7 can
the Applicant please check that this is the case as it appears that there are
several plots other than 450, 453, 454, 454B, 454C and 457-463 that appear in
neither schedules?
c) It is explained in the SoR [APP-027] (paragraph 7.6) that plot numbers have
been kept the same as for East Anglia ONE Offshore Wind Farm to avoid
confusing landowners but that this has resulted in some plots being ‘not used’ as
they do not form part of the present application. However, it does not appear that
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Question:
‘not used’ occurs in the Book of Reference (BoR). It would be helpful if a list of
plots that are deliberately missing from the application could be produced to
avoid confusion and an explanation provided as to why the application does not
include all plots numbered 1 – 471B.

CA3

Applicant's
response

The ExA is correct that the Applicant's intention is only to acquire the freehold of a
limited number of plots. These plots are 449A, 450, 453, 454, 454A, 454B, 454C, 457463, 465.
a) This will be corrected in the Explanatory Memorandum. Some plots of land are only
required for temporary possession to allow construction of the authorised development,
and these plots are only listed in Schedule 7. The plots, over which neither freehold
interests nor permanent rights are sought, include plots 94, 95, 151, 151A, 152, 153,
221, 224, 226, 229, 240, 301, 336, 385, 386, 388 and 443. These plots are shown
coloured green on the revised Land Plans submitted at Deadline 2 (reference: Deadline
2/ Plans/ Land Plans(Version 1)/CA6).
b) The Applicant has explained this position in its response to a) above. There are a
number of plots which are not used in the plot sequencing as numbers have been kept
the same as for East Anglia ONE to avoid confusion for landowners.
c) This error has now been rectified and the Book of Reference containing the words
'Not used' where appropriate will be submitted at Deadline 2. A list of 'not used' plots
has been submitted for Deadline 2 (reference: Deadline 2/ List of 'Not Used' Plot
Numbers/ CA3).
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CA4

Applicant

The CA of rights under Article 17 is a wide power to acquire rights compulsorily (both
existing rights and new rights) or impose restrictive covenants over the Order land as
may be required for any purpose for which land can be acquired under Article 15. It is
not clear what existing rights the Applicant may wish to CA although it is assumed it is
only existing rights in land in which the Applicant also seeks to CA the freehold. Can the
Applicant please explain which, if any, existing rights it is intended to CA?

CA4

Applicant's
response

The Applicant seeks the power to compulsorily acquire the freehold to certain plots of
land. Article 17(1) also permits the acquisition of rights and imposition of restrictive
covenants. One purpose of the compulsory acquisition provisions is to ensure that any
rights which are incompatible with the proposed use of the land, for example a drainage
right or right of way, do not impede the implementation or use of the authorised
project.
In addition, article 18(2) permits the extinguishment of existing rights which are
incompatible with new rights to be acquired over the land, for example a right of
drainage, in so far as it conflicts with the rights of the Applicant to install or maintain its
equipment. In those circumstances, such a right must be extinguished to allow the
authorised project to proceed. Where appropriate the Applicant will offer to re-grant
rights on similar terms, but which are not incompatible with the authorised project.

CA5

Applicant

The SoR [APP-027] indicates that a corridor width of 75m will be sought for both a
single and a two-phased approach and that this width is sought because it has not been
accurately identified where only temporary possession would be sufficient. It is
confirmed at paragraph 7.18 that the cable corridor of up to 42m in width (likely to be
only 35m in width) is anticipated for most of the corridor.
a) What needs to happen before the exact extent of the CA required is identified,
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Question:
including details of any surveys, and why has it not been possible to do these
before submission of the application?
b) How and when would affected landowners be informed whether their land is going
to be subject to CA or only temporary possession?

CA5

Applicant's
response

The exact extent of the CA required for the cable corridor will not be finalised until the
ducts through which the cables are to be pulled as part of the authorised project have
been installed. The ducts are to be laid as part of the East Anglia One Wind Farm
project. The location of the installation of the ducts in the cable corridor will be finalised
as the construction design and methodology for East Anglia ONE develops and is
finalised.
The Applicant's agent is in ongoing dialogue with landowners, and landowners will be
informed once the exact extent of the cable corridor is known.
The Book of Reference makes clear those plots of land which the Applicant needs to
acquire the freehold of, those plots of land over which only temporary possession is
required, and those plots of land over which both temporary possession is required and
also permanent rights.

CA6

Applicant

Can it be confirmed that it is the intention to limit the CA of land in Schedule 7 to land
which is also listed in Schedule 5?

CA6

Applicant's
response

Some plots of land are only required for temporary possession to allow construction of
the authorised project, and these plots are only listed in Schedule 7. These plots do not
also appear in Schedule 5. The plots over which neither freehold interests nor
permanent rights are sought include plots 94, 95, 151, 151A, 152, 153, 221, 224, 226,
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229, 240, 301, 336, 385, 386, 388 and 443. These plots are shown coloured green only
on the revised Land Plans submitted at Deadline 2.
The majority of the plots along the cable route are needed for temporary possession
during construction, and are also scheduled for the acquisition of permanent rights to
operate, retain, maintain and repair the cables and works. These plots appear in both
Schedule 5 and Schedule 7.

CA7

Applicant, The
Crown Estate

Can the Applicant confirm whether it is sought to acquire the interests held other than
by the Crown in Plots 1, 64-66 and 190? If it is sought to acquire new rights in these
interests (as is suggested by their inclusion in Schedule 5 of the DCO) S135 consent
from the Crown Estate is needed before the DCO can be made. Has Crown consent been
obtained? If it is not sought to acquire new rights in these interests, the DCO and BoR
would need to be amended to remove these interests from the scope of CA.

CA7

Applicant's
response

The Applicant does seek the right to acquire interests other than those held by the
Crown over 'Crown land'. Consent dated 22nd June 2016 has been obtained from the
Crown Estate and this was provided for Deadline 1 (Document reference: Deadline 1/
DCO ISH/ S135 Consent).

CA8

Applicant

The phrase ‘Excluding all interests of The Queen's Most Excellent Majesty In Right Of
Her Crown and all interests of The Crown Estate Commissioners’ has been included in
column 2 of part 1 of the BoR [APP-29] headed ‘Extent, description and situation of the
land’, which describes the extent of the land over which CA is sought. It appears that
the Applicant has copied and pasted this phrase into other parts of the BoR where it is
really not appropriate. For example, it is not appropriate to have it in column 3 of Part
4 headed ‘Owner of relevant Crown interest and interest’ where the owner of the Crown
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interest is required to be described. It is also not appropriate to have it in column 3 of
part 1 headed ‘Freehold Owners or Reputed Freehold Owners’ or column 3 of Part 5
headed ‘Name and Address’.
Please produce an amended BoR that uses the phrase correctly to adequately exclude
Crown interests owned by the Crown Estate from the compulsory acquisition authorised
by the DCO?

CA8

Applicant's
response

This has been resolved within the Book of Reference submitted for Deadline 2.

CA9

Applicant,
Crown Estate
Commissioners
, C J Mann,
other parties

Plots 1-7 form part of the beach and foreshore and are considered to be open space.
The Applicant seeks to compulsorily acquire new rights over these plots. The Applicant’s
S132 Statement [APP-034] sets out the reasons why it is believed that when burdened
with these new rights these plots will be no less advantageous to persons in whom it is
vested, other persons entitled to rights, and the public.
a) Is there agreement with this assessment?
b) Two of the plots are listed as being in unknown ownership. Can the Applicant
explain what efforts have been made to locate the owners?

CA9

Applicant's
response

a) On 6 March 2014, the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government
certified his satisfaction for the East Anglia One Offshore Wind Farm that the land, when
burdened with the rights granted in accordance with the East Anglia One Order as
made, would be no less advantageous to persons in whom it is vested, other persons
entitled to rights, and the public. The Applicant considers that the rights sought over
plots 1-7 as part of the draft Order are less onerous than those sought for the East
Anglia ONE Order as made, given that rights are only sought to pull cables through
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existing ducts. The Applicant is not aware of any disagreement with its assessment.
There will be no permanent surface features.
A letter has been received from Christopher Mann (reference: Deadline 2/ Letter from
Christopher Mann/ CA9) to confirm his agreement that the land, if burdened with the
rights to be granted under the draft DCO, would be no less advantageous to him.
b) The Applicant has taken all reasonable efforts to locate the owners of the unknown
land at the beach and foreshore. The Applicant has consulted with the adjoining
landowners, being the Crown Estate Commissioners and Christopher Mann to establish
whether they have any interest in the land, or know the possible owners. Deeds have
been reviewed for the neighbouring land and site notices have been erected at the
location of the land in unknown ownership. No response has been received to the site
notices.

CA10

Applicant

Seven statutory undertakers are listed in the SoR [APP-027] (pages 35-40) as being
affected by the Order limits.
a) Can the Applicant please provide an update on negotiations with them?
b) Can an update also be provided on negotiations relating to protective provisions
with other statutory undertakers?

CA10

Applicant's
response

National Grid
The Applicant is in discussion with National Grid and anticipates withdrawal of their
representation by the end of the examination period.
Anglian Water
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Question:
The Applicant considers that it has addressed AW's requirements in the draft Order.
Network Rail
The Applicant refers to the email from Network Rail (dated 12th July 2016), submitted by
the applicant at Deadline 1 document reference: Deadline 1 / DCO ISH /NRIL PPs
Comments). Network Rail has confirmed to the Applicant that it is content provided that
the protective provisions used in the draft Order are substantially the same as the East
Anglia ONE order. The Applicant anticipates withdrawal of Network Rail's representation
by the end of the examination period.
Galloper Wind Farm Ltd
The Applicant is in discussion with Galloper and anticipates withdrawal of their
representation by the end of the examination period.
The Applicant also sent consultation material regarding the proposed development to
Eastern Power Networks, Centrica and Thus Limited. No representations were made by
these parties, and the general protective provisions are considered to protect these
statutory undertakers.
The general protective provisions are considered to protect all other statutory
undertakers.

CA11

Applicant,
Network Rail

Network Rail has expressed concerns in its RR [RR-026] relating to what it considers to
be the DCO’s currently inadequate protective provisions concerning its statutory
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undertakings. Can the Applicant/Network Rail please provide an update on negotiations
on protective provisions?

CA11

Applicant's
response

Please see response to CA10 above.

CA12

Applicant

Can the Applicant please clarify the position regarding Plot 210 which paragraph 8.21 of
the SoR [APP-027] states contains part of the Great Eastern Main Line at Claydon but in
respect of which there is no reference to the plot in the BoR and it is not shown on the
Land Plan?

CA12

Applicant's
response

The reference in the Statement of Reasons to plot 210 should be deleted and replaced
with plot 395. This is corrected in the revised Statement of Reasons submitted at
Deadline 2 (reference: Deadline 2/ Statement of Reasons/ CA12). This error has also
been communicated to Network Rail.

CA13

Applicant

At paragraph 3.1 of the Funding Statement [APP-028] it is stated that the Applicant has
been advised that the total cost of CA should not exceed £3,742,114 but the source of
this advice is not stated. Can the Applicant please expand on this?

CA13

Applicant's
response

The Applicant has sought professional advice on the total amount of the compulsory
acquisition liability. The figure of £3,742, 114 was provided by Andrew Highwood of
Savills, supported by Tim Cooper of Whirledge & Nott.
The approach taken had regard to values comparable schemes had paid for similar
rights where the promoter had compulsory acquisition powers, including East Anglia
ONE. In these circumstances it is usual for valuations to exceed compensation which
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would be payable in the event that compulsory powers were exercised. The figure
reflects the particular purpose for which the land/ new rights (and temporary possession
where relevant) are proposed to be acquired, as set out in the Book of Reference. The
total figure is therefore considered to be an over estimate relative to the value that
would be paid were compulsory powers to be exercised.
All costs have been taken into account including compensation for disturbance during
construction and legal/professional fees.

CA14

Applicant

At paragraph 3.2 of the Funding Statement [APP-028] it is stated that East Anglia
THREE limited and Scottish Power UK plc are to shortly enter into an agreement to fund
the property cost estimates for the acquisition of required interests. Has such an
agreement now been entered into and, if so, can a signed copy of this be provided?

CA14

Applicant's
response

A completed copy of the Funding Agreement is provided at reference: Deadline 2/
Funding Statement/ CA14

CA15

Applicant

ES Chapter 5 [APP-113] paragraph 430 indicates that the precise location of cable
jointing bays would be determined post-consent, although indicative positions are
shown in Figure 5.2. Please explain what implications this may have in terms of CA.

CA15

Applicant's
response

Until the ducts have been installed as part of the East Anglia One Wind Farm project,
and the construction and design methodology has been finalised, the Applicant will not
be able to confirm the location of the cable jointing bays. It has therefore sought
flexibility to be able to install cable jointing bays along the full extent of the cable route.
The applicant has committed in the Outline Landscape and Ecological Management
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Strategy (OLEMS) to ensuring as far as possible that the installation of such jointing
bays is contained to suitable locations, such as the edge of fields and away from
highways to ensure the minimum disruption possible to the affected land.

CA16

Applicant

Please provide updates on negotiations with the Crown to acquire the necessary
interests in respect of land below the mean low water mark at the Bawdsey landfall
(SoR [APP-027] paragraph 8.1).

CA16

Applicant's
response

An agreement for lease in respect of land below the mean low water mark was entered
into with the Crown Estate Commissioners on 15th February 2016.

CA17

Applicant

Please provide an update on discussions with Highways England in relation to land under
the A12 and A14 (SoR [APP-027] paragraph 8.2). The Applicant should note that s135
only applies to Crown land. It is the ExA’s understanding that land owned by HE is no
longer Crown land. Please can the Applicant confirm whether any of the land under the
A12 and A14 is Crown land?

CA17

Applicant's
response

Discussions are being progressed with Highways England in relation to both the
East Anglia ONE and East Anglia THREE projects. The Applicant agrees with the
Examining Authority that the land under the A12 and A14 is no longer Crown land, as
this is now owned by Highways England.
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